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A direct-write, electrochemical approach to the formation and dissolution of silver nanofil-
aments is demonstrated through a novel polymer electrolyte consisting of a UV-crosslinkable
polymer, polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) and an ionic liquid (IL), 1-butyl-3-methy-
limadozolium hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM]PF6). Nanofilaments are formed and dissolved
at pre-programmed locations with a conductive atomic force microscope (c-AFM) using a
custom script. Although the formation time generally decreases with increasing bias from
0.7 to 3.0 V, an unexpected non-monotonic maximum is observed ∼2.0 V. At voltages ap-
proaching this region of inverted kinetics, IL electric double layers (EDLs) become detectable;
thus, the increased nanofilament formation time can be attributed to electric field screening,
which hinders silver electromigration and deposition. Scanning electron microscopy confirms
that nanofilaments formed in this inverted region have significantly more lateral and diffuse
features. Time dependent formation currents reveal two types of nanofilament growth dy-
namics: abrupt, where the resistance decreases sharply over as little as a few ms, and gradual
where it decreases more slowly over hundreds of ms. Whether the resistance change is abrupt
or gradual depends on the extent to which the EDL screens the electric field. Silver nanofila-
ments with gradual growth dynamics have potential application in neuromorphic computing.
In this study, a linear (R2 > 0.9) dependence of conductance on the number of bias pulses is
demonstrated—a signature feature that is required for neuromorphic application. Hundreds
of distinguishable conductance states ranging from 235 to 260 microsimens can be accessed
using a low read bias. These results show that novel PEGDA/IL composite electrolyte en-
ables the gradual formation and dissolution of silver nanofilament with tunable conductance
states, making it a promising candidate to advance neuromorphic applications.
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1.0 Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Metal Nanofilament
A metal nanofilament often forms as a branch-shape cluster of metal atoms with the
stem width ranging from dozens to hundreds of nanometers, and length sometimes reaching
microns. [1] Because of their delicate form, metal nanofilaments can only grow and exist
inside a solid scaffold which provides the needed structural stability. The formation of metal
nanofilaments usually takes place within a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure, where
redox reactions initiate near two metal electrodes. The filament grows by electrochemistry
inside the ion-conducting material, such as a metal oxide or a solid polymer electrolyte
(SPE). Because the solid scaffold that supports filament growth is electrically insulating,
once formed, the nanofilament creates a conductive pathway connecting the two electrodes
across the solid insulator. An example is shown in Figure 1 for a silver filament traversing
a polyethylene oxide film.
The rupture (dissolution) of the nanofilament induces a discontinuity along filament
structure usually due to either Joule heating where large current densities give rise to a
higher temperature and promotes migration of the metal, or an external stimulus such a
electrochemical oxidation via an applied bias, which breaks the electrical connection between
electrodes. As described below, metal nanofilaments are useful for several applications not
only because they are electrically conductive, but also because the electrical switching be-
tween insulating (i.e., ruptured filament) and conductive (i.e., connected filament) structures
can be achieved by a controllable external electrical field.
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Figure 1: Scanning electron microscope image of silver filament connecting two metal elec-
trodes through a polyethyelene oxide (PEO) film (200 nm thick and 5 µm wide) in a planar
MIM structure after formation under a constant +2 V formation bias. The scale bar is 1
µm. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons. [1]
1.2 Applications of Nanofilaments and Key Challenges
1.2.1 Resistive Memory
Resistive memory, also known as resistive random access memory (ReRAM), is a type
of random access memory (RAM) that works by modulating the resistance of a solid-state,
dielectric material. [4–7] Different from direct-access data storage media such as magnetic
tapes or hard disks, data stored in RAM can be accessed regardless of its physical location
on the recording medium. However, RAM is typically a volatile memory, meaning its stored
data will be lost if the power source is removed. On the contrary, ReRAM is a non-volatile
memory, meaning that it can retrieve stored data after the power is removed. ReRAM is
gaining interest because its simple structure allows for 3D crossbar architecture, as illustrated
in Figure 2. Also, it can operate at lower voltage (sub 2 V) than conventional flash memory
(> 5 V) [8–11] and other emerging memories such as phase-change memory (PRAM) [12–14]
and magnetoresistive random-access memory (MRAM). [14,15]
2
Figure 2: Crossbar architecture for resistive memories. The array is obtained by perpendic-
ular conductive wordlines (rows) and bitlines (columns), where a memory element exists at
the intersection between each row and column. The memory element can be accessed for read
and write by biasing the corresponding wordline and bitline. Reproduced with permission
from IOP Publishing under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. [2]
There are several types of ReRAMs based on the type of material used to achieve the
resistance change. Conductive bridge random-access memory (CBRAM), for example, is
a type of ReRAM that relies on the nanofilaments introduced above. [5, 16–18] In mem-
ory applications, the low and high resistance states are used to represent logic “1” and “0”
respectively, so the connected or disconnected nanofilaments in CBRAM are thus used to
represent data and achieve memory function. CBRAM is also a type of non-volatile memory,
meaning after filament formation it can maintain its low resistance state until external bias
is applied to dissolve the filament. The distinctive advantage of metal nanofilament-based
CBRAM over other ReRAMs (such as oxygen vacancy filamentary ReRAM) is the low volt-
age (sub 1 V) [18–20] CBRAM requires to set the conductive pathway. This is the result of
the two different mechanisms involved. The metal atoms in nanofilament CBRAM dissolve
back into the dielectric under an applied electrical field, whereas the movement of oxygen
vacancies requires larger electric fields (i.e., higher voltage and therefore more energy) with
a mechanism akin to dielectric breakdown. [21, 22]
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1.2.2 Optical Metamaterials
In addition to memory and memory-based computing applications, metal nanofilaments
are also promising for applications that require reconfigurable optical properties. For ex-
ample, when an ordered array of nanoparticles (NPs) is embedded in a solid matrix (i.e.,
a metamaterial), the optical properties of this matrix can be tuned by adjusting the size
and spacing of the NPs, which changes the interaction with electromagnetic radiation over
a specific range of wavelengths. [23,24] For a system that is not reconfigurable, once the NP
array is embedded in a solid matrix, no further adjustments can be made to the optical prop-
erties. However, it has been shown that nanofilaments that are densely packed in a dielectric
can give rise to strong anisotropy in optical properties. [25] Thus, another application where
metal nanofilaments can be used is to introduce optical reconfigurability by selectively form-
ing and dissolving nanofilaments between metal NPs embedded in the metamaterial. This
concept is shown in Figure 3a. Such metamaterials consisting of an array of NPs connected
by metal filaments could potentially be developed into a new type of reconfigurable coat-
ing that could be used for both civilian and military applications (e.g., glass coatings that
decrease light transmission depending on the solar intensity at that moment, or military
gear that offers on-demand, reconfigurable camouflage). This new generation of metama-
terials with dynamically reconfigurable optical properties would represent a major advance
in intelligent coatings, nicely complementing achievements in the internet of things (IOT),
where local sensors could trigger the intelligent material to change properties in response to
a stimulus.
4
Figure 3: (a) Metamaterial with a lattice of metal nanoparticles (large gray spheres) em-
bedded. Some NPs are electrically connected by metal nanofilaments (small gray spheres).
(b) Conductive-AFM based system controlling the electrochemical formation and dissolu-
tion of conductive metal filaments. (c) Magnified view of filament formation between the
conductive AFM tip and a sacrificial metal layer.
1.2.3 Neuromorphic Computing
Memristor-based devices, such as CBRAM, have drawn heavy attention for their poten-
tial use in neuromorphic computing. Neuromorphic computing is a brain-inspired computing
paradigm. Human brain is highly efficient in task such as pattern recognition due to its abil-
ity of massive parallel information processing [26], which is made possible by utilizing more
than 1015 synapses while consumes only 20 Watts of power. [27] Unlike the silicon based
modern computer which is limited to use digital “0” and “1” for computation, biological
neural networks exhibit analog changes in synaptic weights during the decision-making and
learning processes. One way to think about the difference between the logic states used in
silicon based computer versus neuromorphic computing is illustrated in Figure 4. Tradi-
tional computing uses only two (digital) logic states to fulfill computing tasks, meaning each
command or data used needs to be assigned with a long string consisting of “0”s and “1”s;
while neuromorphic computing computes by assigning multiple (analog) logic states, thus
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improves computing efficiency. It is worth mentioning, however, in Figure 4 the color of can-
dies coming out from both machines is random, while in neuromorphic computing the logic
states change is usually continuous, which is another key difference to traditional computer.
Figure 4: An analogy to describe digital versus analog computing using candy dispensers:
traditional computing (left) uses only two logic states (candies with only two different colors)
while neuromorphic computing (right) computes by assigning multiple logic states (candies
with many different colors).
In addition to analog logic states, neuromorphic computing also mimics the biological
brain by operating in a parallel rather than sequential fashion. In tasks such as pattern
recognition and classification, the sequential operating mode of neuromorphic computing
is a more energy-efficient architecture compared with traditional computers that operates
in series. [28, 29] The simple structure of two-terminal CBRAM based device also makes it
easier to fulfill the neuromorphic network array configuration requirements.
Non-volatile CBRAM has the potential to work as a artificial synapse in neuromorphic
computing by emulating synaptic weights with variable resistance states in response to in-
put signal (bias pulse). [28] More recently, systems that combine non-volatile and volatile
CBRAMs have demonstrated more complex synaptic functionalities such as spike-timing-
6
dependent plasticity (STDP) and spike-rate-dependent plasticity (SRDR) together with some
key artificial neuron functionalities. [30,31] In brief, these applications take advantages of the
two-terminal structure of CBRAM devices, integrating them with other electrical elements
(such as resistors or capacitors) to create a circuit that is capable of outputting distinctive
signals depending on the frequency or sequence of input pulses, stepping closer to biological
neural network functionalities.
1.2.4 Key Challenges
Stochastic switching process. Although CBRAM is considered by many as the next
generation memory technology, some key roadblocks such as large device-to-device variability
and poor reliability remain till date. [14, 28, 32–34] These issues are largely resulting from
the stochastic switching between on/off states involving uncontrolled metal atom nucleation
in electrochemistry [35, 36] and random metal ion migration. [14] Because of the stochastic
switching process, the physical configuration of the nanofilament can be changed after each
formation or dissolution cycle, [14] causing unstable resistance at the same logic state (either
on or off ) among different operation cycles. This uncontrolled switching prevents practical
implementations for almost all applications.
Mechanical inflexibility. In addition to the limitations imposed by stochastic switch-
ing mechanism, currently the most studied CBRAMs are inorganic based materials. [2, 37]
However, inorganics lack mechanical flexibility to be solution-processable for flexible elec-
tronics and impose design complexity in 3D crossbar architectures for neuromorphic appli-
caiton. Polymer-based resistive memories have been considered as a promising alternative or
supplement to conventional inorganic semiconductor-based memory technology due to their
advantages of good scalability, flexibility, and ease of processing. [32] For the optically re-
configurable metamaterial, however, there is an additional challenge that must be overcome
when using a polymer-based dielectric: the NPs must be precisely positioned into an array
within the polymer. For commonly used ion-conducting polymers (i.e., polymer electrolytes)
such as high molecular weight PEO-based electrolytes, [19,38] the room-temperature rigidity
of the solid film makes it impossible to align NPs into an ordered array.
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Lacking multiple resistance states. One specific requirement of CBRAM for neuro-
morphic applications that differs from memory applications is the need for multiple resistance
states. While binary resistance states (on/off states) will be adequate for conventional mem-
ory, a material that is capable of providing multiple resistance states (synaptic weights) is
required to enable analog logic operation for neuromorphic computing. Although the con-
nection between neurons in artificial neural network (ANN) can be implemented by devices
with only binary states, such as the transistor, this approach is an energy-intensive and
nonscalable. [39] Therefore, a single device with tunable multi-resistance states is preferred
over a binary device for more efficient neural network operation. [28, 29, 40] For CBRAM,
multiple resistance states can be achieved by tuning metal nanofilament growth dynamics
in the electrolyte. In the majority of reports, however, switching CBRAM between on and
off states is abrupt and difficult to make gradual due to the lack of control over the elec-
trochemisty in the switching layer (electrolyte) which tends to be stochastic, as described
above. The lack of controlled metal filament dynamics usually also leads to nonlinear con-
ductance change during filament growth and dissolution, which will degrade neural network
classification accuracy in neuromorphic computing. [40–43]
1.3 Introduction to PEGDA/IL System and C-AFM setup
To address all three challenges CBRAM faces for the applications listed above, we have
come up with a non-aqueous electrolyte combining a photo-crosslinkable polymer (polyethy-
lene glycol diacrylate, PEGDA) with an ionic liquid (1-butyl-3-methylimadazolium hexaflu-
orophosphate, [BMIM]PF6). PEGDA is an ion-conducting polymer [44, 45] which is also
commonly used in biological applications. [46] PEGDA provides design flexibility, because
the material can start at low-viscosity and be converted to a high-viscosity solid simply by
exposing the film to light. This design could support the precise positioning of NPs in a
liquid-like dielectric, and the NPs could subsequently be locked into place by simple exposure
to ultraviolet light. Previous studies showed that as little as 4 wt.% PEGDA blended with an
ionic liquid (IL) was sufficient to yield a solid. [47,48] ILs—liquid salts at room temperature
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that are commonly added to solid polymer electrolytes for various electrochemical applica-
tions [47–51]—are being considered to address the challenges in polymer-based ReRAM. In
a recent report, ILs were added to polymer-based CBRAM to reduce the formation (set)
bias and increase endurance. [52] Here, [BMIM]PF6 is chosen as the IL, because it has good
chemical and thermal stability, negligible vapor pressure, high ionic conductivity (1.8 ×10−3
S cm−1 at 300 K), [53] and a large electrochemical window (≈4.7 V). [54] Thus, PEGDA
provides tunable mechanical properties, while [BMIM]PF6 enhances ionic conductivity which
is required for ion migration during forming and dissolving filaments.
In this study, we use conductive-AFM (C-AFM) where the AFM tip serves as an inert
mobile top electrode, while a sacrificial bottom electrode supplies the silver for electrode-
position (Figure 3b). The AFM tip and the Ag substrate represent the metals of the MIM
structure with dielectric between. Filament growth inside the PEGDA/IL/salt electrolyte
is controlled by the polarity and magnitude of the bias applied between the two electrodes
(Figure 3c). C-AFM enables the direct-writing of nanofilaments by precisely defining the
nucleation sites, yielding more uniform nucleation and growth. [35, 36] Using an automated
script (attached in Appendix A), nanofilament formation events at hundreds of xy loca-
tions on the film are recorded. This spatially dense sampling allows us to fully capture the
stochasticity of nanofilament growth and enables statistical analyses of the data, which are
particularly crucial for a polymer electrolyte containing microscopic heterogeneities.
1.4 Key Findings
In Chapter 3, I discuss our findings on the reduced stochasticity in resistive switching
and improved mechanical flexibility for the PEGDA/IL system. Specifically, I describe our
choice of host dielectric material consisting of UV crosslinkable PEGDA and room tempera-
ture ionic liquid [BMIM]PF6 that balances the structural and ion-conducting requirements. I
investigate formation and dissolution of silver filament arrays at preselected locations through
PEGDA/IL thin film as a function of IL composition. The IL enhances uniform nanofilament
formation kinetics under constant applied bias and enables modulus tuning over a range of a
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few hundred MPa to several GPa, [47,48,55] making it more versatile than IL-free polymer
electrolytes. Also, adding a sufficient amount of IL (>10 wt.%) enables 5× faster nanofila-
ment formation compared to the IL-free electrolyte, but adding too much (50 wt.%) slows the
nanofilament kinetics by a factor of 7. These observations suggest complex dynamics, which
further motivate investigation of the underlying mechanisms. This work is published in
Small, attached in Appendix B.
In Chapter 4, I present the impact of formation bias on filament formation. The data
reveal an unexpected relationship between formation times and applied bias. Specifically, the
formation times do not decrease monotonically with increasing driving force—as expected
for oxide-based dielectrics [56–58]—but instead exhibit a pronounced maximum near 2.0 V.
We interpret this behavior as the result of a competition between IL EDL formation and
electrochemical filament growth. This finding is exciting because it suggests that the compe-
tition can be used to control nanofilament morphology over multiple, well-defined resistance
states. In other words, we uncovered a new control mechanism that should lend itself to the
production and engineering of neuromorphic architectures where multiple distinguishable re-
sistance states must be achieved to emulate the connections between neurons in an artificial
neural network. [28, 29] This work is published in Advanced Functional Materials,
attached in Appendix C.
To demonstrate this control mechanism on filament formation dynamics can be applied
for practical neuromorphic applications. In Chapter 5 I describe my most recent efforts to
scale up the CBRAM device from a c-AFM MIM with one M being the AFM tip to more
practical MIM devices on a chip where both M’s are lithographically patterned electrodes.
I continue to explore filaments with multiple conductance states formed in the PEGDA/IL
system, but this time focusing on benchmarking their performance against requirements
for neuromorphic applications. I fabricated devices using photolithography that will enable
additional electrical characterization such as conductance state retention, switching time,
and endurance. Thus far, I have demonstrated that the conductance of a single filament can
be tuned reversibly (increase and decrease) in the PEGDA/IL system to achieve hundreds
of distinguishable states with cycles of bias pulses. Moreover, the data show a highly linear
correspondence (R2> 0.9) between these two, making it favorable for artificial neural network
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(ANN) application as linear and symmetric weight update (conductance change) is critical
for training accuracy and fast training convergence speed in neural network. Manuscript
in preparation.
1.5 Co-authored Publications
My first-authored publications focused on silver nanofilament formation dynamics in the
PEGDA/IL system; additionally, I contributed to a manuscript on fabricating nanopore-
templated Ag nanoparticle arrays in dielectrics (published in Frontiers in Chemistry,
attached in Appendix D). Specifically, the PEGDA system that I developed for c-AFM
filament formation was used in the Frontiers publication. Additionally, I contributed dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements and analysis of a single-ion conductor,
EDL-gated transistor to a manuscript published in ACS Applied Materials & Inter-
faces (attached in Appendix E).
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2.0 Chapter 2: Experimental Details
2.1 Spin-coating of PEGDA/IL Thin Film Sample
While the composition of PEGDA/IL electrolyte used at different chapters in this dis-
sertation varies, the sample preparation of PEGDA/IL thin film for AFM measurement can
be generalized as follows: AgPF6, [BMIM]PF6, and PEGDA were dissolved in acetonitrile
(ACN) to make the ACN solutions of each individual component, respectively; then the
solutions were mixed by different volumetric ratios to make the final electrolyte solutions
with various PEGDA/[BMIM]PF6/AgPF6 compositions. In all final electrolyte solutions,
the PEGDA concentration was kept at 1 wt.% with 0.02 wt.% of HMPP (photoinitiator)
added. The electrolyte solutions were spin-coated on the Ag-coated silicon substrate at 4000
rpm for 30 seconds to obtain a homogeneous PEGDA/IL thin film, followed by 2 mins of
annealing at 80 °C to drive-off ACN residue. Following PEGDA/IL deposition, samples were
then photo-crosslinked with a UV lamp, (λ = 365 nm, P = 1.3 mW/cm2 at 3 inches) at a
working distance of 0.5 inch for 1 h. All steps mentioning above were completed inside an
argon-filled glovebox.
2.2 Silver Nanofilmanet Formation and Dissolution by Conductive-AFM
Nanofilament formation and dissolution usually took place in an insulator sandwiched
between two metal electrodes (metal-insulator-metal structure, MIM) as shown in Figure
5. If a sufficiently high positive bias was applied between the two metal electrodes, the redox
active metal anode would be oxidized and injected metal ions into the dielectric. In response
to electrical field, the metal ion would migrate towards the inert cathode where it received
free electrons and was reduced to a metal atom. When the positive bias was held for enough
time, a filament consisting of reduced metal atoms would continue to grow until it connected
both electrodes, i.e., the electrical circuit would be shorted once a filament was formed. In
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contrast to filament formation, the exact mechanism for filament dissolution is still under
debate. One theory suggested that filament dissolution was driven by “thermal-assisted”
electrochemical-oxidation [59] when a negative bias was applied: because the nanoscale con-
ductive filament formed was far from being a perfect conductor (i.e., it would still have a
large electrical resistance), the potential drop along the filament could drive metal atom
oxidation (dissolution) likely at the location with the weakest electrical connection.
Figure 5: Schematic of nanofilament formation (top) and dissolution (bottom) processes in
a MIM structure by applying bias with opposite polarity
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In this dissertation we used a conductive-AFM (c-AFM) based setup to form and dissolve
silver nanofilaments between a silver sacrificial electrode and a c-AFM probe as shown in
Figure 3b,c. Thin films of PEGDA/IL were prepared through spin-coating on an Ag-coated
silicon wafer using the method described above. A Bruker Dimension Icon AFM coupled with
conductive AFM probe (SCM-PIT-V2) was operated in contact mode inside the glovebox.
Electrical contact was made between the AFM stage and the Ag layer of the substrate using
copper tape. Bias was applied to the silver bottom layer through the AFM stage while AFM
tip was grounded throughout the process: when a positive bias is applied, silver electrode will
be oxidized and initiates filament formation; after filament formation a negative bias can be
applied to oxidize and dissolve the filament. The current flowing through the AFM tip has
been monitored once bias was applied and served as the indicator of formation/dissolution
events: the current remained low until nanofilament formation has completed to short the
circuit; when bias polarity was reversed to dissolve the filament, the current would first
remain high (but now at a negative value) until the electrical connection was broken due
to filament dissolution. The formation current thresholds were chosen to be about 100×
higher than the noise level under different current sensitivity while the dissolution current
threshold was chosen to be close to 0. For example, thresholds for formation and dissolution
were chosen as +4 nA and -0.5 nA, respectively, at current sensitivity of 1 nA/V. As a
contrast, the compliance current of the instrument was ca. ±5 nA at current sensitivity of
1 nA/V.
2.2.1 Representative Silver Nanofilament Formation and Dissolution
c-AFM was operated under contact mode during nanofilament formation and dissolution,
a working setting which allows constant contact between the AFM tip and the sample surface
and ideal for electrochemical deposition. Representative time-dependent current data after
bias was applied during a formation and dissolution cycle are plotted in Figure 6, together
with time-dependent bias data. Here, the sample had a composition of 90/10 PEGDA/IL
wt.% with 0.2 mM AgPF6. Current sensitivity was set at 100 nA/V with a system compliance
of approximately 600 nA. As shown in the figure, the formation bias was set to 2.5 V at t =
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4 s. At t = 60 s, the current starts to increase from 0 to 200 nA within a short time range
(i.e., seconds), indicating nanofilament formation. A stable current was achieved at 200
nA with a constant bias of 2.5 V from t = 62 to 75 s. To dissolve the nanofilament, the bias
was set to -2.5 V at t = 75 s. The current first decreased to -500 nA and then returned to 0
nA within dozens of ms, indicating dissolution of the filament.
Figure 6: Time dependent current and applied bias plot for a representative nanofilament
formation and dissolution event. Current is plotted in red and bias is plotted in blue.
We noticed the timescale of dissolution is three orders of magnitude faster than forma-
tion, indicating the fundamental difference in mechanisms between formation and dissolution
kinetics. This difference is sensible, because initial formation requires the movement of many
silver ions to form a percolating conduction path, dissolution only requires the oxidation of
a few silver atoms into the nearby electrolyte to disconnect the filament.
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2.2.2 Direct-write of Nanofilament Array Using Customized Script
For large-scale direct write of filaments over a preselected region, we developed a script
(see Appendix A) to automate the formation and dissolution of nanofilaments at multiple
precise locations over a preselected area. The algorithm of this script used the following pro-
tocol: a user-defined positive bias was applied until a nanofilament was created, as indicated
reaching the formation threshold current. After formation, the bias was held for only 2 ms
to avoid nanofilament overgrowth. Then, the bias polarity was reversed to a user-defined
negative bias to initiate dissolution. When the filament was dissolved, the current decreased
to zero. The c-AFM tip was then moved to the next selected location and the protocol
was repeated. The time for both formation and dissolution of filament at each location, and
current versus time data during formation and dissolution were recorded for further analysis.
To demonstrate the large scale direct-write of nanofilament array, 36 nanofilaments were
formed at 36 locations in an array covering a 5 × 5 µm region with a 1 µm pitch in 70/30
PEGDA/IL wt.%. Topography maps were captured before and after the experiment, as
shown in Figure 7a and b, respectively. An array of 6 × 6 protrusions is clearly distin-
guishable in Figure 7b and the approximate height of the protrusions is 10 nm (note that
the height scale is adjusted to highlight the height of the protrusions). A line scan is also
provided in Figure 7c to show the periodic protrusions.
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Figure 7: Topography map for the 70/30 PEGDA/IL wt.% sample (no AgPF6) (a) before
electrodeposition; (b) after electrodeposition; and (c) fluctuations in height along the red
dashed line in (b) indicating the approximate height of 6 protrusions.
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3.0 Chapter 3: Impact of Composition on Nanofilament Formation
Dissolution Kinetics
Published in : Chao, Z.; Radka, B.P.; Xu, K.; Crouch, G. M.; Han, D. Go, D. B., Bohn,
P. W., Fullerton-Shirey, S.K. “Direct-Write Formation and Dissolution of Silver Nanofila-
ments in Ionic Liquid-Polymer Electrolyte Composites” Small 14(19) 1802023 (2018).
In this chapter, we focused on studying systems with different IL (10 wt.% to 50 wt.%)
and AgPF6 salt (0 to 2 mM) compositions. Mechanical strength, preliminary study of
kinetics, and thermal property for above mentioned systems are covered in this chapter.
3.1 PEGDA/IL Film Thickness Measurements
Electrolyte samples were prepared as described above, cross-sectioned by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling, and then imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Cross sections
of the 90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL at 0.2 mM AgPF6 are shown in Figure 8.
To protect the film during ion milling, Pt was deposited on the 90/10 sample and Pt and
Pd-Au were deposited on the 70/30 and 50/50 films. The thicknesses are 41 ±2, 44 ± 2, and
52 ±5 nm, for 90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 PEGDA/IL with 0.2 mM AgPF6, respectively. We
notice fluctuations in the apparent thickness of the film with increasing IL concentration,
which is likely due to the interaction between the charged IL and the ion and electron beams.
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Figure 8: SEM of FIB cross-sectioned films containing 0.2 mM AgPF6. (a) 90/10 (b) 70/30
and (c) 50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL. Note the different scale bar sizes are all for 100 nm.
3.2 Modulus Measurement
Thin films of PEGDA with IL and AgPF6 were fabricated by spin-coating, and cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show that the thickness of the films
is ∼50 nm (Figure 8), independent of the IL concentration. First, we measure how the IL
impacts the mechanical properties of the electrolyte film. Modulus maps of the cross-linked
electrolytes over a 5 × 5 µm region and modulus-composition data with varying IL composi-
tions are shown together in Figure 9. Clearly, modulus decreases with increasing IL content.
For example, increasing the IL composition by a factor of 3 (10 to 30 wt.%), decreases the
average Young’s modulus by one order of magnitude. This trend is predictable, because the
IL is a low viscosity liquid compared to the UV-crosslinked polymer. In contrast, adding
Ag salt increases the modulus, which is most obvious for the electrolytes with the highest
PEGDA concentration. For example, the modulus nearly doubles by adding 2 mM AgPF6 to
a sample with 90 wt.% PEGDA. The silver cations electrostatically interact with the ether
oxygens in the polymer backbone; [60] the resulting non-covalent interactions decrease the
polymer mobility [61] and therefore increase the modulus. The data show that the modu-
lus of the polymer coating can be tuned more than 10-fold by relatively small adjustments
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in the PEGDA/IL ratio (ether oxygen to BMIM ratio from 22:1 to 65:1, corresponding to
70/30 and 90/10 PEGDA/IL wt.%). In contrast, increasing the silver salt concentration by
one order of magnitude (0.2 to 2.0 mM) increases modulus by at most a factor of two. A
complete set of modulus maps for all the electrolytes investigated in the study are provided
in the Figure S3 (Supporting Information, Appendix B).
Figure 9: Average Young’s modulus measured by PF-QNM over a 5 × 5 µm region for
samples with different PEGDA/IL/AgPF6 compositions. Inset left to right. Modulus maps
of the surface of cross-linked electrolytes containing 2 mM AgPF6 at 90/10, 70/30 and 50/50
PEGDA/IL wt.% composition, respectively. Scale bars indicate 1 µm.
3.3 Filament Formation and Dissolution Kinetics
Nanoscale Ag filaments were formed and dissolved by controlling the magnitude and
polarity of bias applied between a conductive AFM tip and the Ag sacrificial electrode
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(Figure 3b). To avoid asperities in the data caused by macroscopic inhomogeneities in the
spin-coated samples, formation and dissolution events were measured at multiple regions
separated by > 100 µm. Within each region, filaments were formed and dissolved at 100
locations in a 6 × 6 µm array, with a pitch of 600 nm. The algorithm used to collect the initial
filament formation and dissolution times at hundreds of different locations used the following
protocol: a +2 V positive bias was applied until a filament was created, as indicated by a
significant increase in the current, until compliance was reached. After formation, the bias
was held for only 2 ms to avoid filament overgrowth. Then, the bias polarity was reversed
to 2 V to start dissolution. When the filament was broken, the current decreased abruptly
to zero.
At least 700 formation and dissolution events were captured for each sample, and his-
tograms of filament formation and dissolution times are given in Figure 10. A Gaussian
(normal) distribution was used to fit all data sets with skewness adjusted to capture the
asymmetries. The formation time distributions are normal, Figures 10a and c, while the
dissolution events show a log normal distribution, Figures 10b and d. These are the same
types of distributions reported for filaments formed in PEO-based electrolytes, [19] and the
different distributions suggest that the underlying formation and dissolution mechanisms are
fundamentally different. This difference is reasonable, because it takes longer to form a fila-
ment for the first time, i.e., the formation step, than it does to break the filament. Whereas
formation requires the movement of many silver ions to form a percolating conduction path,
dissolution only requires the oxidation of a few silver atoms into the nearby electrolyte to
disconnect the filament.
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Figure 10: Nanofilament formation (a) and dissolution (b) time distributions in electrolytes
at 70/30 wt.% PEGDA/IL with 0, 0.2 and 2 mM AgPF6. Filament formation (c) and
dissolution (d) time distributions for electrolytes with 2 mM AgPF6 at 90/10, 70/30 and
50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL.
Both the Ag salt and the IL strongly affect filament formation kinetics, as shown in
Figures 10a and c, respectively. The addition of up to 2 mM Ag salt in the 70/30 wt.%
PEGDA/IL electrolyte decreases the formation time by as much as 42 % (Figure 10a) as ex-
pected from straightforward electrodeposition kinetics. The shift in formation times indicate
that the kinetics of filament formation can be controlled by adjusting the Ag+ concentration
without varying electrical field strength.
Decreasing the IL concentration from 50 to 10 wt.% with 2 mM AgPF6 increases the
filament formation rate by approximately 6.5 times as shown in Figure 10c. Faster filament
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formation with decreasing IL content is unexpected, because the IL is conventionally thought
to function as a plasticizer, [62, 63] enhancing polymer chain segmental motion [64, 65] and
improving ionic conductivity. [66, 67] In addition, the magnitude of the formation time dis-
tribution is related to specific features in the time-dependent current data. Specifically,
there are two different types of processes, denoted type-1 and type-2, as shown in Figure
11a,b, respectively. Type-1 formation involves an abrupt increase in current from zero to the
compliance current over a narrow (few ms) time window, whereas type-2 formation involves
current fluctuations over longer timescales (>1 s) prior to reaching the compliance current.
Whether a data set exhibits type-1 or type-2 behavior is distinguished by setting the total
number of data points that exceed a user-defined current level. In this study, we choose
this cutoff current as 3.8 nA, and classify the data as type-1 formation if the total number
of data points for which I ≥ 3.8 nA is less than 4. Conversely, if more than four points in
the data set include I ≥ 3.8 nA, then the formation is considered type-2. We know type-2
formation is not dielectric breakdown because when the bias is reversed, the current returns
to zero. In the case of dielectric breakdown, an irreversible conductive pathway would be
created through the dielectric.
Figure 11: Current (I) vs time (t) data during filament formation at +2 V and dissolution
at -2 V for (a) type-1 and (b) type-2 filament formation processes. Inset of (a) in the blue
rectangular box is a magnified plot with expanded time axis.
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The percentage of type-1 formation events are provided in Table S1 (Supporting Infor-
mation, Appendix B) for all the samples in this study. Systems with faster formation kinetics
and the highest modulus have a higher percentage of type-1 formation events. For example,
the 90/10/2 mM system with average formation time of 7 s has a 75 % type-1, while the
slower 50/50/2 mM system, with average formation time of 45 s, exhibits only 5 % type-1
events. While further studies are needed to confirm the origin of these two distinct types of
formation dynamics, they may relate to the physical structure of the filament. For example,
type-1 filaments that are more commonly formed in the high modulus electrolyte (90/10/2
mM) may have well-defined structure, whereas type-2 filaments that dominate in lower mod-
ulus electrolyte (50/50/2 mM) may be more dendritic, causing current fluctuations as they
form and disconnect.
Additional support for a correlation between filament morphology and modulus arises in
the 50/50 PEGDA/IL samples. Specifically, for the 0 and 0.2 mM salt concentrations, over-
growth of silver at the surface of the film was observed. Figure S5 (Supporting Information,
Appendix B) shows direct evidence of silver overgrowth via AFM topology and current maps.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information, Appendix B), formation and
dissolution events for the 50/50/0 mM and 0.2 mM systems indicating that > 50% of the
filaments that form do not dissolve during the timescale of the measurement, which would
be expected for overgrown filaments connected at multiple locations. In contrast, no similar
surface overgrowth was observed in systems with higher modulus, such as 70/30/0 mM sys-
tem, as shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Information, Appendix B). Thus, varying the Ag
concentration and PEGDA/IL ratio not only changes the kinetics, but also the morphology
of the filaments from well-defined to overgrown.
Similar to filament formation, the Ag salt and IL compositions also affect dissolution
kinetics, as shown in Figure 10b,d, respectively. The dissolution distributions are more
complex than the formation distributions, showing a bimodal structure with filaments that
dissolve quickly (tens of milliseconds, type-A) coexisting with long-lived filaments (tens of
seconds, type-B). In addition, systems exhibiting a higher percentage of type-1 formation
events also tend to dissolve faster. This provides further support for the interpretation that
type-1 filaments have a more well-defined structure than those formed in type-2 events, be-
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cause more well-defined filaments would require less time to dissolve than dendritic filaments
that may need to disconnect at multiple locations.
Figure 10b also shows that the bimodal distribution is more prevalent at higher Ag salt
concentrations. Similar experiments addressing Ag atomic-scale junction formation and dis-
solution also show a marked dependence of dissolution time on Ag activity in the surrounding
medium. [68,69] This is sensible because adjusting the Ag salt concentration shifts the equi-
librium potential of the system relative to the applied potential. Hence, the dissolution
data suggest that a concentration overpotential-limited dissolution process is operating on a
small, but non-negligible fraction of the nanofilaments.
3.4 Thermal Measurements
The observation that electrolytes with the highest PEGDA concentration (90 wt.%) and
the largest modulus display the fastest filament formation/dissolution kinetics was surprising.
It thus motivated using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to characterize the polymer
films across the entire range of compositions. Heat traces showing the melting temperature
(Tm) in the range of 20 to 55 °C are given in Figure 12a. IL and silver salt suppress
PEGDA crystallization as observed by a decrease in area under the melting peak (IL-free
DSC traces are provided in Figure S8, Supporting Information, Appendix B). A secondary
peak at lower temperature (∼ 20 °C) emerges with increasing IL addition, and this feature is
particularly apparent in the 0.2 mM samples. The observation of multiple peaks at a specific
salt concentration is similar to the behavior of PEO-based electrolytes at their eutectic
composition. [61, 70]
The glass transition temperatures (Tg), shown in Figure 12b, provide insight on how the
IL and silver salt affect polymer mobility, which governs ion mobility in amorphous domains.
The addition of IL from 0 to 30 wt.% at low silver salt concentration (0 and 0.2 mM) increases
Tg by more than 7 K, showing that it does not plasticize the system. Generally, the data
show that when the ion concentration is increased (either by adding IL or silver salt), Tg
increases, reaching a maximum value around -50 °C for the concentration ranges measured.
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However, it is noteworthy to highlight the 0.2 mM salt concentration in the 90/10 system.
Although we expect the Ag salt to increase Tg, because electrostatic interactions between
cations and ether oxygens decrease segmental mobility of the polymer, the 0.2 mM salt
decreases Tg in the 90/10 PEGDA/IL concentration. This anomalous behavior is consistent
with the possibility that 0.2 mM is a potential eutectic concentration as mentioned above.
A similar Tg minimum at the eutectic has been reported for a PEO:LiClO4 electrolyte. [61]
Figure 12: Heat flow vs. temperature for PEGDA/IL/AgPF6 showing: (a) melting (Tm)
features and (b) glass transition (Tg) features. Data are from the second heating scan.
3.5 Relating Nanofilament Kinetics to Polymer Structure
Based on the DSC data and the prevailing view that less crystal structure in poly-
mer electrolytes correlates with faster ion mobility, we would expect the 50/50 PEGDA/IL
sample to have the fastest filament formation/dissolution kinetics. In fact, we observe the
opposite—the 50/50 PEGDA/IL electrolyte shows the slowest kinetics. The result suggests
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that the local structure of the polymer—which can be evaluated by AFM—could be impor-
tant for understanding the kinetics. Regions of highly crystalline versus highly amorphous
electrolyte can be differentiated by optical microscopy in the 90/10/2 mM electrolyte (Figure
S9, Supporting Information, Appendix B). We therefore focused on measuring the mechan-
ical properties the filament kinetics in these two regions. Modulus measurements in Figure
13 show that the primarily crystalline region has an average modulus of 4.8 GPa, nearly an
order of magnitude higher than the primarily amorphous region (0.6 GPa). The nanofila-
ment formation kinetics measured in these regions indeed show distinct distributions: the
primarily amorphous domain has a right-skewed Gaussian distribution with long formation
times (21 % of the filaments formed within 5 s), while the primarily crystalline region has a
power-law distribution with a larger percentage of fast formation events (52 % of filaments
formed within 5 s). Indeed, when we compare the kinetics to the 100/0 PEGDA/IL system,
which is the most highly crystalline system by a wide margin, we observe similar formation
distributions as the primarily crystalline 90/10/2 mM sample (Figure S10, Supporting In-
formation, Appendix B). Thus, we conclude that a power-law distribution in the formation
kinetics is associated with large amounts of crystallinity. Moreover, regions of high crys-
tallinity also have the highest percentage of type-1 formation events (Table S1, Supporting
Information, Appendix B). Therefore, the picture that emerges is that ion transport within
primarily amorphous domains is mediated by polymer chain mobility and can be described
by drift-diffusion that leads to poorly ordered filaments. In contrast, faster ion transport
occurs in crystalline regions likely by a hoping mechanism that gives rise to a power law
distribution and well-ordered filaments.
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Figure 13: (a) Formation time distributions in primarily crystalline (red) and amorphous
(gray) regions of the 90/10 PEGDA/IL wt.% with 2mM AgPF6 sample using a 1 s bin width.
Insets show modulus maps captured in each domain; (b) Log-log plot of formation time
distributions vs. count percentages in primarily crystalline regions for 90/10 PEGDA/IL at
0, 0.2 and 2 mM of AgPF6. 120 s is the cutoff time for formation, bin width is 5 s.
The data show that some amount of IL is essential to achieve fast and reliable formation
events. For example, in the IL-free system, only 72% of the locations tested form filaments
within the 120 s window of the measurement (Figure S9, Supporting Information, Appendix
B). The electrolytes loaded with 10 wt.% IL further show that ion mobility is decoupled
from PEGDA chain mobility, and indicate two different formation mechanisms in the two
phases (amorphous and crystalline). While it is well understood that ion mobility in the
amorphous phase is driven by chain mobility, there is also support for the notion that specific
crystalline structures in PEO-based electrolytes can provide faster pathways for ion transport
than their amorphous equivalents. [71–73] Based on the results obtained here, we suggest
a similar explanation for the observation that primarily crystalline domains exhibit faster
formation kinetics. Specifically, a balance is achieved at ∼10 wt.% IL, where conduction
through crystalline regions is favored over primarily amorphous regions. In contrast to the
crystalline regions, the amorphous regions have strong electrostatic interactions that suppress
polymer/ ion transport and therefore filament kinetics.
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3.6 Conclusion
We developed a UV-crosslinkable electrolyte consisting of PEGDA/IL/Ag salt where
direct-write electrodeposition of silver nanofilaments is produced by conductive AFM with
possible applications as flexible films with designer optical properties. By tuning the IL
and salt concentration, the mechanical strength was varied from hundreds of MPa to a
few GPa in modulus. Silver nanofilament formation and dissolution events were correlated
to local structure, showing that while the addition of Ag salt in up to a concentration of
2 mM improves filament kinetics, the addition of IL beyond 10 wt% slows the kinetics.
Moreover, surprisingly, the electrolyte with the largest polymer crystal fraction and the best
mechanical strength shows the fastest filament kinetics. The results indicate that ion mobility
in this system is likely governed more by the local polymer structure than by PEGDA chain
mobility, thus creating an opportunity to tune the filament kinetics by tuning the structure
of the polymer. If the kinetics can be controlled reproducibly by local morphology, one could
envision a system where both the timescale and the spatial location for reconfiguring optical
properties could be tuned, offering a novel approach to smart coating materials with, for
example, reconfigurable optical properties.
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4.0 Chapter 4: Impact of Bias on Nanofilament Formation Dynamics
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E., Bohn, P. W., Go. David. B., Fullerton-Shirey, S. K. (2020). "Silver Nanofilament Forma-
tion Dynamics in a Polymer-Ionic Liquid Thin Film by Direct Write" Advanced Functional
Materials 30(6) 1907950 (2020).
We have previously reported on the formation and dissolution of silver nanofilaments in a
new type of polymer electrolyte consisting of PEGDA and an ionic liquid, [BMIM]PF6. The
IL enhances uniform nanofilament formation kinetics under constant applied bias and enables
modulus tuning over a range of a few hundred MPa to several GPa, [47,48,55] making it more
versatile than IL-free polymer electrolytes. Also, adding a sufficient amount of IL (> 10 wt.%)
enables 5× faster nanofilament formation compared to the IL-free electrolyte, but adding too
much (50 wt.%) slows the nanofilament kinetics by a factor of 7. These observations suggest
complex dynamics, which further motivate investigation of the underlying mechanisms.
In this work, we focus on one IL concentration and study the impact of applied bias on
nanofilament formation dynamics using the same c-AFM setup depicted in Figure 3. c-AFM
enables the direct writing of nanofilaments by precisely defining the nucleation sites, yielding
more uniform nucleation and growth. [35, 36] Using an automated script, nanofilament for-
mation events at hundreds of xy locations on the film are recorded as a function of applied
bias. This spatially dense sampling allows us to fully capture the stochasticity of nanofila-
ment growth and enables statistical analyses of the data, which are particularly crucial for
a polymer electrolyte containing microscopic heterogeneities.
The data reveal an unexpected relationship between formation times and applied bias.
Specifically, the formation times do not decrease monotonically with increasing driving
force—as expected for oxide-based dielectrics [56–58]—but instead exhibit a pronounced
maximum near 2.0 V. We interpret this behavior as the result of a competition between IL
EDL formation and electrochemical filament growth. This competition can be used to con-
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trol nanofilament morphology over multiple, well-defined resistance states—a control mecha-
nism that should lend itself to the production and engineering of neuromorphic architectures
where multiple distinguishable resistance states must be achieved to emulate the connections
between neurons in an artificial neural network. [28,29]
4.1 Impact of Applied Bias on Nanofilament Formation Kinetics
Formation times of all ∼500 nanofilaments formed at each bias over a range of 0.7 to
3.0 V are shown in Figure 14 for three IL concentrations. At all IL concentrations, the
formation times decrease with increasing bias over the low bias range of 0.7 to 1.8 V. Specif-
ically, for 70/30 PEGDA/IL wt.% in Figure 14a, the average formation time decreases from
8.8 s at 0.7 V to 0.5 s at 1.8 V. The trend of decreasing formation time with increasing
voltage is expected and can be explained by straightforward electrochemical kinetics. That
is, the driving force for both electrochemical redox reactions and silver ion migration in-
creases with increasing formation bias. However, unexpectedly, the average formation time
increases abruptly when the bias is increased to just below 2.0 V. In addition to longer
formation times, a more scattered distribution of formation times is also observed. For the
30 wt.% IL sample, this distribution is highlighted in the insets in Figure 14a showing for-
mation histograms at 0.7, 2.0 and 3.0 V. At voltages larger than 2.1 V, the formation times
continue to decrease as expected, and the distribution returns to a standard Gaussian that
is also observed for voltages less than 1.8 V.(For a complete set of nanofilament formation
and dissolution histograms, see Figure S1 in Supporting Information, Appendix C.) We refer
to nanofilament formation kinetics near 2.0 V as “inverted” kinetics, where the average for-
mation time first increases with increasing formation bias and then decreases again, causing
unexpected non-monotonic behavior and giving rise to a peak in the average formation time
versus voltage plot. Inverted formation kinetics appear for all three IL concentrations at ca.
2.0 V, with the formation time generally increasing with increasing IL concentration.
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Figure 14: Nanofilament formation times as a function of applied bias for (a) 70/30, (b)
65/35 and (c) 60/40 PEGDA/IL wt.% samples. 500 formation events were collected for all
samples at each bias with the exception of data at 2.1 V for 65/35 %, where 339 events were
collected. The average formation time at each bias is indicated by a horizontal marker and
connected by the solid line. Insets in (a) are the histograms of formation time distributions
at 0.7, 2.0 and 3.0 V, respectively for the 70/30 PEGDA/IL wt.% sample.
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4.2 The Role of Electrical Double Layer (EDL) on Formation Kinetics
The observation that inverted kinetics at 2.0 V becomes more pronounced with increas-
ing IL concentration motivates further investigation with an eye toward the possible role of
the IL. One clue regarding the contribution of the IL comes from their use as high-capacitance
gate dielectrics in electrolyte-gated transistors. [74, 75] Here, electric double layers (EDLs)
are formed by drift and diffusion of cations and anions to the surface of electrodes with
opposite polarity. Specifically, when a positive bias is applied to the anode, cations drift to
the cathode surface forming an EDL at the interface between the electrolyte and the cathode
and induce an image charge in the electrode that is detected as a charging current. Simul-
taneously, an anionic EDL forms at the anode surface. In our case, we expect the cations in
the IL (i.e., [BMIM]+) to accumulate near the c-AFM tip (cathode) when a positive forma-
tion bias is applied. Thus, one piece of evidence for IL EDL formation would be a non-zero
current at the first measurement time after a positive voltage is applied followed by a tem-
poral decay—assuming that EDL formation is faster than nanofilament formation. Figure
S2 (Supporting Information, Appendix C) confirms this behavior, showing the current decay
over 10 ms, which is orders of magnitude faster than nanofilament formation. This behavior
is identical in form to the charging current associated with EDL formation in a parallel plate
capacitor. [76]
Up to half of the applied potential can drop across the EDL [77, 78] (depending on the
ion concentration and the geometry of the electrodes) leaving relatively little drop in the
bulk of the electrolyte to drive ion migration. Thus, residual charge accumulated within
any remaining EDL is likely to impact sequential nanofilament formation as the tip is moved
from location to location. To address this issue, we modified the algorithm of the automation
script to discharge residual EDL by grounding the tip for 100 s both before applying the
formation bias at a new location, and after applying dissolution bias. The modified script
was tested on the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt.% sample at 50 locations for each of six formation
biases over two regions separated by > 100 µm (i.e., 25 points/region) in a 4.8 ×4.8 µm
array, with a pitch of 1.2 µm. Formation times with and without the tip set to ground are
shown in Figure 15. The data clearly show that grounding the tip decreases the formation
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time independent of bias. Notice that this approach does not eliminate the contribution
from EDL formation during the measurement, but it eliminates any residual EDL that may
persist from one location to the next.
Figure 15: Filament formation times versus bias at 500 locations without grounding (blue,
same data as Figure 14b) and 50 locations with grounding (orange) for 65/35 PEGDA/IL
wt.%; the average formation times are connected using a solid line (without ground) and
dotted line (with ground).
Grounding the electrode has an especially strong impact on the formation times at volt-
ages corresponding to the region of “inverted” formation kinetics. For example, the average
formation time at 2.1 V is 20 times faster with the grounding step, whereas it is only up
to 3 times faster at other biases. In contrast, at the highest applied bias of 3.0 V, filament
formation is less affected by EDL formation as filaments are likely formed before the EDL
screening can take effect. Therefore the grounding has relatively little effect on the formation
times, as confirmed by the overlapping data at 3.0 V.
While grounding the AFM tip decreases the formation time, the distribution of times at
2.1 V remain widely scattered with a relative standard deviation of 94%, compared to ∼ 25%
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at 0.7 and 3.0 V. The results show that while discharging the previously formed EDL via
grounding decreases the magnitude of the peak, it does not decrease the variability. Based
on these results, we conjecture that there is an additional factor contributing to the inverted
kinetics region, and we hypothesize that it is due to competition between EDL screening
and silver ion electrodeposition. That is, the timescales of EDL formation and nanofilament
formation are comparable at applied biases near 2.1 V, resulting in both longer nanofilament
formation times and a wider distribution of formation times.
4.3 Quantifying IL EDL Formation Times As a Function of Bias
While the data in Figure 15 suggest that there may be important physics occurring at
timescales shorter than those involved with nanofilament formation, it is difficult to decouple
the electrical response of EDL formation from faradic electron transfer due to electrodeposi-
tion (Ag+ to Ag(s)) in the nanofilament growth data. Thus, we prepared control samples in
which silver nanofilaments cannot form by using a Au counter electrode instead of a sacrifi-
cial Ag electrode. One control sample, consisting of 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt.%, was designed
to isolate the effects of IL EDL formation, and a second control sample, consisting of pure
PEGDA, eliminates IL EDL formation altogether. Current-time data were collected for 50 s
at three locations (separated by more than 100 m) at biases in the range of 0.7 to 3.0 V with
grounding between measurements. These data for the pure PEGDA thin film are shown in
Figure S3 (Supporting Information, Appendix C) and as expected, there is no detectable
current above the noise threshold at any of the applied biases, because an EDL cannot form.
In contrast, in Figure 16 we observe clear current signatures of EDL formation in the 65/35
PEGDA/IL wt.% sample at biases greater than 1.8 V, where three measurements are made
at each voltage. Specifically, when the bias is ≥ 2.1 V, up to 0.1 nA of current is captured
on timescales ranging from milliseconds to seconds.
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Figure 16: Time-dependent current response at various biases for the 65/35 PEGDA/IL
wt.% sample on Au. At each bias, three consecutive measurements are plotted in three
different colors. All of the current data are included on the plot, and the average of every
10 consecutive data points is extracted and plotted as a solid line to show the trend in the
current through the noise. Note that the Y axis is linear. Dotted, vertical lines at each bias
indicate ± one standard deviation of the average formation times from Figure 15 for the
data that included grounding between measurements.
Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio in these extremely low-current measurements,
it is not possible to quantify a time constant for the EDL response; however, we can use
these data to identify the voltage at which the EDL contribution becomes detectable. This
voltage could reflect the driving force required to overcome the barrier to diffusion for the
IL ions through the heavily cross-linked polymer chains. That is, while small silver cations
may be able to easily traverse the crosslinked PEGDA, the much larger IL ions may only
gain appreciable mobility once the voltage is sufficiently large (i.e., ≥ 2.0 V). In addition,
the variability between the three measurements at each voltage for biases geq 2.0 V likely
reflects the stochastic nature of IL EDL formation in the PEGDA/IL system. This is not
surprising given the known complexity of IL EDL dynamics in parallel plate geometries. [79]
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Nevertheless, the EDL formation data in Figure 16 combined with the nanofilament for-
mation data in Figure 15 provide insight as to why EDL formation is likely to have a stronger
impact on nanofilament formation kinetics in the inverted region than at lower voltages. Note
that the vertical dotted lines in Figure 16 indicate ± one standard deviation from the aver-
age formation times enabling the direct comparison of nanofilament formation timescales to
EDL formation. At low biases, no appreciable EDL formation occurs and, therefore, there is
no competition between silver nanofilament and EDL formation. However, at a bias of 2.1
V, where the inverted region is observed in Figure 15, the nanofilament formation time is
comparable to the timescale over which the EDL current becomes appreciable. This result
suggests that the silver nanofilament formation is competing with EDL formation, and the
screening of the field by the EDL likely gives rise to longer formation times. Because EDL
formation is disruptive to nanofilament formation, this competition could also account for
the larger distribution of formation times at 2.1 V. In contrast to the inverted region, at a
bias of 3.0 V the nanofilaments have already formed before the EDL has a chance to respond,
giving rise to fast formation times with a tight time distribution.
4.4 Impact of Formation Bias on Nanofilament Growth Dynamics
We have established how the nanofilament formation times at various locations and
IL concentrations depend on bias, and how IL EDL formation can disrupt nanofilament
formation. Here, we turn our attention to the nanofilament formation dynamics. Previous
reports show how the final structure of a conductive metal nanofilament is strongly associated
with its growth dynamics, [1, 58, 80] which are further governed by kinetic and transport
properties such as the redox reaction rate and metal ion mobility in the specific dielectric
system. [80] As the principal driving force for silver migration and electrodeposition in our
PEGDA/IL system, the magnitude of the applied bias is expected to affect nanofilament
growth dynamics, especially when a field-sensitive IL is present. Thus, we analyze the time-
dependent current data and compare these results to direct imaging of the nanofilament
structure as a function of bias.
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Two types of time-dependent current data are detected during formation: abrupt growth
and gradual growth, and both are shown schematically in Figure 17a. Here, we define the
nucleation time (tn) as the time for the current to reach a low, but detectable value of 0.5
nA, defined as the nucleation current (in). This current is ∼ 100 times higher than system
noise, defined as io. The growth time (tg) is defined as the time required for the current to
increase from textitin to the formation threshold (4 nA at a current sensitivity of 1 nA/V).
The distributions of filament growth time (tg) at different biases are plotted in Figure 17b,
where we define tg = 0.10 s as the boundary that distinguishes abrupt (tg < 0.1 s) versus
gradual (tg > 0.1 s) growth.
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Figure 17: Time-dependent current data during nanofilament formation at various applied
biases. (a) Schematic of abrupt (top) versus gradual (bottom) growth. (b) Growth time (tg)
distributions for filaments formed at different biases (c) All current versus time measure-
ments are plotted at each bias. Data density is represented by color, calculated by dividing
the number of data points in each bin over the total number of data points for each bias.
The scale of color bar is set from 0 to 50 ×10−4 % and each plot contains 100 × 100 bins
(i.e., the time and current scales are equally divided into 100 parts).
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We extracted the tg values in Figure 17b from the time-dependent current data leading
up to nanofilament formation, which are shown in Figure 17c at six biases for the 65/35
PEGDA/IL wt.% sample. Note that all current signals from hundreds of formation events
at different xy locations are included in Figure 17c, where the color contours are used to
represent the relative fraction of measurements with a specific current and formation time
(i.e. the current data density). For nanofilaments formed at 0.7 and 1.4 V, the growth type
is abrupt with an average tg of 0.01 s; similarly abrupt transitions are observed at 3.0 V with
average tg of 0.03 s. The major difference at these voltages is the distribution of nucleation
times (highlighted in the insets of Figure 17c): the wide tn distributions at 0.7 and 1.4 V
lead to low data density between textitin and textitif , whereas the narrower tn distribution
at 3.0 V increases the density of data as indicated by red.
In contrast, nanofilaments formed at 1.8 V show a more gradual growth (average tg =
0.62 s), as shown in the tg histogram in Figure 17b and as indicated in Figure 17c by the red
data with a noticeable positive slope. When the applied bias enters the inverted region at
2.0 and 2.1 V, abrupt growth is again observed (average tg = 0.03 and 0.02 s, respectively),
but here it is accompanied by extremely scattered textittn. It is notable that the textittn
distributions at biases outside the inverted region exhibit a normal distribution, while those
in the inverted region do not.
Because the current at 1.8 V changes gradually with time after the current reaches in,
it suggests the possibility of achieving multiple resistance states—a requirement for neu-
romorphic computing [28, 29, 40]—during a single nanofilament formation under constant
formation bias. To test whether or not the PEGDA/IL system can accommodate such a
requirement, we set the system compliance to 100 nA and selected eight nanofilament “pro-
gramming currents” ranging from 15 to 50 nA with a step of 5 nA. The formation bias was
set to 1.8 V, and after each program current was reached and maintained for 20 ms, a read
bias of 0.8 V was applied for 2 s while monitoring the conductance of the nanofilament. The
data are plotted in Figure 18. The conductance initially decreases on the timescale of ms,
consistent with the discharge of a portion of the EDL formed at 1.8 V, followed by a more
stable current. While we cannot rule out a read disturbance at 0.8 V, the time constant
for forming a nanofilament at 0.8 V is more than 50 times longer than the 2 s read time,
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and when the nanofilament does eventually form, the formation is abrupt and not gradual
(Figure S4, Supporting Information, Appendix C). In addition, a linear correspondence (R2
= 0.95) between nanofilament resistance states and program pulses is observed—as indicated
by the dashed line in Figure 18—which is desirable for artificial neural networks. [29, 40] In
most cases, repeated programming pulses are used to controllably adjust resistance, [29, 40]
but Figure 18 strongly suggests that multiple resistance states may be achieved via the
competition between the EDL formation and Ag redox reaction—thereby introducing a new
mechanism to tune resistance.
Figure 18: Conductance measured for 2 s at a 0.8 V read bias after nanofilament reached
8 programming currents (15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 nA) at 1.8 V for 20 ms (65/35
PEGDA/IL wt.%). Shaded bars indicate the locations where a 1.8 V formation bias was
applied.
The nanofilament growth dynamics captured in Figure 17 are likely to result in different
nanofilament morphologies; therefore, SEM was used to image the nanofilaments directly,
producing both top-down and cross-section views (Figure 19). Four, 5 × 5 arrays of nanofil-
aments were created using 0.7, 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 V nanofilament formation biases, respectively
(4.8 × 4.8 µm square with a pitch of 1.2 µm). Surprisingly, the cross-sectional images in
Figure 19 combined with c-AFM conductivity mapping (Figure S5, Supporting Information,
Appendix C) show that the majority of the nanofilament structure is confined below the
surface of the polymer film. The plan view image makes it clear that nanofilaments formed
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at 2.1 V have the largest features among all arrays, followed by 0.7 V and 1.4 V, while only
subtle features in the nanofilament array can be resolved at 3.0 V. The cross-section imaging
shows nanofilaments formed at 0.7, 1.4 and 2.1 V all have obvious lateral buildup, especially
those formed at 2.1 V. In contrast, no nanofilament structure formed at 3.0 V can be resolved
through cross-section imaging.
Figure 19: Plan view (left) and cross-section (right) SEM images of arrays of silver nanofila-
ments formed at (a) 0.7, (b) 1.4, (c) 2.1 and (d) 3.0 V. The locations of the cross-sections
are indicated by red dashed line on the surface image. All scale bars are 1 µm.
Combining the time-dependent current data in Figure 17 with the SEM images of Figure
19 leads us to hypothesize a model of bias-dependent nanofilament growth shown schemat-
ically in Figure 20. At biases ≤ 1.4 V where abrupt nanofilament connections are made
and for which nanofilaments are visible by SEM, the relatively weak vertical electric field
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results in more lateral build-up (i.e., thicker nanofilaments) before the final connection is
made. The switching behavior shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information, Appendix C)
provides additional support for this interpretation in that it becomes increasingly difficult
to dissolve nanofilaments with increasing switching cycles—consistent with thickening of the
nanofilament during switching. While similar abrupt current transitions are also observed
at 3.0 V, the vertical field is stronger, leading to faster and more directed (i.e., less lateral)
growth. The hundreds of nanofilaments formed at this higher field remain switchable for at
least 20 cycles (Figure S6, Supporting Information, Appendix C)
Figure 20: Schematic illustration of nanofilament formation dynamics at different applied
biases. Gradual growth type (shaded red) is only observed at 1.8 V for the 65/35 PEGDA/IL
wt.% system. Silver atoms are represented by grey spheres. The width of the nanofilaments
relative to the depicted atom sizes are purely for illustrative purposes and do not reflect the
actual ratios.
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In the inverted region, we measure a wider distribution of nucleation times, extreme
lateral growth, and both gradual and abrupt formation events consistent with a competition
between redox reactions and EDL formation that weakens the vertical electric field. Clearly,
1.8 V represents the threshold at which EDL formation impacts the growth kinetics in
our PEGDA/IL system—changing them from abrupt to gradual by interfering with the
electric field. Here, the nanofilament morphology also changes from thin (high resistance)
to thick (low resistance) over longer timescales, and this gradual and controllable thickening
could lead to enhanced switching characteristics. In fact, of the three measured voltages,
the nanofilaments formed at 1.8 V retain the best switching characteristics among those
tested (Figure S6, Supporting Information, Appendix C). In addition, when the nanofilament
does reform at 1.8 V during the switching measurements, the switching is also gradual
(Figure S6, Supporting Information, Appendix C), another characteristic which is required
for neuromorphic applications.
4.5 Conclusion
C-AFM-based direct-writing of nanofilaments in a PEGDA/IL electrolyte reveals an
unexpected relationship between formation times and applied bias. Specifically, the nanofil-
ament formation time does not decrease monotonically with increasing driving force, but
instead exhibits a pronounced maximum near 2.0 V, described as the “inverted region”. We
interpret this behavior as resulting from a competition between IL EDL screening and electro-
chemical nanofilament growth. Time-dependent analysis of formation current over hundreds
of formation events reveals two types of growth dynamics – abrupt and gradual. Gradual
dynamics are observed at ∼ 1.8 V representing the threshold where EDL formation begins
to interfere with nanofilament growth, changing it from abrupt to gradual. Here, multiple
resistance states can be accessed within a single nanofilament, due to the gradual growth.
The voltage-dependent dynamics are also correlated with filament structure: nanofilaments
formed in the inverted region have more lateral and diffuse structures than those formed
outside the voltage window. The results suggest that by tuning the competition between the
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IL EDL and electrochemistry, the growth dynamics and nanofilament morphology can be
tuned. This control mechanism could potentially be exploited in applications such as artificial
neural networks, where multiple, distinguishable resistance states are required. Further op-
timization of this electrolyte is expected to extend the accessible range of resistance states to
smaller write/read biases, making the PEGDA/IL electrolyte a highly customizable system
and potential candidate for organic electronics requiring low-power neuromorphic computing
operation.
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5.0 Chapter 5: Study of Nanofilament with Gradual Growth for
Neuromorphic Application
Among many attributes, one unique aspect of the human brain that amazes engineers
is how it can utilize more than 1015 synapses to compute and make complex decisions while
maintaining its energy consumption to around 20 Watts, [27] (i.e., 20 femtojoules (fJ, 1×
10−15 J) energy consumption per synapse per operation.) As a comparison, a transistor-
based TrueNorth deep neural network (DNN) system developed by IBM integrates 256
million synapses that can operate at 20 picojoules (pJ, 1× 10−12 J) per synapse per op-
eration. [81] To simulate energy efficient synaptic operation in biological neurons, the most
common approach is to use analog switching via input pulses to modulate the current signal.
Analog current signals (conductance states) can be used to represent continuous logic states
in neuromorphic computing, making it efficient in tasks for artificial intelligence and deep
learning applications. Instead of integrating multiple devices with binary conductance states
(such as transistors) to achieve multiple analog states, it is much more desirable to have a
single device capable of accessing many stable conductance states in response to inputs for
neuromorphic applications.
Over the past a few years, impressive progress has been made on synaptic devices us-
ing organic materials for neuromorphic application. For example, organic electrochemical
redox-based switching devices have been reported to have efficient switching energy con-
sumption ∼10 pJ per operation. [26,82] Owing to their ability to operate in global or shared
electrolytes, organic neuromorphic systems further demonstrate effectiveness in mimicking
brain-like functionality as it enables functional connectivity among multiple devices. [83–85]
These three-terminal devices also show promising retention time. However, scaling up such
devices to achieve practical neuromorphic computing function (> 1000 devices in parallel
structure) remains more challenging than their simpler two-terminal memristor based coun-
terparts.
Although in Figure 18 we have shown multiple conductance states of a single nanofilament
formed in the PEGDA/IL system, its capabilities in the context of artificial neuromorphic
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applications is far from being realized. These shortcomings include a gradual decrease in
conductance states during dissolution, a broader range of tunable conductance with multiple
and distinguishable and stable states. In addition, the previous results are collected using a
mobile electrode (c-AFM tip) that lacks scability for practical applications. Therefore, the
device geometry tested in this chapter is different than those described in previous chapters.
Specifically, the electrode dimensions are decreased to increase device packing density which
is practical for neuromorphic application. Here, we present lithographically patterned devices
for which the electrical characterization is completed not on a conductive AFM (with rather
crude current and voltage range and resolution), but instead on a probe station coupled to
a semiconductor parameter analyzer with a current range of 0.1 fA to 1 A and a voltage
range 0.5 µV to 200 V. Pulse modulation of conductance states have been conducted on the
probe station setup and reported. In this chapter, some of the critical parameters required
for neuromorphic application are benchmarked for our PEGDA/IL system against desired
metrics of organic neuromorphic devices, including number of conductance states, linear and
symmetric correspondence between conductance and pulse cycles, and switching noise level.
5.1 Sample Preparation for Probe Station Measurements
The device fabrication process is shown in Figure 21. An electrically insulating SiO2(90
nm)/Si wafer was used as the substrate. The location and dimension of the bottom Ag
electrodes were directly patterned using photolithography (Heidelberg MLA100), followed
by the deposition of 25 nm of Ag using an e-beam evaporator (Plassys MEB550). The
dimensions of the Ag electrodes were set to 25 µm × 25 µm. Au contact pads were also pat-
terned using MLA, followed by e-beam deposition (140 nm thick). The electrical connection
between each Ag electrode and its designated Au contact pad was made by a 15 µm wide
Ag extension arm (25 nm thick). Notice that we use Ag as the arms even though it is more
electrochemically active than Au to avoid polymer electrolyte film inhomogeneity caused by
spin-coating. In first attempts, we observed that PEGDA, which is hydrophilic, tends to
aggregate on Ag at Ag/Au interfaces possibly due to better wettability of Ag compared to
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Au. [86,87] For the contact pads, Au is selected because it is mechanically strong for landing
the sharp probe station probe. Au pad (140 nm) is deposited as the location where electrical
contact will be made using both the c-AFM and the probe station: during the initial filament
formation using AFM, Au contact pads serve as the electrical contact between the device
and the copper tape; under the probe station setup, the Au contact pads are the landing
locations for the probe station probes. (Note, this is the equivalent location to where we
make contact with copper tape in the AFM set up). A thin film of PEGDA/IL (∼40 nm) was
then spin-coated following the procedure described in Chapter 2. Next, the Ag nanofilament
was directly-written using c-AFM as described in previous chapters. Only one filament was
written on each Ag pad, creating a filament embedded in polymer electrolyte ready for the
electrical characterizations using the probe station. Finally, 140 nm of Au was deposited as
a universal top electrode.
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Figure 21: Process flow of sample preparation for probe station (a) schematic of fabricated
devices after lithographic patterning and e-beam evaporation of bottom Ag electrode (25 ×
25 µm) and Au contact pad (100 × 300 µm). Electrical connection is made by Ag extension
arms. (b) PEGDA/IL film is deposited by spin-coating and followed by filament direct-write
by c-AFM. (c) A universal Au top electrode is evaporated onto PEGDA/IL. A shadow mask
was optically aligned using a microscope to minimize the electrolyte area between the Ag
arm and the top Au electrode before e-beam deposition. A cross-sectional view of device is
shown in (d) with the cross sectional area corresponding to the dashed cutline in (c).
5.2 Temperature-Dependent EDL Charging Effect
As explained above, the c-AFM is used to direct-write the filaments and then the
PEGDA/IL electrolyte is capped by a top Au electrode. In the absence of the filament,
the structure would be considered a MIM; however, once the filament is written and the
bottom Ag pad and top Au electrode are connected, we create an electrically shorted device
that can be toggled back to an MIM device by dissolving a section of the filament. Here
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it is important to point out differences in size between the c-AFM direct-write only devices
describe in previous chapters and the ones described here. Specifically, the difference arises
in the size of the working electrode (i.e., the AFM tip in the AFM set-up and the bottom
Ag pad in the modified device configuration), (shown in Figure 22). The Ag pad is signifi-
cantly larger than the AFM tip, meaning that the contact area between the electrolyte and
the working electrode is larger. Specifically, the contact area of the AFM tip is typically <
1 µm2 , while the contact area between Ag pad + arm and the electrolyte typically exceeds
3000 µm2 (taking 25 µm square Ag pad and 150 µm × 25 µm Ag arm exposed to electrolyte
as an example). This means it is especially critical to nucleate the Ag filament growth using
C-AFM at desired location (within the Ag pad) to avoid unwanted electrochemisty on the
arm region.
Figure 22: A schematic comparison between the AFM setup (left) where the AFM tip is the
working electrode and probe station (right) where the Ag pad is the working electrode. The
schematic of probe station setup is flipped upside down to better compare the two (i.e., the
AFM tip on the left is analogous to the Ag pad and arm on the right).
As discussed in Chapter 4, the gradual growth filament type is the outcome of a com-
petition between electrochemical deposition and EDL screening. To better understand the
impact of the EDL screening on Ag filament formation using the probe station setup, we
first made control measurements on Ag pads at which no filament was direct written (i.e.,
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an MIM structure). The EDL current response at three applied biases (1, 2 and 3 V) are
plotted at different temperatures (260 K to 290 K) as shown in Figure 23. Under all biases
we tested we find at room temperature (290 K) the EDL charging current is much higher
when comparing with the control experiment under the AFM setup. For example, at 2 V,
the charging current exceeds 1 nA during the first moments of the measurement, while the
charging current is significantly smaller at a similar bias (2.1 V, < 0.2 nA) under the AFM
setup as shown in Figure 16. A strong EDL response at the filament formation bias is ex-
pected to interfere with filament formation dynamics and make it challenging to distinguish
filamentry current from EDL current under the probe station setup. It is actually no sur-
prise that current response attributed to the EDL is stronger in these devices compared to
the c-AFM setup, because the bottom Ag pad and arm dimensions are much larger (more
than 1000×) than the radius of AFM tip (as discussed above and illustrated in Figure 22).
This difference in geometry has such a strong impact because the density of ions that can
accumulate at the electrode will increase monotonically with electrode area, which amplifies
the EDL response to electrical field.
Figure 23: EDL charging current versus time ranging from 260 K to 290 K under 1 V (left);
2 V (middle) and 3 V (right) on a filament-free control device. Positive bias was applied on
bottom Ag pad while top Au electrode was set at 0 V.
In addition to the magnitude of applied bias, temperature also has a strong impact on
the EDL responsive as shown in Figure 23. The magnitude of EDL charging current is
reduced by almost one order of magnitude when lowering the temperature by less than 5%
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from 290 to 280 K. This is sensible as lowering temperature will suppress the mobility of
the polymer chains and therefore the ions, thereby slowing down EDL dynamics. [61] The
temperature-dependent EDL response suggests temperature can be used as another knob to
tune the degree to which the EDL competes with filament formation. To better distinguish
the filamentary current signal from the EDL current, all measurements on this specific device
were conducted slightly below room temperature (285 K). This is the highest temperature
for which the magnitude of the induced EDL charging current (< 0.2 nA after 0.5 s) remains
about 10 ×lower than the filamentary current range observed in c-AFM setup (∼ 2 to 5 nA)
at 2 V.
5.3 Pulse Modulation of Filament Conductance
In our previous work, we applied a fixed bias to create and dissolve the filaments; how-
ever, for the purposes of energy efficiency, it is better to use a train of pulsed biases to
modulate the conductance of metal filaments for neuromorphic application. To demonstrate
the pulse modulation of filament conductance, we first ensure that the pre-written filaments
are connecting both electrodes after the deposition of the top electrode. However, we noticed
a large portion of filaments formed by AFM were not responsive to bias input from probe
station measurement. Example data are shown in Figure 24 for a device that included
one, pre-written filament (note that the direct write was terminated at 1.6 nS during AFM
writing to limit surface overgrowth). The current simply follows the voltage and no obvious
electrochemical signatures are observed when ramping the bias from ±1 to ±4 V (note that
the bias was held for 22 s at each selected potential provide ample time for electrochemisry
to occur). We can, however, distinguish a weak filamentary conductance at around 0.1 nS
(i.e., where the current flattens out at 0.15 nA under 1 V in Figure 24) after subtracting
the EDL contribution (i.e, 0.05 nA under 1 V EDL charging current in Figure 23). A small
conductance of 0.1 nS suggests a much weaker than expected connection was detected be-
tween the top and bottom electrodes via the pre-written filament; however, the filament is
surprisingly electrochemically unresponsive to bias input under the probe station setup. We
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hypothesize that this electrochemical inactivity could result from large contact resistance
between the Au electrode and the polymer surface, which could account for the non-tunable
filament conductance. One piece of evidence that supports this conclusion is the observation
from SEM in Chapter 4 that the majority of the filament volume formed via direct-write in
the c-AFM is embedded underneath the polymer film, as shown in Figure 19. The limited
amount of surface overgrowth could readily result in large contact resistance when capped
by top Au electrode.
Figure 24: Current (red line) and bias (blue dot) versus time when the bias applied on
bottom Ag electrode was increased step-wise from ±1 V to ±4 V. At each bias time was
held for 22 s. Measurement was conducted at 285 K.
In contrast to the weakly connected filaments that are not responsive to bias input,
we also observed pre-written filaments that are electrochemically responsive. Interestingly,
both polarities of bias applied to the Ag bottom electrode could set the filament when the
top Au electrode was held at 0 V. As shown in Figure 25a, after initial EDL charging,
a constant bias of -2 V drives the filament formation and sets the conductance to 0.85 nS
(i.e., -1.7 nA at -2 V) after 45 s. Such a “negative-set” is not surprising as it has been
widely reported in literature, [56] [88] [89] and its cause can be attributed to active metal
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precipitation near the cathode during previous“positive-set” process as illustrated in Figure
26. [3] During initial filament formation under a positive bias (Figure 26a-b), Ag atoms
from the active Ag top electrode (TE) are first oxidized to Ag+ then are reduced near the Pt
bottom electrode (BE), penetrating into the BE; dissolution under negative bias (Figure 26c)
breaks the connection, but does not dissolve the remaining Ag at the BE. When the negative
bias is held long enough, the previously broken filament can be reconnected (“negative-set”),
because the remaining Ag at the BE can be oxidized and now function as an anode, as
shown in Figure 26d. For our system under the probe station measurement, negative-set
means that Ag deposits near the top surface (i.e., where the AFM tip was located during
filament formation) acts as the cationic source (i.e., anode) when negative bias is applied to
the opposite, bottom Ag electrode.
Figure 25: Demonstration of filament growth under constant negative bias and pulses of
negative bias. (a) Current (red) versus time when a constant negative bias (blue) was
applied showing filament “negative-se”. (b) Read filament conductance change vs. pulse
cycles; details of the pulse within each cycle are included in the inset. Measurements were
conducted at 285 K.
As discussed in the introduction, a linear correspondence between conductance and num-
ber of bias pulses is required for artificial synaptic devices as they can improve neural network
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training accuracy. “Negative-set” enabled the demonstration of linear increase of filament
conductance by pulse cycles as shown in Figure 25b. The write/ read pulses information
within each cycle are included in the inset of Figure 25b: 0.15 s at -2 V write bias followed
by a 0.6 s at -0.8 V read bias. Within each pulse, to eliminate the impact of EDL dis-
charging current when switching from higher write bias (-2 V) to read bias (-0.8 V), only
the read current from 0.45 to 0.75 s was averaged and used to calculate the filament con-
ductance. As shown in Figure 25b, the filament conductance versus pulse number is clearly
linear (R2= 0.99), and the filament conductance is tuned from 0.8 to 1.6 nS (∆G = 100
%) over 900 writing cycles. This is a promising result because it suggests that hundreds of
conductance states within a single Ag filament can be achieved using pulse modulation in
the PEGDA/IL system, and that this modulation is regulated by the IL EDL. However, we
have yet demonstrated a linear decrease in filament conductance using pulses modulation.
Figure 26: Schematic showing the “negative-set” mechanism. (a) MIM structure before
filament formation; (b) during “positive se”, the conductive filament forms and overgrown
into the Pt electrode; (c) metal filament disconnected under negative bias, but part of the
ruptured metal filament still remains in the Pt electrode; (d) the ruptured metal filament at
the RESET process can be repaired due to the electromigration and redox reaction of metal
precipitation in Pt electrode, leading to "negative set". Reproduced with permission from
John Wiley and Sons. [3]
To reduce the contact resistance between pre-written Ag filaments and the Au electrode
deposited on top of them, we took a new approach to device fabrication. Figure 19 suggests
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that filaments will build-up laterally when the applied bias is less than 3.0 V. Therefore, we
decreased the filament formation bias from 3.0 V to a set of bias ranging from 1.2 to 2.6
V. In addition, we also allow the initial Ag filament to overgrow on the electrolyte surface
by holding the bias for > 30 ms after the connection was made (in contrast, growth in the
previous device was terminated prior to 30 ms). Similar to the previous device structure,
140 nm of Au was deposited as a top electrode. Interestingly, though we have overgrown
the filament for a longer time than the previous device, the connection between the bottom
and top electrodes was not detected using the probe station. We think it is less likely that
the filament is disconnected at the top Au electrode because of the massive overgrowth that
we achieve via a lower bias and a longer formation time using the c-AFM. Therefore, it is
more reasonable to assume that the filament ruptures at some point during the ”processing
time”, which corresponds to the time after the filament was written but before the probe
station measurement (i.e., during Au deposition, storage, transfer, etc.). We cannot know
the location of the disconnection, but we do know that disconnections are not unexpected.
One reason is that Ag filament dissolution is a rapid and abrupt process, as we shown in
chapter 3, and another reason is that dissolution can occur spontaneously to minimize the
high surface energy of the filament, even when no external bias is applied. [30, 31, 82, 90] It
is thus not surprising when Ag atoms along the filament diffuse back into electrolyte and
break the connection over an extended period of time after electrical field is removed.
To reconnect the broken filament for probe station measurements, we first applied a
constant negative bias to “negative set” the filament; once the electrical connection has been
made, we switched to bias pulses to further modulate the filament conductance. As shown
in Figure 27, when using pulses of 100 ms of -1.2 V bias the filament conductance can
be linearly increased from 235 to 260 µS over 250 cycles; after 250 cycles, the conductance
can be decreased to 237 µS using 250 cycles of 200 ms of 0.2 V bias pulse. Figure 27
clearly demonstrated highly symmetric and linear conductance modulation (R2= 0.9 from
cycle 0 to 250 and R2= 0.97 from cycle 251 to 500) using pulses of bias enabled by EDL
regulated gradual filament formation and dissolution, making PEGDA/IL based CBRAM
highly promising for artificial synapse applications.
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Figure 27: Read filament conductance versus pulse cycle. 100 ms of -1.2 V bias was applied
to write the first 250 cycles and 200 ms of 0.2 V bias was applied to erase from cycle 251 to
500. Read pulse (30 ms of -0.05 V) followed each write/ erase bias pulse is used to read the
conductance. Measurement was conducted at 295 K.
One major difference between Figures 27 and 25b is the magnitude of conductance: the
starting conductance of filament in Figure 27 is more than 5 orders of magnitude larger
than the filament in Figure 25(b). We hypothesize that this is due to the long overgrowth
under c-AFM creating a less resistive filament and improved electrical contact with top Au
electrode in the new device. In Figure 27 we demonstrated a linear decrease in conductance
using bias pulses, but for the filament reported in Figure 25(b), no such demonstration could
be achieved. In fact, the change in filament conductance is typically quite unpredictable and
abrupt during dissolution with no indication that a gradual—let alone linear—dissolution is
possible.
We suspect that the competition created by the EDL may have a weaker effect during
filament dissolution than formation. One reason is that dissolution has a different mechanism
and dynamics than formation, as discussed in Chapter 3: in brief, filament dissolution is
faster (∼ ms) and more abrupt than formation (∼ seconds) as only a few atoms need to
be oxidized to break an electrical connection. An overgrown filament will require a longer
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time to dissolve, thus extending the time window for the EDL to equilibrate, while a weakly
connected (i.e., non-overgrown) filament will dissolve more rapidly preventing the EDL from
creating a competition.
A major breakthrough in this portion of the dissertation work is the demonstration of
linear filament conductance increase and decrease using trains of bias pulses, but only for
filaments with high conductance (> 200 µS). To date, the data shown that when the filament
conductance is lower (sub µs), the change in filament conductance is typically quite abrupt
during dissolution. We rationalize this as a difference between the timescales over which
the EDL has the opportunity to form—and therefore compete—with the electrochemistry.
However, while we feel confident about our understanding of IL EDL regulation of filament
formation, we are still uncertain how much of this can be applied to dissolution—especially
because they occur on significantly different timescales. Measurements to tease out the
differences between formation and dissolution are ongoing.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we take a leap from a laboratory scale AFM-based setup to more practical
lithography based setup, with the possible exception of the direct-write step which perhaps
could become massively parallelized at scale. We have used this new geometry to measure
filament formation dynamics, and to a lesser extent, dissolution dynamics in a PEGDA/IL
system for neuromorphic applications. Multiple hundreds of filament conductance states
(exceeding ∼100, which is the desired states number for organic neuromorphic devices) [28]
are demonstrated using bias pulse modulation and the correspondence between conductance
over pulse number is linear (R2> 0.9 for both increase and decrease) and symmetric, as
required. [28,40] We have shown 10 % reversible modulation (from 235 to 260 µS) with low
noise level (< 0.5% conductance range, 1.3 µS, which is recommend for organic neuromorphic
device) [28] in filament conductance over 250 cycles (average 0.1 µS per switching). These
results are promising because they suggest EDL regulation of gradual filament formation and
dissolution can be replicated within distinct device geometries, and this scalability suggests
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a possible opportunity to exploit this phenomenon within a PEGDA/IL-based memristor to
create an artificial synapse. In addition to applied bias, as reported in Chapter 4, tempera-
ture can also be used as another variable to tune the competition between EDL formation
dynamics and filament formation dynamics. However, there are also key challenges such as
abrupt filament dissolution for filament with low conductance (sub µS) while filament with
high conductance (> 200 µS) suffers from a limited tunable conductance range. In future
work we will focus on understanding the dynamics of EDL discharging when switching the
polarity of the applied bias and its impact on filament dissolution. We will continue working
on tuning the EDL contribution to make it optimal for decreasing the analog conductance
while dissolving Ag filament.
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6.0 Chapter 6: Conclusions
This chapter includes a review of the complex roles that [BMIM]PF6 plays on Ag nanofil-
ament formation and dissolution in PEGDA, and provides an outlook for PEGDA/IL-based
CBRAM.
6.1 Understanding the Roles of IL in Metal Nanofilament Formation and
Dissolution Dynamics
The first documented report of ILs occured in the mid-19th centry. Formed from Friedel–
Crafts reactions for toluene production, the red-colored phase, then called as “red oil”, was
later identified as heptachlorodialuminate salt thanks to invention of NMR spectroscopy.
[91] When reviewing the history of ionic liquids, I was impressed by how far researchers
have extended their understanding an usage over the past a few decades: from solvents
for petroleum recovery, [92] additives for battery electrolytes [93, 94] to the “X factor” in
resistive memory. [52, 95, 96] With respect to memory, there are two examples showing that
when ILs are introduced to either organic or inorganic based resistive memories, both the
operation performance and reliability improved. [52, 95] The authors claimed that the IL
improved the switching performance of CBRAM mostly by promoting ionic mobility in
the insulating/electrolyte layer, which is a similar reasoning given in many IL-containing
electrochemical devices. [93,94] While enhanced ionic conductivity may certainly play a role
in CBRAM as well, the work in this dissertation paints a much more complex picture of the
mechanisms involved.
In the IL-filled polymer electrolyte studied here, we revealed the transition of roles the IL
plays from a facilitator to a competitor depending on the strength of external electrical field:
when bias is < 1.8 V or > 2.2 V, electrochemistry happens faster than the EDL screening the
field. In this case, the IL seems to operate like a plasticizer to facilitate filament formation.
However, when the bias is in the range of 1.8 and 2.2 V, a competition is generated between
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the EDL and electrochemistry; in this range, the IL can slow down electrodeposition of
the filament. In addition to this newly uncovered role of the IL, it also plays some more
predictable roles in our system. Specifically, similar to charge-neutral (non-ionic) plasticizers
used in polymer electrolytes, [97,98] we found that the IL also decreases PEGDA crystallinity
and the addition of a small weight percentage of IL (up to 10 wt.%) improves the Ag filament
formation rate, presumably by the improved ionic mobility and facile path for ion movement.
Although we have no direct measurement of Ag+ and [BMIM]+ conductivity in the
PEGDA medium, we can speculate that the Ag+ will likely move faster under the same field
strength because it is 23 % lighter in weight and 60 % to 88 % smaller in ionic radius [99]).
However, its travel distance towards the AFM tip (cathode) is typically larger than [BMIM]+.
This is because IL ions are positioned (homogeneously) in the electrolyte before the electric
field is applied, whereas Ag ions are generated only at the opposite electrode (anode, i.e., in
this case, the bottom Ag electrode). In addition, because Ag+ does not exist the electrolyte
prior to electrochemical oxidation reactions, Ag+’s movement towards the cathode depends,
in part, on the rate at which it is generated by electrochemical oxidation. In contrast,
[BMIM]+ can immediately start migrating towards the anode. In other words, even though
they may be slower, the ions in the IL get a "head start" on the migration of the Ag+ because
of their preexistence in electrolyte. One piece of evidence to support this picture is found
in Chapter 3: at 2.0 V formation bias, a 70/30 wt.% PEGDA/IL system that contains no
AgPF6 gave gradual filament growth, whereas the electrolyte with 2 mM of AgPF6 resulted
in filaments with abrupt growth. This observation confirms that the IL EDL is unable to
strongly regulate Ag nanofilament formation when Ag ions are abundant and readily available
in the electrolyte for electrodeposition.
6.2 PEGDA/IL Based CBRAM for Neuromorphic and Resistive Memory
Applications: An Outlook
While CBRAM for non-volatile memory has made it all the way from benchtop to com-
mercialization in the last a few decades, the use of CBRAM for neuromorphic application
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lags. Most of the demonstrations remain at laboratory scale due to some key challenges
limiting their commercial production. The main roadblock is an inability to tune metal
filament dynamics gradually (both the increase and the decrease of resistance), resulting in
abrupt set/reset and unpredictable changes in conductance in response to bias. Compar-
ing to a metal oxide or polymer electrolyte-based CBRAM, the IL-filled PEGDA system
first described here shows promise for the gradual modulation of Ag filament formation and
dissolution dynamics. We show that this modulation is accomplished via EDL screening
of the electrochemical redox reactions. More specifically, in response to an applied electri-
cal field, the IL ions will migrate towards the electrodes, forming an EDL, which decreases
the driving force for electrochemial oxidation (of Ag atom) or deposition (of Ag+), shifting
the Ag filament formation and dissolution dynamics from abrupt to gradual. In addition,
we demonstrated this EDL regulation can be replicated under different device configurations
(i.e., mobile AFM tip to plate versus lithographically patternend MIM structure), and can be
further tuned with applied bias and temperature. These results suggest that a PEGDA/IL
based two-terminal memristor is a promising alternative for the prevailing three-terminal
devices for neuromorphic and multi-bit memory applications.
From an energy efficiency perspective, an exciting aspect of our work to date is that there
is still plenty of room for scaling and improvements that are sure to decrease the energy
requirements. Calculated from data presented in Figure 25, our current device configuration
requires a large energy pulse input (480 pJ) to increase filamentary conductance. The larger
energy requirement could be due, in part, to the overpotential required to overcome the
EDL screening effect that competes with the electrodeposition. We can further scale the
dimensions of the bottom Ag electrode (arm + pad) to reduce EDL screening and therefore
regulate the competition at lower applied bias. Assuming that we can reduce the Ag pad size
of a device to < 1 µm2 using E-beam lithography (EBL), which is comparable to the AFM
tip contact area with polymer electrolyte, we expect filament formation to occur at only 0.5
V (Figure S1, Supporting Information, Appendix C) at the same electrolyte thickness. This
is 4 times less bias than required in Figure 25), resulting in a 16 times decreased energy
requirement.
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We can also consider the energy requirements in the context of the way in which the
filament is grown. When both linear formation and dissolution has been achieved using bias
pulses, the filament was deliberately overgrown using c-AFM to reduce contact resistance.
One consequence of overgrowth is that when the filament is reconnected via subsequent
measurements on the probe station, the filamentary conductance is already high (> 100
µS). This larger conductance significantly increases the write pulse energy input (i.e., the
write current is high (> 100 µA) compared to non-overgrown filament). Future work will
focus on exploring the lower limit of the conductance range where both filament formation
and dissolution can be linearly modulated using pulses, thus decreasing the required write
current and improving pulse energy efficiency.
We propose two approaches to tackle lowering the conductance range: (1) avoid filament
overgrow when starting the pulse modulation; (2) reduce the pulse width. One possible
way to avoid overgrowth is to reduce the bottom Ag dimension using EBL, as mentioned
above, and then use the probe station to direct-write the filament (i.e., nucleate and grow)
and then modulate filament conductance at an early stage. The idea is to create a non-
overgrown filament as in Chapter 4 and extend the tunable filament conductance range
using bias pulses. The range is currently limited to only 10% reversible modulation from
235 to 260 µS. The approach will also significantly reduce pulse energy input because the
writing current will be lower for a lower conductance filament.
The second approach is to tackle the pulse width. The long pulse width (> 100 ms) used
in this study represents an instrumental limitation; therefore, the minimum pulse width
has yet to be determined. Currently the average conductance change per pulse is 100 nS
when using a pulse width of 114 ms. If we assume the minimum detectable increase in
conductance between two distinctive state is 1 nS, then the a pulse width can potentially be
reduced to < 1 ms, which will scale the energy required by more than 100 times. If we can
further reduce the energy consumption used to modulate filament conductance to ∼ 10 pJ
per switching), [26] we believe this PEGDA/IL based two terminal memristor will become a
promising candidate in the development of neuromorphic computing devices.
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6.3 How Does This Dissertation Help?
In this dissertation we, for the first time, revealed that an IL can control Ag nanofilament
formation dynamics in a polymer electrolyte through the intervention of an IL EDL. Further,
we showed that the extent to which the EDL intervenes can be tuned easily by IL compo-
sition, adding Ag salt to the electrolyte, electrical field strength, and temperature to give
abrupt or gradual Ag nanofilament growth dynamics. There is no reason to believe that such
a competition is unique to our system, and therefore could be exploited for other materials
systems or for different applications. This work extends our understanding of the role of IL
on CBRAM performance from a perspective that has not been explored before. After learn-
ing about the fundamentals, we explored the possibility of using PEGDA/IL-based CBRAM
as an artificial synapse and demonstrated highly linear filament conductance increase and
decrease using bias pulses. This dissertation exemplifies how fundamental materials research
can reveal a new mechanism —in this case, EDL-regulated filament dynamics—and, this
new mechanism can be matured in an engineering setting toward use in an exciting new
device—an artificial synapse—to push forward advances in neuromorphic computing.
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Appendix A
Nanoscript for Automated Filament Formation on conductive-AFM Setup
In this appendix the script used in Chapters 4 and 5 for automated filament formation
and dissolution is provided. The script is based on C++ environment and needs to be
compiled as dll file for Bruker Dimension Icon AFM to execute. The early version of script
was written by Dr. Garrison Crouch at University of Notre Dame and later updated by
Brian Radka and myself here at University of Pittsburgh.
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/* The script is used for automated filament formation and dissolution at predefined locations. 
Garrison Crouch, University of Notre Dame 
Bohn Research Group 
Brian Radka, Zhongmou Chao, University of Pittsburgh 
 
Howdy Campers! and welcome to the filament-formation ball! We'll start off with an 
oldie but goodie- the Casper Slide! 
 
Algorithm: 
1. Ask for inputs: 
tip voltage -> float 
rest (moving) voltage ->float 
scan size -> float 
number of points -> int 
current threshold -> float 
max time -> int (?) 
1.5 Compute: 
interpoint spacing 
2. Move tip to upper left corner 
Loop over rows 
Loop over columns 
3. Go to formation voltage, take data 
Current limit or time limit, whichever comes first 
4. Go to dissolution voltage, take data 
Current limit or time limit, whichever comes first 
5. Go to rest voltage 
6. Move to next point 
end loop 
7. Ask if user wants to continue on next line 
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if no, center piezo 
end loop 





#include "NanoScript_GUI.h"  
#include "NanoScript_Scan.h" 
 
#include <fstream> //saving data 
#include <math.h> //power function 
#include <string> //filenames 
#include <Windows.h> //timing 
#include <chrono> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
extern "C" __declspec(dllexport) int macroMain() 
{ 
 //Set default values 
 float Vhigh = 1.8;   // volts 
 float Vlow = -0.5;   // volts 
 float Vrest = 0;   // volts 
 float scansize = 6;   // microns  
 int numpoints = 5;   // number of points in each colum/number of rows 
 float formIthresh = 4;     // the current threshold for the first filament (nA) 
 float stepI = 0.1;          // the step of current threshold between two ajacent filaments 
 int FormCounts = 2;         // number of counts needs to be collected before dissolution  
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 float dissIthresh = -0.5; // nA 
 float formTmax = 50;  // seconds 
 float dissTmax = 50;  // seconds 
 int dissCounts = 2;        // number of dissolution counts needs to be collected before exit  
 double rate = 2;   // move the tip in X-Y at 20 um/s 
 char FileNmChar[] = "Filename"; 
 float gain = 1;   // nA per volt 
 
 
       //For processing & timing 
 double current = 0; 
 float zero = 0; 
 int ret = 0; 
 bool success = true; 
 std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::time_point start; 
 std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::time_point  now; 
 std::chrono::microseconds  expttime; 
 
 //Ask user for inputs 
 DialogBoxHandle dlg = ModalDialog("Scan Parameters"); // One ModalDialog call is required for 
every RunDialog call 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Formation voltage (sample bias)", Vhigh, -9.999f, 9.999f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Dissolution voltage (sample bias)", Vlow, -9.999f, 9.999f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Rest (moving) voltage (sample bias)", Vrest, -9.999f, 9.999f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Scan area (side, microns)", scansize, 0.001f, 100.00f); 
 AddIntControl(dlg, "Number of points per row/column", numpoints, 1, 1024); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Formation current trigger threshold (nA)", formIthresh, -999.9f, 999.9f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Step of Formation current threshold (nA)", stepI, -999.9f, 999.9f); 
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 AddIntControl(dlg, "Number of current counts needs to be collected before dissolution", 
FormCounts, 1, 9999); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Dissolution current trigger threshold (nA)", dissIthresh, -999.9f, 999.9f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Sensitivity in nA/V", gain, -999.9f, 999.9f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Formation Timeout (s)", formTmax, 0.001f, 9999.99f); 
 AddFloatControl(dlg, "Dissolution Timeout (s)", dissTmax, 0.01f, 9999.99f); 
 AddIntControl(dlg, "Number of dissolution counts needs to be collected before exit", dissCounts, 
1, 9999); 
 AddStringEntry(dlg, "Filename (no extension)", FileNmChar, 50); 
 
 //Display dialog box 
 ret = RunDialog(dlg); //When this function returns, the DialogBoxHandle memory is deleted, so 
it cannot be reused.  
 
 
        //Setup between-point dialog 
 
 if (ret == 0) 
 { 




 //Open output files 
 string FileNmString(FileNmChar); 
 
 string location("E:\\capture\\RADKA\\New Data\\2019\\");    
 //change to where you usually store your data 
             
       //string currentsuffix("_timeseries.txt"); 
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 string formationsuffix("_formtimes.txt"); 
 
 string formFileNmString = location + FileNmString + formationsuffix; 
 
 fstream formOutputFile; 









 if (formOutputFile.is_open()) { 
  SayWarning("This is somethin' new, the Casper Slide part 2"); 
 } 
 else { 




 formOutputFile << "Point,Formation Time, Dissolution Time" << endl; 
 
 
 //Calculate parameters 
 float pointdist = scansize / numpoints; //Distance to move between each point 
 float base = 10; float exponent = -9; //nA to A. Not really elegant but it works 
 formIthresh = formIthresh * pow(base, exponent); //Current threshold in A 
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 stepI = stepI * pow(base, exponent); //Step of FormationCurrent threshold in A 
 dissIthresh = dissIthresh * pow(base, exponent); 
 gain = gain * pow(base, exponent); 
 double halfside = scansize / 2; 
 
 int point = 0; 
 float formTime; 
 float dissTime; 
 float poscurrent; 
 float negcurrent; 
 int count = 0; 
 int dcount = 0; 
 
 //Convert to miliseconds 
 formTmax = formTmax * 1000; 
 dissTmax = dissTmax * 1000; 
 





  LithoScan(false);   // turn off scanning 
 SayWarning("Everybody clap your hands"); 
 LithoFeedback(true);  // Keep z-piezo feedback on 
 LithoCenterXY();   // move tip to center of field 
 try { 
  // move to upper left corner of scan area 
  LithoTranslate(-halfside, halfside, rate); 
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  // Raster loops 
 
  for (int row = 0; row < numpoints; row++) 
  { 
   for (int column = 0; column < numpoints; column++) 
   {          
             
         //engage command and check 
engage 
             
             
         //opens new file for current 
data 
    point = row * numpoints + column; 
    string location("E:\\capture\\RADKA\\New Data\\2019\\"); 
    string currentsuffix("_timeseries.txt"); 
    string currFileNmString = location + FileNmString + "_" + to_string(point) 
+ currentsuffix; 
    fstream currentOutputFile; 
    currentOutputFile.open(currFileNmString, fstream::out); 
    //Insert file header for time series file 
 
    currentOutputFile << endl << endl << "Time,Point " << point << " 
Formation" << endl; 
 
    //Set formation voltage 
    success = LithoSet(lsBias, Vhigh); 
    if (!success) 
    { 
     SayWarning("Reverse, reverse!"); 




    //Start timing 
    start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 
    count = 0; 
 
    //Scan while loop 
    do 
    { 
     //Get data 
     current = LithoGet(lsNS5FPInput1); //Double-check channel 
assignment 
     current = current * gain; 
     if (current >= formIthresh) 
     { 
      count = count + 1; 
     } 
     else 
      count = 0; 
     //Update time 
     now = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 
     expttime = 
std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::microseconds> (now - start); //microseconds 
             
           
 //SayWarning(ctime(&now)); //for debug purposes 
 
             
            //Save 
data 
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     currentOutputFile << expttime.count() / 1000 << "," << current 
<< endl; 
    } while ((count< FormCounts) && (expttime.count() / 1000 < 
formTmax)); 
 
    formTime = expttime.count() / 1000; 
    //adjust the formation current threshold by adding the step current 
    formIthresh = formIthresh + stepI; 
 
    currentOutputFile << endl << endl << "Time,Point " << point << " 
Dissolution" << endl; 
 
    //Set dissolution voltage 
    success = LithoSet(lsBias, Vlow); 
    if (!success) 
    { 
     SayWarning("Reverse, reverse!"); 
    } 
 
    //Restart timing 
    start = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 
 
    dcount = 0; 
 
    do 
    { 
     //Get data 
     current = LithoGet(lsNS5FPInput1); //Double-check channel 
assignment 
     current = current * gain; 
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     if (current >= dissIthresh) 
     { 
      dcount = dcount + 1; 
     } 
     else 
      dcount = 0; 
 
     //Update time 
     now = std::chrono::high_resolution_clock::now(); 
     expttime = 
std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::microseconds> (now - start); //microseconds 
 
             
            //Save 
data 
     currentOutputFile << expttime.count() / 1000 << "," << current 
<< endl; 
    } while ((dcount < dissCounts) && (expttime.count() / 1000 < dissTmax)); 
 
    dissTime = expttime.count() / 1000; 
 
    //Record formation and dissolution times 
    formOutputFile << point << "," << formTime << "," << dissTime << endl; 
 
 
    //Set rest voltage 
    success = LithoSet(lsBias, Vrest); 
    if (!success) 
    { 
     SayWarning("Reverse, reverse!"); 
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    } 
    //withdraw 
    //Move to next point. Show point number to indicate progress 
    if ((column < numpoints - 1) && (row % 2 == 0)) 
    { 
     diagstring = "sliiiide to the right, " + to_string(point) + " hops 
this time"; 
     LithoTranslate(pointdist, zero, rate); 
    } 
    else if (column < numpoints - 1) 
    { 
     diagstring = "sliiiide to the left, " + to_string(point) + " hops this 
time"; 
     LithoTranslate(-pointdist, zero, rate); 
    } 
    else { 
     diagstring = "Let's go to work"; 
    } 
 
    SayWarning(diagstring.c_str()); 
 
    currentOutputFile << endl << endl; 
    currentOutputFile.close(); 
   } 
   //Take it back now y'all 
   if ((row < numpoints - 1) && (row % 2 == 1)) 
   { 
 
    //Confirm proceed 
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    if (!AskOkCancel("Continue to next line?", "End of line")) 
    { 
     LithoCenterXY(); 
     //currentOutputFile.close(); 
     SayWarning("Criss-cross, criss-cross"); 
 
     return 0; //Make macro unload here 
    } 
    SayWarning("Take it back now y'all"); 
    LithoTranslate(zero, -pointdist, rate); // move down a row 
   } 
   else if (row < numpoints - 1) 
   { 
    SayWarning("Take it back now y'all"); 
    LithoTranslate(zero, -pointdist, rate); 
   } 
  } 
 
  LithoCenterXY(); 
  //currentOutputFile.close(); 
  formOutputFile.close(); 
 
 } 
 catch (...) 
 { 






  diagstring.clear(); 
 
 SayWarning("I'm out y'all peace!"); 
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1. Introduction
Solid-polymer electrolytes (SPE) contain 
a salt dissolved in a polymer host. They 
are candidate materials to replace flam-
mable liquid-phase electrolytes in devices 
such as rechargeable lithium-ion bat-
teries.[1,2] In addition, SPEs have recently 
been used for memory devices based on 
resistive switching,[3] in which conduc-
tive filaments formed and dissolved in 
response to an external electric field are 
used to achieve on and off states typically 
separated by several orders of magnitude 
in resistance. The formation of metal fila-
ments through polymer electrolytes has 
been demonstrated previously for poly-
ethylene oxide (PEO)-based electrolytes,[4] 
including our group’s recent report 
on silver filament formation kinetics 
through PEO.[5]
In addition to batteries and memory, 
SPEs can potentially form the basis for a 
new class of metamaterials with reconfig-
urable optical properties. A metamaterial 
can be formed by embedding metal nano-
particles (NPs) in a well-defined array within a dielectric, in 
which the optical properties are tuned by adjusting the spacing 
of the NPs to interact with electromagnetic radiation over a 
designed wavelength range.[6,7] In addition to NPs, densely 
packed nanofilaments in a dielectric can give rise to strong 
anisotropy in optical properties.[8] One approach to introduce 
optical configurability is to selectively form and dissolve conduc-
tive filaments within an ordered NP metamaterial (Figure 1a). 
Such metamaterials with dynamically reconfigurable optical 
properties would represent a major advance in intelligent 
coatings, nicely complementing achievements in the internet 
of things (IOT), where local sensors could trigger the intelli-
gent material to change properties in response to a stimulus. 
However, designing the scaffold for a dynamically tunable 
metamaterial is quite challenging, because it must allow pre-
cise NP positioning, while simultaneously supporting facile 
motion of conducting ions, which are needed to form and dis-
solve the nanofilaments. Commonly studied polymer electro-
lytes, such as high molecular weight PEO-based electrolytes,[5] 
are ionically conductive, but the mechanical properties of the 
solid film make it difficult to position NPs precisely within 
the polymer.
Materials with reconfigurable optical properties are candidates for applica-
tions such as optical cloaking and wearable sensors. One approach to fabri-
cate these materials is to use external fields to form and dissolve nanoscale 
conductive channels in well-defined locations within a polymer. In this study, 
conductive atomic force microscopy is used to electrochemically form and 
dissolve nanoscale conductive filaments at spatially distinct points in a 
polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA)-based electrolyte blended with varying 
amounts of ionic liquid (IL) and silver salt. The fastest filament formation and 
dissolution times are detected in a PEGDA/IL composite that has the largest 
modulus (several GPa) and the highest polymer crystal fraction. This is 
unexpected because filament formation and dissolution events are controlled 
by ion transport, which is typically faster within amorphous regions where 
polymer mobility is high. Filament kinetics in primarily amorphous and crys-
talline regions are measured, and two different mechanisms are observed. 
The formation time distributions show a power-law dependence in the crys-
talline regions, attributable to hopping-based ion transport, while amorphous 
regions show a normal distribution. The results indicate that the timescale of 
filament formation/dissolution is determined by local structure, and suggest 
that structure could be used to tune the optical properties of the film.
Ionic Liquids
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To address this challenge, we have investigated a non-
aqueous electrolyte system combining a photo-crosslinkable 
polymer (polyethylene glycol diacrylate, PEGDA) with an 
ionic liquid (1-butyl-3-methylimadazolium hexafluorophos-
phate, [BMIM]PF6, Figure S1, Supporting Information). 
PEGDA is an ion-conducting polymer[9] which is also com-
monly used in biological applications.[10] PEGDA provides 
design flexibility, because the material can start at low-vis-
cosity and be converted to a high-viscosity solid simply by 
exposing the film to light. This design could support the 
precise positioning of NPs in a liquid-like dielectric, and 
the NPs could subsequently be locked into place by simple 
exposure to ultraviolet light. Previous studies showed that 
as little as 4 wt% PEGDA blended with an ionic liquid (IL) 
was sufficient to yield a solid.[11,12] In addition, ILs are com-
monly used to increase ionic conductivity in SPEs at room 
temperature.[11–13] Here, [BMIM]PF6 is chosen as the IL, 
because it has good chemical and thermal stability, negligible 
vapor pressure, high ionic conductivity (1.8 × 10−3 S cm−1 at 
300 K),[14] and a large electrochemical window (≈4.7 V).[15] 
Thus, PEGDA provides tunable mechanical properties, while 
[BMIM]PF6 enhances ionic conductivity which is required for 
forming and dissolving filaments.
While electrolytes containing both IL and polymer have 
been reported previously,[11–13,16,17] a comprehensive under-
standing of how the IL affects the ionic conductivity and 
mechanical strength of the electrolyte is still developing. Such 
understanding is especially crucial here, because one might 
presume that the kinetics of nanofilament formation and dis-
solution are a function of ionic conductivity, which is also 
related to the mechanical properties of the host material. But, 
as we show, fast nanofilament formation occurs in regions 
of high polymer crystallinity and high modulus, rather than 
amorphous regions with high ionic conductivity, indicating 
that our intuitive understanding of polymer/IL systems is 
incomplete. Although the eventual application of this work 
is to form and dissolve filaments between metal NPs, func-
tioning as bipolar electrodes within the host material, the 
present study focuses entirely on filament formation in the 
PEGDA-IL electrolyte.
2. Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 1b,c, a conductive atomic force micro- 
scopy (C-AFM) tip and a Ag substrate constitute a model system 
in which the AFM tip and the Ag substrate represent the two 
electrodes. We use the AFM to characterize the mechanical 
properties of PEGDA/IL/silver hexafluorophosphate (AgPF6) 
electrolyte films, create Ag nanofilaments through the films via 
electrodeposition, and correlate the filament formation/disso-
lution kinetics with the mechanical properties of the polymer 
composite. PeakForce Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping 
(PF-QNM) is used to map the Young’s modulus, while a con-
ductive AFM is used to form and dissolve the Ag filaments 
electrochemically.[5,18] The location of the AFM tip is controlled 
over the x–y plane to enable the direct-write fabrication of fila-
ments in a predefined grid pattern. As shown in Figure 1c, the 
conductive AFM tip operates as a mobile top electrode, while 
an Ag thin film below the electrolyte functions as a sacrificial 
counterelectrode. Filament growth inside the PEGDA/IL/salt 
electrolyte is controlled by the polarity and magnitude of the 
bias applied between the two electrodes.
2.1. Modulus Measurements
Thin films of PEGDA with IL and AgPF6 were fabricated by 
spin-coating, and cross-sectional scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) images show that the thickness of the films is 
≈50 nm (Figure S2, Supporting Information), independent of 
the IL concentration. First, we measure how the IL impacts the 
mechanical properties of the electrolyte film. Modulus maps 
of the cross-linked electrolytes over a 5 × 5 µm region and 
modulus-composition data with varying IL compositions are 
shown together in Figure 2. Clearly, modulus decreases with 
increasing IL content. For example, increasing the IL composi-
tion from 10 to 30 wt% decreases the average Young’s modulus 
by one order of magnitude. This trend is predictable, because 
the IL is a low-viscosity liquid compared to the UV-crosslinked 
polymer. In contrast, adding Ag salt increases the modulus, 
which is most obvious for the electrolytes with the highest 
Small 2018, 14, 1802023
Figure 1. Schematic of PEGDA/IL/Ag salt composite. a) Metamaterial with a lattice of Ag NPs (large gray spheres) embedded in a PEGDA/IL composite 
(yellow). Some NPs are electrically connected by Ag nanofilaments (small gray spheres). b) Polymer electrolyte film where conductive AFM controls the 
electrochemical formation and dissolution of conductive Ag filaments. The polymer chains are represented in a semicrystalline conformation, that is, 
with regions of order and disorder. c) Magnified view of filament formation between the conductive AFM tip and a sacrificial Ag layer within an amor-
phous region of the polymer electrolyte. Silver ions, Ag+, (black spheres) are reduced to Ag0 atoms (gray spheres) at the apex of the growing filament.
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PEGDA concentration. For example, the modulus nearly dou-
bles by adding 2 × 10−3 m AgPF6 to a sample with 90 wt% 
PEGDA. The silver cations electrostatically interact with the 
ether oxygens in the polymer backbone;[19] the resulting nonco-
valent interactions decrease the polymer mobility[20] and there-
fore increase the modulus. The data show that the modulus of 
the polymer coating can be tuned more than tenfold by rela-
tively small adjustments in the PEGDA/IL ratio (ether oxygen 
to BMIM ratio from 22:1 to 65:1, corresponding to 70/30 and 
90/10 PEGDA/IL wt%). In contrast, increasing the silver salt 
concentration by one order of magnitude (0.2 to 2.0 × 10−3 m) 
increases modulus by at most a factor of two. A complete set of 
modulus maps for all the electrolytes investigated in the study 
are provided in Figure S3 (Supporting Information).
2.2. Filament Formation and Dissolution Kinetics
Nanoscale Ag filaments were formed and dissolved by con-
trolling the magnitude and polarity of bias applied between 
a conductive AFM tip and the Ag sacrificial electrode 
(Figure 1b). To avoid asperities in the data caused by macro-
scopic inhomogeneities in the spin-coated samples, formation 
and dissolution events were measured at multiple regions sepa-
rated by >100 µm. Within each region, filaments were formed 
and dissolved at 100 locations in a 6 × 6 µm array, with a pitch 
of 600 nm. An example of time-dependent current and voltage 
data showing a representative formation and dissolution event 
is provided in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The algo-
rithm used to collect the initial filament formation and dissolu-
tion times at hundreds of different locations used the following 
protocol: a +2 V positive bias was applied until a filament was 
created, as indicated by a significant increase in the current, 
until compliance was reached. After formation, the bias was 
held for only 2 ms to avoid filament overgrowth. Then, the bias 
polarity was reversed to −2 V to start dissolution. When the fila-
ment was broken, the current decreased abruptly to zero.
At least 700 formation and dissolution events were captured 
for each sample, and histograms of filament formation and dis-
solution times are given in Figure 3. A Gaussian (normal) dis-
tribution was used to fit all data sets with skewness adjusted to 
capture the asymmetries. The formation time distributions are 
normal, Figure 3a,c, while the dissolution events show a log 
normal distribution, Figure 3b,d. These are the same types of 
distributions reported for filaments formed in PEO-based elec-
trolytes,[5] and the different distributions suggest that the under-
lying formation and dissolution mechanisms are fundamentally 
different. This difference is reasonable, because it takes longer 
to form a filament for the first time, that is, the formation step, 
than it does to break the filament. Whereas formation requires 
the movement of many silver ions to form a percolating conduc-
tion path, dissolution only requires the oxidation of a few silver 
atoms into the nearby electrolyte to disconnect the filament.
Both the Ag salt and the IL strongly affect filament formation 
kinetics, as shown in Figure 3a,c, respectively. The addition of 
up to 2 × 10−3 m Ag salt in the 70/30 wt% PEGDA/IL electrolyte 
decreases the formation time by as much as 42% (Figure 3a) as 
expected from straightforward electrodeposition kinetics. The 
shift in formation times indicates that the kinetics of filament 
formation can be controlled by adjusting the Ag+ concentration 
without varying electrical field strength.
Decreasing the IL concentration from 50 to 10 wt% with 
2 × 10−3 m AgPF6 increases the filament formation rate by 
≈6.5 times as shown in Figure 3c. Faster filament formation 
with decreasing IL content is unexpected, because the IL is con-
ventionally thought to function as a plasticizer[21,22]—enhancing 
polymer chain segmental motion[23,24] and improving ionic con-
ductivity.[25,26] In addition, the magnitude of the formation time 
distribution is related to specific features in the time-dependent 
current data. Specifically, there are two different types of 
Small 2018, 14, 1802023
Figure 2. Average Young’s modulus measured by PF-QNM over a 5 × 5 µm region for samples with different PEGDA/IL/AgPF6 compositions. Inset left 
to right: Modulus maps of the surface of cross-linked electrolytes containing 2 × 10−3 m AgPF6 at 90/10, 70/30, and 50/50 PEGDA/IL wt% composition, 
respectively. Scale bars indicate 1 µm.
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processes, denoted type-1 and type-2, as shown in Figure 4a,b, 
respectively. Type-1 formation involves an abrupt increase in cur-
rent from zero to the compliance current over a narrow (few ms) 
time window, whereas type-2 formation involves current fluc-
tuations over longer timescales (>1 s) prior to reaching the 
compliance current. Whether a data set exhibits type-1 or type-2 
behavior is distinguished by setting the total number of data 
points that exceed a user-defined current level. In this study, we 
choose this cutoff current as 3.8 nA, and classify the data as 
type-1 formation if the total number of data points for which 
I ≥ 3.8 nA is less than 4. Conversely, if more than four points in 
the data set include I ≥ 3.8 nA, then the formation is considered 
type-2. We know type-2 formation is not dielectric breakdown 
because when the bias is reversed, the current returns to zero. 
In the case of dielectric breakdown, an irreversible conductive 
pathway would be created through the dielectric.
The percentage of type-1 formation events are provided in 
Table S1 (Supporting Information) for all the samples in this 
Small 2018, 14, 1802023
Figure 3. a,b) Filament formation and dissolution time distributions in electrolytes at 70/30 wt% PEGDA/IL with 0, 0.2, and 2 × 10−3 m AgPF6. c,d) 
Filament formation and dissolution time distributions for electrolytes with 2 × 10−3 m AgPF6 at 90/10, 70/30, and 50/50 wt% PEGDA/IL. The bin width 
is 1 s for all formation times and 0.4 Ln(ms) for all dissolution times. The data are fit by Gaussian distributions with adjustments in skewness to 
capture the asymmetric shape.
Figure 4. a,b) Current versus time data during filament formation at +2 V and dissolution at −2 V for type-1 and type-2 filament formation processes. 
Inset of (a) in the blue rectangular box is a magnified plot with expanded time axis.
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study. Systems with faster formation kinetics and the highest 
modulus have a higher percentage of type-1 formation events. 
For example, the 90/10/2 × 10−3 m system with average formation 
time of 7 s has a 75% type-1, while the slower 50/50/2 × 10−3 m  
system, with average formation time of 45 s, exhibits only 5% 
type-1 events. While further studies are needed to confirm the 
origin of these two distinct types of formation dynamics, they 
may relate to the physical structure of the filament. For example, 
type-1 filaments that are more commonly formed in the high 
modulus electrolyte (90/10/2 × 10−3 m) may have well-defined 
structure, whereas type-2 filaments that dominate in lower 
modulus electrolyte (50/50/2 × 10−3 m) may be more dendritic, 
causing current fluctuations as they form and disconnect.
Additional support for a correlation between filament mor-
phology and modulus arises in the 50/50 PEGDA/IL samples. 
Specifically, for the 0 and 0.2 × 10−3 m salt concentrations, over-
growth of silver at the surface of the film was observed. Figure S5 
(Supporting Information) shows direct evidence of silver over-
growth via AFM topology and current maps. Furthermore, as 
shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information), formation and 
dissolution events for the 50/50/0 × 10−3 m and 0.2 × 10−3 m 
systems indicating that >50% of the filaments that form do not 
dissolve during the timescale of the measurement, which would 
be expected for overgrown filaments connected at multiple loca-
tions. In contrast, no similar surface overgrowth was observed 
in systems with higher modulus, such as 70/30/0 × 10−3 m 
system, as shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Information). Thus, 
varying the Ag concentration and PEGDA/IL ratio not only 
changes the kinetics, but also the morphology of the filaments 
from well-defined to overgrown.
Similar to filament formation, the Ag salt and IL composi-
tions also affect dissolution kinetics, as shown in Figure 3b,d, 
respectively. The dissolution distributions are more complex 
than the formation distributions, showing a bimodal struc-
ture with filaments that dissolve quickly (tens of milliseconds, 
type-A) coexisting with long-lived filaments (tens of seconds, 
type-B). In addition, systems exhibiting a higher percentage of 
type-1 formation events also tend to dissolve faster. This pro-
vides further support for the interpretation that type-1 filaments 
have a more well-defined structure than those formed in type-2 
events, because more well-defined filaments would require less 
time to dissolve than dendritic filaments that may need to dis-
connect at multiple locations.
Figure 3b also shows that the bimodal distribution is more 
prevalent at higher Ag salt concentrations. Similar experiments 
addressing Ag atomic-scale junction formation and dissolu-
tion also show a marked dependence of dissolution time on 
Ag activity in the surrounding medium.[27,28] This is sensible 
because adjusting the Ag salt concentration shifts the equilib-
rium potential of the system relative to the applied potential. 
Hence, the dissolution data suggest that a concentration over-
potential-limited dissolution process is operating on a small, 
but non-negligible fraction of the nanofilaments.
2.3. Thermal Measurements
The observation that electrolytes with the highest PEGDA con-
centration (90 wt%) and the largest modulus display the fastest 
filament formation/dissolution kinetics was surprising. It thus 
motivated using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to 
characterize the polymer films across the entire range of com-
positions. Heat traces showing the melting temperature (Tm) in 
the range of 20–55 °C are given in Figure 5a. IL and silver salt 
suppress PEGDA crystallization as observed by a decrease in 
area under the melting peak (IL-free DSC traces are provided in 
Figure S8, Supporting Information, for reference). A secondary 
peak at lower temperature (≈20 °C) emerges with increasing 
IL addition, and this feature is particularly apparent in the 
0.2 × 10−3 m samples. The observation of multiple peaks at a 
specific salt concentration is similar to the behavior of PEO-
based electrolytes at their eutectic composition.[20,29]
The glass transition temperatures (Tg), shown in Figure 5b, 
provide insight on how the IL and silver salt affect polymer 
Small 2018, 14, 1802023
Figure 5. Heat flow versus temperature for PEGDA/IL/AgPF6 showing: a) melting (Tm) features and b) glass transition (Tg) features. Data are from 
the second heating scan.
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mobility, which governs ion mobility in amorphous domains. 
The addition of IL from 0 to 30 wt% at low silver salt concen-
tration (0 and 0.2 × 10−3 m) increases Tg by more than 7 K, 
showing that it does not plasticize the system. Generally, the 
data show that when the ion concentration is increased (either 
by adding IL or silver salt), Tg increases, reaching a maximum 
value around −50 °C for the concentration ranges measured. 
However, it is noteworthy to highlight the 0.2 × 10−3 m salt 
concentration in the 90/10 system. Although we expect the Ag 
salt to increase Tg, because electrostatic interactions between 
cations and ether oxygens decrease segmental mobility of the 
polymer, the 0.2 × 10−3 m salt decreases Tg in the 90/10 PEGDA/
IL concentration. This anomalous behavior is consistent with 
the possibility that 0.2 × 10−3 m is a potential eutectic concentra-
tion as mentioned above. A similar Tg minimum at the eutectic 
has been reported for a PEO:LiClO4 electrolyte.[20]
2.4. Relating Filament Kinetics to Polymer Structure
Based on the DSC data and the prevailing view that less 
crystal structure in polymer electrolytes correlates with faster 
ion mobility, we would expect the 50/50 PEGDA/IL sample to 
have the fastest filament formation/dissolution kinetics. In 
fact, we observe the opposite—the 50/50 PEGDA/IL electrolyte 
shows the slowest kinetics. The result suggests that the local 
structure of the polymer—which can be evaluated by AFM—
could be important for understanding the kinetics. Regions of 
highly crystalline versus highly amorphous electrolyte can be 
differentiated by optical microscopy in the 90/10/2 × 10−3 m  
electrolyte (Figure S9, Supporting Information). We therefore 
focused on measuring the mechanical properties the fila-
ment kinetics in these two regions. Modulus measurements 
in Figure 6 show that the primarily crystalline region has an 
average modulus of 4.8 GPa, nearly an order of magnitude 
higher than the primarily amorphous region (0.6 GPa). The 
filament formation kinetics measured in these regions indeed 
show distinct distributions: the primarily amorphous domain 
has a right-skewed Gaussian distribution with long formation 
times (21% of the filaments formed within 5 s), while the pri-
marily crystalline region has a power-law distribution with a 
larger percentage of fast formation events (52% of filaments 
formed within 5 s). Indeed, when we compare the kinetics to 
the 100/0 PEGDA/IL system, which is the most highly crystal-
line system by a wide margin, we observe similar formation 
distributions (Figure S10, Supporting Information) as the pri-
marily crystalline 90/10/2 × 10−3 m sample. Thus, we conclude 
that a power-law distribution in the formation kinetics is asso-
ciated with large amounts of crystallinity. Moreover, regions 
of high crystallinity also have the highest percentage of type-1 
formation events (Table S1, Supporting Information). There-
fore, the picture that emerges is that ion transport within 
primarily amorphous domains is mediated by polymer chain 
mobility and can be described by drift diffusion that leads 
to poorly ordered filaments. In contrast, faster ion transport 
occurs in crystalline regions likely by a hoping mechanism 
that gives rise to a power-law distribution and well-ordered 
filaments.
The data show that some amount of IL is essential to achieve 
fast and reliable formation events. For example, in the IL-free 
system, only 72% of the locations tested form filaments within 
the 120 s window of the measurement (Figure S9, Supporting 
Information). The electrolytes loaded with 10 wt% IL fur-
ther show that ion mobility is decoupled from PEGDA chain 
mobility, and indicate two different formation mechanisms in 
the two phases (amorphous and crystalline). While it is well 
understood that ion mobility in the amorphous phase is driven 
by chain mobility, there is also support for the notion that spe-
cific crystalline structures in PEO-based electrolytes can provide 
faster pathways for ion transport than their amorphous equiv-
alents.[30–32] Based on the results obtained here, we suggest a 
similar explanation for the observation that primarily crystalline 
domains exhibit faster formation kinetics. Specifically, a bal-
ance is achieved at ≈10 wt% IL, where conduction through crys-
talline regions is favored over primarily amorphous regions. 
In contrast to the crystalline regions, the amorphous regions 
have strong electrostatic interactions that suppress polymer/ion 
transport and therefore filament kinetics.
Small 2018, 14, 1802023
Figure 6. a) Formation time distributions in primarily crystalline (red) and amorphous (gray) regions of the 90/10 PEGDA/IL wt% with 2 × 10−3 m AgPF6 
sample using a 1 s bin width. Insets show modulus maps captured in each domain; b) Log–log plot of formation time distributions versus count per-
centages in primarily crystalline regions for 90/10 PEGDA/IL at 0, 0.2, and 2 × 10−3 m of AgPF6. 120 s is the cutoff time for formation, bin width is 5 s.
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3. Conclusions
We developed a UV-crosslinkable electrolyte consisting of 
PEGDA/IL and silver salt where direct-write electrodeposi-
tion of silver nanofilaments is produced by conductive AFM 
with possible applications as flexible films with designer 
optical properties. By tuning the IL and salt concentration, the 
mechanical strength was varied from hundreds of MPa to a few 
GPa in modulus. Silver nanofilament formation and dissolution 
events were correlated to local structure, showing that while 
the addition of Ag salt in up to a concentration of 2 × 10−3 m  
improves filament kinetics, the addition of IL beyond 10 wt% 
slows the kinetics. Moreover, surprisingly, the electrolyte with 
the largest polymer crystal fraction and the best mechanical 
strength shows the fastest filament kinetics. The results indi-
cate that ion mobility in this system is likely governed more 
by the local polymer structure than by PEGDA chain mobility, 
thus creating an opportunity to tune the filament kinetics by 
tuning the structure of the polymer. If the kinetics can be con-
trolled reproducibly by local morphology, one could envision 
a system where both the timescale and the spatial location 
for reconfiguring optical properties could be tuned, offering a 
novel approach to smart coating materials with, for example, 
reconfigurable optical properties.
4. Experimental Section
Reagents: PEGDA (Mn = 2000), [BMIM]PF6 (≥98.5%), 2-hydroxy-2-
methylpropiophenone (HMPP, 97%), AgPF6 (99.99%), and anhydrous 
acetonitrile (ACN, 99.8%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All 
reagents were used as received without further purification.
Sample Preparation for AFM Characterization: Silicon wafers 
(University Wafer, P/Boron, 500 ± 15 µm) were cleaned by sonication 
in acetone followed by a 2-propanol rinse and nitrogen (N2) blow dry. 
5/100 nm of Ti/Ag was deposited by electron-beam evaporation (Plassys, 
MEB 550s) at 5 × 10−7 mbar base pressure. The following steps were 
completed inside an argon-filled glove box (Mbraun, MB-200B) where 
O2 and H2O < 1 ppm. AgPF6, BMIMPF6, and PEGDA were dissolved 
in ACN and combined to prepare a total of nine samples with PEGDA/
BMIMPF6 compositions of 90/10, 70/30, and 50/50 wt% at 0, 0.2, and 
2 × 10−3 m AgPF6. In all nine samples, the PEGDA concentration was 
1 wt% together with 0.02 wt% of HMPP (photoinitiator). The polymer 
electrolytes were spin-coated on the Ag-coated silicon substrate at 
4000 rpm for 30 s, and annealed at 80 °C for 2 min to drive off ACN. 
Samples were photo-crosslinked with a UV lamp (UVP Compact UV 
Lamp, λ = 365 nm, P = 1.3 mW cm−2 at 3 in.) at a working distance of 
1.25 cm for 1 h.
C-AFM Characterization: A Bruker Dimension Icon AFM coupled with 
conductive AFM probe (SCM-PIT-V2) was operated in contact mode. A 
custom script was used to modulate the location and potential applied 
to the tip, and was reported by a group previously;[5] additional details 
of the tip automation are provided in the Supporting Information. 
Electrical contact was made between the AFM stage and the Ag layer 
of the substrate using copper tape (76555A711, McMaster-Carr). A 
formation voltage of +2 V, dissolution voltage of −2 V, and a rest voltage 
of 0 V relative to ground were used. Formation and dissolution current 
thresholds were chosen as +4 and −0.5 nA, respectively. The compliance 
current of the instrument is ≈5 nA at a current sensitivity of 1 nA V−1, 
which is selected by the user.
PF-QNM Measurement: A Bruker Dimension Icon AFM was operated 
at PF-QNM mode. Different types of AFM probes were used for the 
measurement of nine samples based on their working ranges for 
sample modulus with details provided in the Section S3 (Supporting 
Information). All probes were calibrated for their deflection sensitivity, 
spring constant, and tip radius before each measurement. The force 
applied to the electrolyte was then correlated with the surface indentation 
to give a quantitative measurement of its mechanical properties.
DSC Sample Preparation and Measurement: Each DSC sample 
was prepared inside the glove box. PEGDA, BMIMPF6, and AgPF6 
were dissolved in ACN and drop-cast onto Teflon, where the solvent 
evaporated. ≈10 mg of the resulting films were hermetically sealed in an 
aluminum DSC pan. In addition to the nine samples described above, 
three additional control samples containing silver salt without ionic 
liquid were measured (100/0 PEGDA/IL wt% with 0, 0.2, and 2 × 10−3 m 
AgPF6). Measurements were made on a Pyris DSC 6000 calibrated with 
an indium standard. To measure Tg, Tc, and Tm, samples were heated 
to 80 °C to erase thermal history, cooled to −70 °C at 3 °C min−1 and 
heated to 80 °C at 5 °C min−1.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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1. Sample Preparation 
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, Mn=2,000), 1-butyl-3-methylimadazolium 
hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM]PF6, ≥98.5%), 2-Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone( HMPP, 
97%), silver hexafluorophosphate (AgPF6, 99.99%) and anhydrous acetonitrile (ACN, 99.8%) 
were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich. All reagents were used as received without further 
purification. Silicon wafers (University Wafer, P/Boron, 500 ± 15 µm) were cleaned by 
sonication in acetone followed by a 2-Propanol rinse and N2 blow dry. 5 nm/100 nm of Ti/Ag 
was deposited by electron-beam evaporation at 5 x 10
-7
 mbar base pressure (Plassys, MEB 
550 S). The following steps were completed inside an argon-filled glovebox (Mbraun, MB-
200B) where O2 and H2O < 1 ppm. AgPF6, [BMIM]PF6 (IL) and PEGDA were dissolved in 
ACN and combined to prepare a total of 9 samples with PEGDA/BMIMPF6 compositions of 
90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 wt.% at 0, 0.2 and 2 mM AgPF6. In all 9 samples, the PEGDA 
concentration was 1 wt.% together with 0.02 wt.% of HMPP (photoinitiator). The polymer 
electrolytes were spin-coated on the Ag-coated silicon substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s and 
annealed at 80 °C for 2 mins to drive-off ACN. Samples were photo-crosslinked with a UV 
lamp (UVP Compact UV Lamp, λ = 365 nm, P = 1.3 mW/cm
2
 at 3 inches) at a working 
distance of 1.25 cm for 1 hour. 
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Figure S1. Chemical structures of (a) polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) and (b) 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate, the ionic liquid. 
 
2. Film Thickness Measurements 
Electrolyte samples were prepared as described above, cross-sectioned by focused ion beam 
(FIB) milling, and then imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Cross sections of the 
90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL at 0.2 mM AgPF6 are shown in Figure S2. To 
protect the film during ion milling, Pt was deposited on the 90/10 sample and Pt and Pd-Au 
were deposited on the 70/30 and 50/50 films. The thicknesses are 41 ± 2, 44 ± 2, and 52 ± 5 
nm, for 90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 PEGDA/IL with 0.2 mM AgPF6, respectively. We notice 
fluctuations in the apparent thickness of the film with increasing IL concentration, which is 
likely due to the interaction between the charged IL and the ion and electron beams; thus, the 
silver filaments cannot be resolved using this technique. 
 
(a (b) 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure S2. SEM of FIB cross-sectioned films containing 0.2 mM AgPF6. (a) 90/10 (b) 70/30 
and (c) 50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL. Note the different scale bar sizes are all for 100 nm. 
 
3. Young’s Modulus Measurements 
Nine samples (90/10, 70/30 and 50/50 wt.% at 0, 0.2 and 2 mM AgPF6) were prepared using 
methods as described above. Young’s modulus was measured using Bruker’s PeakForce 
Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping (PF-QNM) on a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM.  The 
modulus maps are shown in Figure S3 and the AFM probe was selected based on the working 
range for modulus measurement: (a,b,c) RTESPA-150 (5 - 500 MPa); (d,e,f) RTESP-300 
(200 MPa- 2 GPa); (g,h,i) RTESP-525 (2 - 20 GPa). All probes were calibrated for their 
deflection sensitivity, spring constant, and tip radius.   
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Figure S3. PF-QNM measurements of Young’s modulus for PEGDA/IL (wt%) + AgPF6 
(mM) thin films of (a) 50/50 + 0; (b) 50/50 + 0.2; (c) 50/50 + 2; (d) 70/30 + 0; (e) 70/30 + 0.2; 
(f) 70/30 + 2 (g) 90/10 + 0; (h) 90/10 + 0.2; (i) 90/10 + 2. Note the different modulus range 
for each map. 
 
4. Filament Formation and Dissolution – Current and Voltage Data 
Conductive-AFM was used to form and dissolve silver filaments in ramp mode using the 
Bruker Dimension Icon AFM. Current/voltage vs. time data for a representative formation and 
dissolution event on the 90/10 wt.% PEGDA/IL + 0.2 mM AgPF6 are shown in Figure S4. 
The C-AFM (probe type, SCM-PIT-V2) was operated in contact mode. Current sensitivity 
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fixed at one location on the sample surface during each measurement. For the example data in 
Figure S4, the bias applied between the AFM tip and AFM stage was controlled manually. 
(For the formation and dissolution events reported in the paper, the AFM tip location and 
biasing were automated.) 
    The formation bias was set to 2.5 V at t = 4 s. At t = 60 s, the current starts to increase from 
0 to ~ 200 nA within a short time range (i.e., seconds), indicating filament formation. A stable 
current was achieved at ~ 200 nA with a constant bias of 2.5 V from t = 62 s to 75 s. To 
dissolve the filament, the bias was set to -2.5 V at t = 75 s.  The current first decreased to -500 
nA and then returned to 0 nA within dozens of ms, indicating dissolution of the filament.     
 
Figure S4. Current and applied bias as a function of time for a single representative formation 
and dissolution event.  The sample is PEGDA/IL 90/10 wt.% and 0.2 mM AgPF6. 
 
5. Automated Acquisition of Filament Formation and Dissolution Data 
A SCM-PIT-V2 AFM probe (Pt-Ir coating, k= 4.0 N/m) was operated in contact mode. A 
custom script was created to modulate the location and potential applied to the tip to: (1) 
move the tip from point-to-point in a raster scan pattern at a preset point spacing; (2) apply the 
desired voltage; (3) measure the current between the conductive AFM tip and the AFM chuck. 
The AFM tip was grounded, and the voltage was applied to the chuck. Electrical contact was 
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made between the AFM stage and the Ag layer of the substrate using copper tape (76555A711, 
McMaster-Carr). At each point, the chuck voltage was set to a positive formation voltage (2 
V) until the current increased above a set threshold value, after which the voltage was 
switched to the negative dissolution voltage (-2 V) until the current (now of the opposite sign) 
decreased in magnitude below a set threshold.  
 
Table S1. A summary of count percentages of Type-1 formation for different systems 
measured in primarily amorphous or crystalline regions. 
 
6. Observations of Ag Surface Overgrowth  
For the 50/50/0 mM sample, a test for surface overgrowth was evaluated via performing 
electrodeposition experiments at 36 locations in an array covering a 6  6 µm region with a 1 
µm pitch. A topography map was captured before and after the experiment, as shown in 
Figure S5(a) and (b). The surface topography is altered significantly after the 
electrodeposition measurements, indicating that electrodeposition of silver filaments changes 
Composition 





50/50 + 2 mM (Amorphous) 5 700/700 
70/30 + 0 mM (Amorphous) 12 700/700 
70/30 + 0.2 mM (Amorphous) 6 700/700 
70/30 + 2 mM (Amorphous) 53 974/980 
90/10 + 2 mM (Amorphous) 75 700/700 
90/10 + 0 mM (Crystalline) 79 533/570 
90/10 + 0.2 mM (Crystalline) 82 566/600 
90/10 + 2 mM (Crystalline) 84 482/500 
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the surface structure of the electrolyte. No current signal was detected before the 
electrochemistry when applying a small bias (0.2 V) using C-AFM in contact mode, but an 
obvious current signal was captured after electrochemistry within the region where 
electrodeposition experiments were made, shown in Figure S5(c). From the topography and 
current map, we suspected surface overgrowth of the silver occurred in the 50/50/0 mM 
system, creating an electrically conductive deposit of silver on the electrolyte surface. Similar 
surface overgrowth was also observed in 50/50/0.2 mM but not in the 2 mM system. In our 
previous work on filament formation through a PEO-based electrolyte,
[1]
 silver surface growth 
was also reported.  
 
Figure S5. (a) Topography map before electrochemistry, (b) after electrochemistry, and (c) 
current map after electrochemistry for the 50/50/0 mM PEGDA/IL composition system. 
 
    Indirect evidence of surface overgrowth came from filament formation and dissolution 
events. The samples containing 50% IL showed filament formation/dissolution behavior that 
was noticeably different from the other samples containing less IL. As shown in Figure S6, 
the formation and dissolution time distributions for 50/50 wt.% PEGDA/IL at 0 and 0.2 mM 
of AgPF6 overlap, meaning that additional silver salt does not affect the filament formation or 
dissolution kinetics in a detectable way. More noteworthy is that approximately half of the 
filaments did not dissolve within the time window (50 s) of the measurement. The observed 
silver surface overgrowth can be used to explain this abnormal results. This is because the 
(a) (b) (c) 
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criteria to detect filament formation relates to detecting a change in electrical current, and if 
the overgrowth at one point impinges on the next point (either at the surface, or through the 
film thickness), the neighboring electrical measurement could be affected. Silver overgrowth 
could explain why nearly 50 wt.% of the locations where current was detected upon formation 
never registered zero current during reverse bias application, i.e. dissolution was not observed 
for nearly half the points, as shown in Figure S6(b). 
 
Figure S6. (a) Filament formation and (b) dissolution time distributions for the 50/50 wt.% 
PEGDA/IL system at 0 and 0.2 mM of AgPF6. Bin width is 1 s for (a) and 0.4 Ln(ms) for (b). 
 
    Similar to the 50/50 PEGDA/IL system, signatures of silver overgrowth were also 
evaluated on the 70/30 sample (no AgPF6). Electrodeposition was conducted at 36 locations 
within a 6  6 µm array with 1 µm pitch. A topography map was acquired both before and 
after the experiment as shown in Figure S7(a) and (b). An array of 6  6 protrusions is clearly 
distinguishable in Figure S7(b) and the approximate height of the protrusions is 10 nm (note 
that the height scale is adjusted to highlight the height of the protrusions).  A line scan is also 
provided in Figure S7(c) showing the periodic protrusions. A current map was also captured 








Figure S7. Topography map for the 70/30 sample (no AgPF6) (a) before electrodeposition; 
(b) after electrodeposition; and (c) fluctuations in height along the red dashed line in (b) 
indicating the approximate height of 6 protrusions. 
 
7. DSC traces of 100/0 wt.% PEGDA/IL Systems 
The samples containing no IL were also measured using differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC), and the traces are shown in Figure S8.  
 
Figure S8. Heat flow (endotherm down) vs temperature for 100/0 wt.% PEGDA/IL at 0, 0.2, 
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8. Optical Microscopy Image of 90/10 wt.% PEGDA/IL at 2 mM AgPF6  
The coexistence of amorphous domains with crystalline domains is clearly visible by optical 
microscopy in the 90/10/2 mM sample, shown in Figure S9. Because it is easy to distinguish 
the two regions optically, electrodeposition measurements can be performed on primarily 
amorphous or primarily crystalline regions.  
 
Figure S9. Optical microscopy image at 500 magnification showing crystalline features.  
 
9. Control Experiments on 100/0 PEGDA/IL wt.% Films 
Formation and dissolution measurements were also made on samples without IL, as shown in 
Figure S10(a) and (b), respectively. Formation and dissolution data for a primarily crystalline 
domain in the 90/10 PEGDA/IL wt.% systems are also shown in Figures S10(c) and (d) for 
comparison to the pure PEGDA system. The films without IL show longer formation and 
dissolution time distributions, indicating that 10 wt.% IL enhances filament formation and 
dissolution within primarily crystalline regions. 
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Figure S10. (a, c) Filament formation, and (b, d) dissolution time distributions for 100/0 (a, b) 
and 90/10 (c, d) wt.% PEGDA/IL at 0, 0.2, and 2 mM of AgPF6. Bin width is 5 s for 
formation and 0.4 Ln(ms) for dissolution. Insets in (a) and (c) are Ln-Ln plots of formation 
time distributions vs. probability, showing a power-law dependence. 
 
10. Melting Temperatures and Heats of Fusion  
Heat of fusion for all samples are provided in Table S2. The corresponding data are shown in 
Figures 5(b) and S8. 
 
Table S2. A summary of melting peaks and calculated heats of fusion 
Composition (PEGDA/IL wt.% + mM AgPF6) Tm Peak (°C) Heat of fusion (J/g) 
100/0 + 0 mM 54.7 133.2 
100/0 + 0.2 mM 49.4 111.4 









[1] G. M. Crouch, D. Han, S. K. Fullerton-Shirey, D. B. Go, P. W. Bohn, ACS Nano 2017, 11, 
4976. 
 
90/10 + 0 mM 45.6 67.2 
90/10 + 0.2 mM 45.1 59.3 
90/10 + 2 mM 45.0 72.0 
70/30 + 0 mM 44.0 41.3 
70/30 + 0.2 mM 43.8 41.3 
70/30 + 2 mM 39.4 29.3 
50/50 + 0 mM 25.1 6.7 
50/50 + 0.2 mM 23.6 8.2 
50/50 + 2.0 mM 26.0 4.6 
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Silver Nanofilament Formation Dynamics in a Polymer-Ionic  
Liquid Thin Film by Direct Write
Zhongmou Chao, Kutay B. Sezginel, Ke Xu, Garrison M. Crouch, Abigale E. Gray,  
Christopher E. Wilmer, Paul W. Bohn, David B. Go, and Susan K. Fullerton-Shirey*
Silver nanofilament formation dynamics are reported for an ionic liquid 
(IL)-filled solid polymer electrolyte prepared by a direct-write process using a 
conductive atomic force microscope (C-AFM). Filaments are electrochemically 
formed at hundreds of xy locations on a ≈40 nm thick polymer electrolyte, 
polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA)/[BMIM]PF6. Although the formation 
time generally decreases with increasing bias from 0.7 to 3.0 V, an unexpected 
non-monotonic maximum is observed ≈2.0 V. At voltages approaching 
this region of inverted kinetics, IL electric double layers (EDLs) become 
detectable; thus, the increased nanofilament formation time can be attributed 
to electric field screening, which hinders silver electromigration and deposition. 
Scanning electron microscopy confirms that nanofilaments formed in this 
inverted region have significantly more lateral and diffuse features. Time-
dependent formation currents reveal two types of nanofilament growth 
dynamics: abrupt, where the resistance decreases sharply over as little as a 
few ms, and gradual where it decreases more slowly over hundreds of ms. 
Whether the resistance change is abrupt or gradual depends on the extent 
to which the EDL screens the electric field. Tuning the formation time and 
growth dynamics using an IL opens the range of accessible resistance states, 
which is useful for neuromorphic applications.
DOI: 10.1002/adfm.201907950
1. Introduction
Nanoscale metal filaments are required 
for applications ranging from optical 
metamaterials[1,2] to advanced electrical 
probes.[3] One of the most studied applica-
tions is conductive bridge random-access 
memory (CBRAM), which is a type of non-
volatile resistive random-access memory 
(ReRAM) wherein the electrical resistance 
of a solid-state dielectric is set to either 
a high or low state.[4,5] One approach to 
achieve the two states is to electrochemi-
cally form and dissolve conductive metal 
nanofilaments through the dielectric in a 
metal–insulator–metal structure (MIM).[6,7] 
Although progress has been made in both 
organic and inorganic resistive memories, 
issues such as large device-to-device vari-
ability and poor reliability persist.[8–10] To 
address the challenges in polymer-based 
ReRAM, ionic liquids (ILs)—liquid salts 
that are commonly added to solid polymer 
electrolytes for various electrochemical 
applications[11–15]—are being considered. 
In a recent report, ILs were added to polymer-based CBRAM to 
reduce the formation (set) bias and increase endurance;[16] how-
ever, a detailed understanding of the role that ILs play in polymer-
based resistive memory is still developing. Such understanding 
is important to uncover the microscopic mechanisms of conduc-
tive nanofilament formation and switching,[7] and how material 
structure and composition can be tailored to tune performance.
We have previously reported on the formation and dissolu-
tion of silver nanofilaments in a new type of polymer electrolyte 
consisting of a UV-crosslinkable polymer, polyethylene glycol 
diacrylate (PEGDA), and an IL, 1-butyl-3-methylimadozolium 
hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM]PF6).[17] The IL enhances uni-
form nanofilament formation kinetics under constant applied 
bias and enables modulus tuning over a range of a few hun-
dred MPa to several GPa,[11,12,17] making it more versatile than 
IL-free polymer electrolytes. Also, adding a sufficient amount 
of IL (>10 wt%) enables five times faster nanofilament forma-
tion compared to the IL-free electrolyte, but adding too much 
(50 wt%) slows the nanofilament kinetics by a factor of 7. These 
observations suggest complex dynamics, which further moti-
vate investigation of the underlying mechanisms.
In this study, we focus on one IL concentration and study the 
impact of applied bias on nanofilament formation dynamics 
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using conductive atomic force microscope (C-AFM) where the 
AFM tip serves as an inert mobile top electrode, while a sacri-
ficial bottom electrode supplies the silver for electrodeposition 
(Figure 1). C-AFM enables the direct writing of nanofilaments 
by precisely defining the nucleation sites, yielding more uni-
form nucleation and growth.[18,19] Using an automated script, 
nanofilament formation events at hundreds of xy locations 
on the film are recorded as a function of applied bias. This 
spatially dense sampling allows us to fully capture the stochas-
ticity of nanofilament growth and enables statistical analyses of 
the data, which are particularly crucial for a polymer electrolyte 
containing microscopic heterogeneities.
The data reveal an unexpected relationship between forma-
tion times and applied bias. Specifically, the formation times do 
not decrease monotonically with increasing driving force—as 
expected for oxide-based dielectrics[20–22]—but instead exhibit a 
pronounced maximum near 2.0 V. We interpret this behavior 
as the result of a competition between IL EDL formation and 
electrochemical filament growth. This competition can be used 
to control nanofilament morphology over multiple, well-defined 
resistance states—a control mechanism that should lend itself 
to the production and engineering of neuromorphic architec-
tures where multiple distinguishable resistance states must be 
achieved to emulate the connections between neurons in an 
artificial neural network.[9,23]
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Impact of Applied Bias on Nanofilament Formation Kinetics
Formation times of all ≈500 nanofilaments formed at each 
bias over a range of 0.7 to 3.0 V are shown in Figure 2 for 
three IL concentrations. At all IL concentrations, the forma-
tion times decrease with increasing bias over the low bias range 
of 0.7 to 1.8 V. Specifically, for 70/30 PEGDA/IL wt% in Figure 2a, 
the average formation time decreases from 8.8 s at 0.7 V to 0.5 s 
at 1.8 V. The trend of decreasing formation time with increasing 
voltage is expected and can be explained by straightforward elec-
trochemical kinetics. That is, the driving force for both electro-
chemical redox reactions and silver ion migration increases with 
increasing formation bias. However, unexpectedly, the average 
formation time increases abruptly when the bias is increased to 
just below 2.0 V. In addition to longer formation times, a more 
scattered distribution of formation times is also observed. For the 
30 wt% IL sample, this distribution is highlighted in the insets 
in Figure 2a showing formation histograms at 0.7, 2.0, and 3.0 V. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the direct writing of Ag nanofilaments in a 
polymer electrolyte thin film on a Ag substrate. A C-AFM controls the elec-
trochemical formation and dissolution of Ag nanofilaments through the 
PEGDA/IL thin film between the AFM tip and a sacrificial Ag substrate.
Figure 2. Nanofilament formation times as a function of applied bias for 
a) 70/30, b) 65/35, and c) 60/40 PEGDA/IL wt% samples. 500 forma-
tion events were collected for all samples at each bias with the excep-
tion of data at 2.1 V for 65/35%, where 339 events were collected. The 
average formation time at each bias is indicated by a horizontal marker 
and connected by the solid line. Insets in a) are the histograms of forma-
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At voltages larger than 2.1 V, the formation times continue to 
decrease as expected, and the distribution returns to a standard 
Gaussian that is also observed for voltages less than 1.8 V. (For 
a complete set of nanofilament formation and dissolution his-
tograms, see Figure S1, Supplemental Information, SI.) We 
refer to nanofilament formation kinetics near 2.0 V as “inverted” 
kinetics, where the average formation time first increases with 
increasing formation bias and then decreases again, causing 
unexpected non-monotonic behavior and giving rise to a peak in 
the average formation time versus voltage plot. Inverted forma-
tion kinetics appear for all three IL concentrations at ca. 2.0 V, 
with the formation time generally increasing with increasing IL 
concentration.
2.2. The Role of the Electrical Double Layer  
on Formation Kinetics
The observation that inverted kinetics at ≈2.0 V becomes more 
pronounced with increasing IL concentration motivates fur-
ther investigation with an eye toward the possible role of the 
IL. One clue regarding the contribution of the IL comes from 
their use as high-capacitance gate dielectrics in electrolyte-gated 
transistors.[24,25] Here, electric double layers (EDLs) are formed 
by drift and diffusion of cations and anions to the surface of 
electrodes with opposite polarity. Specifically, when a positive 
bias is applied to the anode, cations drift to the cathode surface 
forming an EDL at the interface between the electrolyte and 
the cathode and induce an image charge in the electrode that 
is detected as a charging current. Simultaneously, an anionic 
EDL forms at the anode surface. In our case, we expect the cat-
ions in the IL (i.e., [BMIM]+) to accumulate near the C-AFM tip 
(cathode) when a positive formation bias is applied. Thus, one 
piece of evidence for IL EDL formation would be a non-zero 
current at the first measurement time after a positive voltage is 
applied followed by a temporal decay—assuming that EDL for-
mation is faster than nanofilament formation. Figure S2 in the 
Supporting Information confirms this behavior, showing the 
current decay over 10 ms, which is orders of magnitude faster 
than nanofilament formation. This behavior is identical in form 
to the charging current associated with EDL formation in a par-
allel plate capacitor.[26]
Up to half of the applied potential can drop across the 
EDL[27,28] (depending on the ion concentration and the geom-
etry of the electrodes) leaving relatively little drop in the bulk 
of the electrolyte to drive ion migration. Thus, residual charge 
accumulated within any remaining EDL is likely to impact 
sequential nanofilament formation as the tip is moved from 
location to location. To address this issue, we modified the algo-
rithm of the automation script to discharge residual EDL by 
grounding the tip for 100 s both before applying the formation 
bias at a new location, and after applying dissolution bias. The 
modified script was tested on the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample 
at 50 locations for each of six formation biases over two regions 
separated by >100 µm (i.e., 25 points/region) in a 4.8 × 4.8 µm 
array, with a pitch of 1.2 µm. Formation times with and without 
the tip set to ground are shown in Figure 3. The data clearly 
show that grounding the tip decreases the formation time inde-
pendent of bias. Notice that this approach does not eliminate 
the contribution from EDL formation during the measurement, 
but it eliminates any residual EDL that may persist from one 
location to the next.
Grounding the electrode has an especially strong impact on 
the formation times at voltages corresponding to the region 
of “inverted” formation kinetics. For example, the average for-
mation time at 2.1 V is 20 times faster with the grounding 
step, whereas it is only up to 3 times faster at other biases. In 
contrast, at the highest applied bias of 3.0 V, filament forma-
tion is less affected by EDL formation as filaments are likely 
formed before the EDL screening can take effect. Therefore the 
grounding has relatively little effect on the formation times, as 
confirmed by the overlapping data at 3.0 V.
While grounding the AFM tip decreases the formation time, 
the distribution of times at 2.1 V remain widely scattered with 
a relative standard deviation of 94%, compared to ≈25% at 
0.7 and 3.0 V. The results show that while discharging the pre-
viously formed EDL via grounding decreases the magnitude 
of the peak, it does not decrease the variability. Based on these 
results, we conjecture that there is an additional factor contri-
buting to the inverted kinetics region, and we hypothesize that 
it is due to competition between EDL screening and silver ion 
electrodeposition. That is, the timescales of EDL formation and 
nanofilament formation are comparable at applied biases near 
2.1 V, resulting in both longer nanofilament formation times 
and a wider distribution of formation times.
2.3. Quantifying IL EDL Formation Times as a Function of Bias
While the data in Figure 3 suggest that there may be important 
physics occurring at timescales shorter than those involved with 
nanofilament formation, it is difficult to decouple the electrical 
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Figure 3. Filament formation times versus bias at 500 locations without 
grounding (blue, same data as Figure 2b) and 50 locations with grounding 
(orange) for 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt%; the average formation times are con-
nected using a solid line (without ground) and dotted line (with ground).
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response of EDL formation from faradic electron transfer due 
to electrodeposition (Ag+ to Ag(s)) in the nanofilament growth 
data. Thus, we prepared control samples in which silver nano-
filaments cannot form by using an Au counter electrode instead 
of a sacrificial Ag electrode. One control sample, consisting of 
65/35 PEGDA/IL wt%, was designed to isolate the effects of IL 
EDL formation, and a second control sample, consisting of pure 
PEGDA, eliminates IL EDL formation altogether. Current-time 
data were collected for 50 s at three locations (separated by 
more than 100 µm) at biases in the range of 0.7 to 3.0 V with 
grounding between measurements. These data for the pure 
PEGDA thin film are shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting 
Information, and as expected, there is no detectable current 
above the noise threshold at any of the applied biases, because 
an EDL cannot form. In contrast, in Figure 4 we observe clear 
current signatures of EDL formation in the 65/35 PEGDA/IL 
wt% sample at biases greater than 1.8 V, where three meas-
urements are made at each voltage. Specifically, when the bias 
is ≥2.1 V, up to 0.1 nA of current is captured on timescales 
ranging from milliseconds to seconds.
Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio in these extremely 
low-current measurements, it is not possible to quantify a time 
constant for the EDL response; however, we can use these data 
to identify the voltage at which the EDL contribution becomes 
detectable. This voltage could reflect the driving force required 
to overcome the barrier to diffusion for the IL ions through the 
heavily crosslinked polymer chains. That is, while small silver 
cations may be able to easily traverse the crosslinked PEGDA, 
the much larger IL ions may only gain appreciable mobility 
once the voltage is sufficiently large (i.e., ≥2.0 V). In addition, 
the variability between the three measurements at each voltage 
for biases ≥2.0 V likely reflects the stochastic nature of IL EDL 
formation in the PEGDA/IL system. This is not surprising 
given the known complexity of IL EDL dynamics in parallel 
plate geometries.[29]
Nevertheless, the EDL formation data in Figure 4 combined 
with the nanofilament formation data in Figure 3 provide 
insight as to why EDL formation is likely to have a stronger 
impact on nanofilament formation kinetics in the inverted 
region than at lower voltages. Note that the vertical dotted 
lines in Figure 4 indicate ± one standard deviation from the 
average formation times enabling the direct comparison of 
nanofilament formation timescales to EDL formation. At low 
biases, no appreciable EDL formation occurs and, therefore, 
there is no competition between silver nanofilament and EDL 
formation. However, at a bias of 2.1 V, where the inverted 
region is observed in Figure 3, the nanofilament formation 
time is comparable to the timescale over which the EDL cur-
rent becomes appreciable. This result suggests that the silver 
nanofilament formation is competing with EDL formation, and 
the screening of the field by the EDL likely gives rise to longer 
formation times. Because EDL formation is disruptive to nano-
filament formation, this competition could also account for the 
larger distribution of formation times at 2.1 V. In contrast to 
the inverted region, at a bias of 3.0 V the nanofilaments have 
already formed before the EDL has a chance to respond, giving 
rise to fast formation times with a tight time distribution.
2.4. Impact of Formation Bias on Nanofilament  
Growth Dynamics
We have established how the nanofilament formation times at 
various locations and IL concentrations depend on bias, and 
how IL EDL formation can disrupt nanofilament formation. 
Here, we turn our attention to the nanofilament formation 
dynamics. Previous reports show how the final structure of a 
conductive metal nanofilament is strongly associated with its 
growth dynamics,[22,30,31] which are further governed by kinetic 
and transport properties such as the redox reaction rate and 
metal ion mobility in the specific dielectric system.[30] As the 
principal driving force for silver migration and electrodeposi-
tion in our PEGDA/IL system, the magnitude of the applied 
bias is expected to affect nanofilament growth dynamics, espe-
cially when a field-sensitive IL is present. Thus, we analyze 
the time-dependent current data and compare these results to 
direct imaging of the nanofilament structure as a function of 
bias.
Two types of time-dependent current data are detected 
during formation: abrupt growth and gradual growth, and 
both are shown schematically in Figure 5a. Here, we define the 
nucleation time (tn) as the time for the current to reach a low, but 
detectable value of 0.5 nA, defined as the nucleation current (in). 
This current is ≈100 times higher than system noise, defined 
as io. The growth time (tg) is defined as the time required for the 
current to increase from in to the formation threshold (4 nA at 
a current sensitivity of 1 nA V−1). The distributions of filament 
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Figure 4. Time-dependent current response at various biases for the 
65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample on Au. At each bias, measurements at 
three different locations are plotted in three different colors. All of the cur-
rent data are included on the plot, and the average of every 10 consecutive 
data points is extracted and plotted as a solid line to show the trend in the 
current through the noise. Note that the Y-axis is linear. Dotted, vertical 
lines at each bias indicate ± one standard deviation of the average forma-
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growth time (tg) at different biases are plotted in Figure 5b, 
where we define tg = 0.10 s as the boundary that distinguishes 
abrupt (tg < 0.1 s) versus gradual (tg > 0.1 s) growth.
We extracted the tg values in Figure 5b from the time-
dependent current data leading up to nanofilament for-
mation, which are shown in Figure 5c at six biases for the 
65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample. Note that all current signals 
from hundreds of formation events at different xy locations 
are included in Figure 5c, where the color contours are used 
to represent the relative fraction of measurements with a spe-
cific current and formation time (i.e., the current data density). 
For nanofilaments formed at 0.7 and 1.4 V, the growth type is 
abrupt with an average tg of 0.01 s; similarly abrupt transitions 
are observed at 3.0 V with average tg of 0.03 s. The major dif-
ference at these voltages is the distribution of nucleation times 
(highlighted in the insets of Figure 5c): the wide tn distribu-
tions at 0.7 and 1.4 V lead to low data density between in and 
if, whereas the narrower tn distribution at 3.0 V increases the 
density of data as indicated by red.
In contrast, nanofilaments formed at 1.8 V show a more 
gradual growth (average tg = 0.62 s), as shown in the tg histo-
gram in Figure 5b and as indicated in Figure 5c by the red data 
with a noticeable positive slope. When the applied bias enters 
the inverted region at 2.0 and 2.1 V, abrupt growth is again 
observed (average tg = 0.03 and 0.02 s, respectively), but here it 
is accompanied by extremely scattered tn. It is notable that the 
tn distributions at biases outside the inverted region exhibit a 
normal distribution, while those in the inverted region do not.
Because the current at 1.8 V changes gradually with time after 
the current reaches in, it suggests the possibility of achieving 
multiple resistance states—a requirement for neuromorphic 
computing[9,23,32]—during a single nanofilament formation 
under constant formation bias. To test whether or not the 
PEGDA/IL system can accommodate such a requirement, we 
set the system compliance to 100 nA and selected eight nano-
filament “programming currents” ranging from 15 to 50 nA 
with a step of 5 nA. The formation bias was set to 1.8 V, and after 
each program current was reached and maintained for 20 ms, a 
read bias of 0.8 V was applied for 2 s while monitoring the con-
ductance of the nanofilament. The data are plotted in Figure 6. 
The conductance initially decreases on the timescale of ms, 
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Figure 5. Time-dependent current data during nanofilament formation 
at various applied biases (65/35 PEGDA/IL wt%). a) Schematic of abrupt 
(left) versus gradual (right) growth. b) Growth time (tg) distributions for fila-
ments formed at different biases. c) All current versus time measurements 
are plotted at each bias. Note that the X-axis range is adjusted from plot-to-
plot because the average formation time varies with voltage. Data density 
is represented by color, calculated by dividing the number of data points in 
each bin over the total number of data points for each bias. The scale of 
color bar is set from 0 to 50 × 10−4% and each plot contains 100 × 100 bins 
(i.e., the time and current scales are equally divided into 100 parts).
Figure 6. Conductance measured for 2 s at a 0.8 V read bias after nano-
filament reached eight programming currents (15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 
45, and 50 nA) at 1.8 V for 20 ms (65/35 PEGDA/IL wt%). Shaded bars 
indicate the locations where a 1.8 V formation bias was applied.
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consistent with the discharge of a portion of the EDL formed at 
1.8 V, followed by a more stable current. While we cannot rule 
out a read disturbance at 0.8 V, the time constant for forming 
a nanofilament at 0.8 V is more than 50 times longer than the 
2 s read time, and when the nanofilament does eventually form, 
the formation is abrupt and not gradual (Figure S4, Supporting 
Information). In addition, a linear correspondence (R2 = 0.95) 
between nanofilament resistance states and program pulses is 
observed—as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 6—which 
is desirable for artificial neural networks.[23,32] In most cases, 
repeated programming pulses are used to controllably adjust 
resistance,[23,32] but Figure 6 strongly suggests that multiple 
resistance states may be achieved via the competition between 
the EDL formation and Ag redox reaction—thereby introducing 
a new mechanism to tune resistance.
The nanofilament growth dynamics captured in Figure 5 are 
likely to result in different nanofilament morphologies; there-
fore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image 
the nanofilaments directly, producing both top-down and 
cross-section views (Figure 7). Four, 5 × 5 arrays of nanofila-
ments were created using 0.7, 1.4, 2.1, and 3.0 V nanofilament 
formation biases, respectively (4.8 × 4.8 µm square with a pitch 
of 1.2 µm). Surprisingly, the cross-sectional images in Figure 7 
combined with C-AFM conductivity mapping (Figure S5, Sup-
porting Information) show that the majority of the nanofila-
ment structure is confined below the surface of the polymer 
film. The plan view image makes it clear that nanofilaments 
formed at 2.1 V have the largest features among all arrays, 
followed by 0.7 and 1.4 V, while only subtle features in the 
nanofilament array can be resolved at 3.0 V. The cross-section 
imaging shows nanofilaments formed at 0.7, 1.4, and 2.1 V all 
have obvious lateral buildup, especially those formed at 2.1 V. 
In contrast, no nanofilament structure formed at 3.0 V can be 
resolved through cross-section imaging.
Combining the time-dependent current data in Figure 5 
with the SEM images of Figure 7 leads us to hypothesize a 
model of bias-dependent nanofilament growth shown sche-
matically in Figure 8. At biases ≤1.4 V where abrupt nano-
filament connections are made and for which nanofilaments 
are visible by SEM, the relatively weak vertical electric field 
results in more lateral build-up (i.e., thicker nanofilaments) 
before the final connection is made. The switching behavior 
shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting Information pro-
vides additional support for this interpretation in that it 
becomes increasingly difficult to dissolve nanofilaments with 
increasing switching cycles—consistent with thickening of 
the nanofilament during switching. While similar abrupt 
current transitions are also observed at 3.0 V, the vertical field 
is stronger, leading to faster and more directed (i.e., less lateral) 
growth. The hundreds of nano filaments formed at this higher 
field remain switchable for at least 20 cycles (Figure S6, 
Supporting Information).
In the inverted region, we measure a wider distribution of 
nucleation times, extreme lateral growth, and both gradual and 
abrupt formation events consistent with a competition between 
redox reactions and EDL formation that weakens the vertical 
electric field. Clearly, 1.8 V represents the threshold at which 
EDL formation impacts the growth kinetics in our PEGDA/IL 
system—changing them from abrupt to gradual by interfering 
with the electric field. Here, the nanofilament morphology 
also changes from thin (high resistance) to thick (low resist-
ance) over longer timescales, and this gradual and controllable 
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Figure 7. Plan view (left) and cross-section (right) SEM images of arrays of silver nanofilaments formed at a) 0.7, b) 1.4, c) 2.1, and d) 3.0 V. 
The locations of the cross-sections are indicated by red dashed line on the surface image. All scale bars are 1 µm.
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thickening could lead to enhanced switching characteristics. In 
fact, of the three measured voltages, the nanofilaments formed 
at 1.8 V retain the best switching characteristics among those 
tested (Figure S6, Supporting Information). In addition, when 
the nanofilament does reform at 1.8 V during the switching 
measurements, the switching is also gradual (Figure S7, Sup-
porting Information), another characteristic which is required 
for neuromorphic applications.
3. Conclusion
C-AFM-based direct-writing of nanofilaments in a PEGDA/IL 
electrolyte reveals an unexpected relationship between forma-
tion times and applied bias. Specifically, the nanofilament for-
mation time does not decrease monotonically with increasing 
driving force, but instead exhibits a pronounced maximum 
near 2.0 V, described as the “inverted region”. We interpret 
this behavior as resulting from a competition between IL EDL 
screening and electrochemical nanofilament growth. Time-
dependent analysis of formation current over hundreds of for-
mation events reveals two types of growth dynamics—abrupt 
and gradual. Gradual dynamics are observed at ≈1.8 V repre-
senting the threshold where EDL formation begins to inter-
fere with nanofilament growth, changing it from abrupt to 
gradual. Here, multiple resistance states can be accessed within 
a single nanofilament, due to the gradual growth. The voltage-
dependent dynamics are also correlated with filament structure: 
nanofilaments formed in the inverted region have more lateral 
and diffuse structures than those formed outside the voltage 
window. The results suggest that by tuning the competition 
between the IL EDL and electrochemistry, the growth dynamics 
and nanofilament morphology can be tuned. This control 
mechanism could potentially be exploited in applications such 
as artificial neural networks, where multiple, distinguishable 
resistance states are required. Further optimization of this elec-
trolyte is expected to extend the accessible range of resistance 
states to smaller write/read biases, making the PEGDA/IL elec-
trolyte a highly customizable system and potential candidate for 
organic electronics requiring low-power neuromorphic com-
puting operation.
4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation for C-AFM Measurements: PEGDA (Mn = 2000), 
[BMIM]PF6 (≥98.5%), 2-Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (HMPP, 
97%), and anhydrous acetonitrile (ACN, 99.8%) were purchased from 
Sigma–Aldrich. All reagents were used as received without further 
purification. Silicon wafers (University Wafer, P/Boron, 500 ± 15 µm) 
were cleaned by sonication in acetone followed by a 2-Propanol rinse 
and N2 blow dry. 5 nm/100 nm of Ti/Ag were deposited by electron-
beam evaporation at 5 × 10−7 mbar base pressure (Plassys, MEB 550 S). 
The following steps were completed inside an argon-filled glovebox 
(Mbraun, MB-200B) where O2 and H2O < 1 ppm. [BMIM]PF6 (IL) and 
PEGDA were dissolved in ACN and combined to prepare a total of 
three samples with PEGDA/BMIMPF6 compositions of 60/40, 65/35, 
and 70/30 wt%. In all three samples, the PEGDA concentration was 
1 wt% together with 0.02 wt% of HMPP (photoinitiator). The polymer 
electrolytes were spin-coated on the Ag-coated silicon substrate at 
4000 rpm for 30 s and annealed at 80 °C for 2 min to drive-off ACN. 
Samples were photo-crosslinked with a UV lamp (UVP Compact UV 
Lamp, λ = 365 nm, P = 1.3 mW cm−2 at 3 in.) at a working distance of 
0.5 in. for 1 h.
C-AFM Characterization: A Bruker Dimension Icon AFM was operated 
in contact mode using a C-AFM tip (SCM-PIT-V2, Pt-Ir coating, 
k = 4.0 N m−1). A custom script was created to modulate the location 
and potential applied to the tip to: 1) move the tip from point-to-point 
in a raster scan pattern at a preset spacing; 2) apply the desired voltage; 
and 3) measure the current between the C-AFM tip and the chuck. 
The AFM tip was grounded, and the voltage was applied to the chuck. 
Electrical contact was made between the AFM stage and the Ag layer 
of the substrate using copper tape (McMaster-Carr). At each point, 
the chuck voltage was set to a positive formation voltage until either 
1) the current increased above a set formation current threshold for 
two consecutive data points (2 ms) to ensure nanofilament formation 
while avoiding overgrowth, or 2) the maximum time window was 
reached, indicating no formation. In either case, the voltage was then 
switched to a dissolution voltage of −0.5 V until the current (now of the 
opposite sign) either 1) decreased in magnitude below a set threshold, 
or 2) reached the maximum dissolution time window meaning that 
the nanofilament did not dissolve. Formation and dissolution current 
thresholds were chosen as +4.0 and −0.5 nA, respectively, and both the 
maximum formation and dissolution time windows were set at 50 s. The 
compliance current of the instrument is ca. 5 nA at a current sensitivity 
of 1 nA V−1, which is selected by the user.
In this work, electrolytes with IL concentrations of 30, 35, and 40 wt% 
were focused. This IL concentration range was chosen because they 
have faster formation kinetics compared to 50 wt% IL, and a more 
homogeneous structure (i.e., less obvious crystal features) compared 
to a 10 wt% IL sample.[17] The thickness of the 35 wt% IL was ≈40 nm 
by focused ion beam (FIB)-SEM (Figure 7), and the 30 and 40 wt% IL 
samples were expected to be of similar thickness as our previous report 
indicated no thickness variations in the range of 10 to 50 wt% IL.[17] 
Figure 8. Schematic illustration of nanofilament formation dynamics 
at different applied biases. Gradual growth type (shaded red) is only 
observed at 1.8 V. Silver atoms are represented by grey spheres. The 
widths of the nanofilaments relative to the depicted atom sizes are purely 
for illustrative purposes and do not reflect the actual ratios.
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Silver nanofilament formation times were measured over a bias range 
from 0.7 to 3.0 V, with ≈100 nanofilament formation events captured 
at ≈5 distinct regions on each sample for a total of 500 measurements. 
Within each region, nanofilaments were formed and dissolved at 
different locations forming a square array with a pitch of 1.2 µm.
Characterization of Silver Nanofilament Structures: Arrays containing 
25 nanofilaments were formed over 4.8 × 4.8 µm squares on the 65/35 
PEGDA/IL wt% sample using four different biases (0.7, 1.4, 2.1, and 
3.0 V). A FIB (FEI Scios DualBeam) was used to create the cross-section 
of PEGDA/IL film at locations that contained nanofilaments, and SEM 
(FEI Scios DualBeam) was used to image the cross-section.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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1. Histograms of filament formation time 
Filament formation times for the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample at different biases are binned 
into histograms in Figure S1. Filament formation events are measured at 500 different 
locations for each bias. Only 52% of filaments formed within 40 s at 0.5 V whereas 99.8% 
formed at 0.7 V. Thus, a formation bias of ≥ 0.7 V is required for formation to occur within a 
reasonable experimental time window (< 60 s). In addition, filament formation time 
distributions in the “inverted” region (2.0 to 2.1 V) are scattered over a broad range of time, 
whereas the distributions are skewed normal for most other biases. Histograms for 60/40 and 







Figure S1. Filament formation time distributions at biases ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 V for the 
70/30 PEGDA/IL wt% electrolyte. 500 formation measurements are conducted at distinct 
locations for each sample and each bias. 
 
 
2. Nonzero initial current before filament formation 
Figure S2 shows the current for the first 50 ms after applying a given formation bias on the 
65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample. A positive, nonzero current quickly decays within 10 ms at 
potentials ≥ 1.4 V.  This behavior is identical in form to the charging current associated with 





Figure S2. Example of current versus time for the first 50 ms after a formation bias is applied 







3. Negative control on 100 wt% PEGDA sample 
To eliminate IL EDL formation, a pure PEGDA sample was prepared on a gold substrate. 
Time-dependent current data were collected for 50 s at 0.7, 2.1 and 3.0 V. No current signal 
can be detected above the noise. This negative control measurement confirms that the current 
signal on the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% on gold (Figure 4) is due to the IL. 
 
 




4. Filament formation at 0.8 V read bias 
The same sample and experimental setup in Figure 6 were used, but instead of 2 s of read 
time, 0.8 V read bias was held for 100 s after filament reaching a 15 nA current compliance 
under 1.8 V. As shown in Figure S4, the time-dependent conductance suggests it takes about 
100 s before filament conductance increasing abruptly to system compliance (125 nS, 
calculated using 100 nA system compliance current), indicating that a 0.8 V read voltage 
would only disturb the filament at a much longer times (50× longer than the read time in 
Figure 6). In addition, the abrupt growth at ~ 100 s and 0.8 V is consistent with the observed 





    The time scale of filament formation under 0.8 V in Figure S4 further suggests the 2 s read 
time used in Figure 6 is not likely to contribute appreciable Faradic current, and the relatively 
stable conductance between 1 - 100 s supports our claim that stable resistance states could be 
achieved over even longer times by further optimization. 
 
 
Figure S4. Time-dependent filament conductance data using a 0.8 V read bias after 15 nA 
program current was reached using 1.8 V write bias. Read times are kept for 100 s (red) and 2 




5. AFM mapping of filament array after formation 
Regions containing 4 × 4 filaments formed at 2.1 V on the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample 
were imaged by conductive AFM (PeakForce TUNA), the imaging bias being set to +0.3 V to 
map the electrical conductivity. As shown in Figure S5(a), the topography of the region 
containing filaments was significantly altered, resulting in large protrusions which agrees with 
SEM images in Figure 7. However, no current signal was detected (Figure S5(b), mapping 
bias was set to 200 mV) indicating that the large structure is mostly confined below the 






Figure S5. (a) AFM topography scan and (b) current mapping of the 65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% 




6. Repeatability test on filaments formed at different formation biases 
Repeated switching was tested using three different formation biases: 0.7, 1.8 and 3.0 V on 
65/35 PEGDA/IL wt% sample, with the dissolution bias held constant at -0.5 V. The script 
was modified to test the repeated formation and dissolution at hundreds of different locations 
used the following protocol: 1) a positive bias was applied to form the filament; 2) -0.5 V was 
applied to dissolve the filament thereby completing one cycle and 3) the cycle was repeated 
for a user-defined number of cycles (notice that these switching measurements do not involve 
a “reset” where V = 0). For all three formation biases, a total of 500 filaments were tested at 
five regions separated by > 100 µm. Within each region, filaments were formed and dissolved 
for 20 cycles at 100 locations in a 12  12 µm array, with a pitch of 1.2 µm. 
    The average formation and dissolution times for all filaments at each cycle are plotted 
versus the number of cycles in Figure S6. In addition to formation and dissolution kinetics, 
the percentage of filaments that remain switchable after each cycle are also shown. The first 
reformation time (cycle = 1) is significantly shorter than the initial formation (cycle =  0) for 
all formation bias. This result is expected because initial formation requires the creation of a 
conductive pathway between the AFM tip and silver electrode, while reformation only 





    In contrast to formation, the time required to dissolve the filaments increases with the 
number of cycles and is especially noticeable at the 0.7 V formation bias (Figure S6a).  When 
the dissolution time increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the number of switchable 
filaments remaining after 20 cycles. This correlation between dissolution times and switching 
failure is supported by the fact that almost all the failures can be attributed to dissolution not 
occurring within the timescale of the experiment (50 s). This is reasonable, because 
dissolution tends to occur at the weakest spot in filament, which will be repaired and further 
strengthened by repeated reformations after initial dissolution, making it harder to dissolve the 
filament. Even though at the 1.8 and 3.0 V formation biases almost all filaments remains 
switchable after 19 cycles, the dissolution time fluctuates over a larger timescale with 
increasing switching cycles as indicated by the larger error bars. We increased the number of 
cycles from 20 to 10000 (upper limit) and found the same result: the filaments formed at the 
lowest measured voltage (0.7 V) stop being switchable at a shorter number of cycles 
(averaging 36 repetitions for 100 filaments), followed by 3.0 V (averaging 93 repetitions for 
100 filaments), while for the gradual type growth at 1.8 V, switching lasts for averaging 249 
repetitions (from 100 filaments). 
 
 
Figure S6. Average formation (green) and dissolution (red) times and percentage of 
switchable filaments (blue) versus cycle number for (a) 0.7 (b) 1.8 and (c) 3.0 V formation 
bias. Error bars represent one standard deviation from average. At each bias, filaments were 
formed and dissolved for 20 cycles at 100 locations in each region.  Five regions were tested 







7. Reformation current during filament repeatability test at 1.8 V 
To explore the dynamics of filament re-formation at 1.8 V, filaments were formed again after 
dissolution at -0.5 V.  Current vs. time data were acquired for 500 re-formation events from 
500 filaments tested and are plotted in Figure S7. Here, the nucleation current, in, is 1 nA, and 
the nucleation time, tn, when the current reached in is set to 0. Thus, we ignore nucleation and 
focus only on re-formation current in Figure S7.  Similar to Figure 5, filaments reformed at 
1.8 V also show gradual growth dynamics as indicated by the large density of data between in 
and if.  This results suggests that like formation, switching is also gradual, which is a 
necessary criteria for neuromorphic computing. 
 
 
Figure S7. Time-dependent current during first filament re-formation at 1.8 V. Time = 0 
represents the beginning of re-growth. Current versus time measurements for 500 filaments at 
five regions (separated by > 100 µm) are plotted, each filaments were formed and dissolved 
for 20 cycles at 100 locations in each region. Data density is represented by color, calculated 
by counting the number of data points in each bin. The plot contains 100 × 100 bins (scales of 
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In situ fabrication of nanostructures within a solid-polymer electrolyte confined
to subwavelength-diameter nanoapertures is a promising approach for producing
nanomaterials for nanophotonic and chemical sensing applications. The solid-polymer
electrolyte can be patterned by lithographic photopolymerization of poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)-based silver cation (Ag+)-containing polyelectrolyte. Here,
we present a new method for fabricating nanopore-templated Ag nanoparticle (AgNP)
arrays by in situ photopolymerization using a zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) array
to simultaneously template embedded AgNPs and control the spatial distribution of
the optical field used for photopolymerization. The approach starts with an array of
nanopores fabricated by sequential layer-by-layer deposition and focused ion beam
milling. These structures have an optically transparent bottom, allowing access of the
optical radiation to the attoliter-volume ZMW region to photopolymerize a PEGDA
monomer solution containing AgNPs and Ag+. The electric field intensity distribution
is calculated for various ZMW optical cladding layer thicknesses using finite-element
simulations, closely following the light-blocking efficiency of the optical cladding layer.
The fidelity of the polyelectrolyte nanopillar pattern was optimized with respect to
experimental conditions, including the presence or absence of Ag+ and AgNPs and the
concentrations of PEGDA and Ag+. The self-templated approach for photopatterning
high-resolution photolabile polyelectrolyte nanostructures directly within a ZMW array
could lead to a new class of metamaterials formed by embedding metal nanoparticles
within a dielectric in a well-defined spatial array.
Keywords: zero-mode waveguide, photopolymerization, solid-polymer electrolyte, recessed Ag ring electrode,
nanopore array
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INTRODUCTION
The increasing utilization of micro- and nanostructured devices
in chemical sensing and nanophotonic applications has created
a need for precise spatial, temporal, and geometric control
over the formation of nanoscale systems. For example, solid-
polymer electrolytes, a particularly interesting class of materials
due to potential applications in batteries and actively configurable
systems, have been utilized in memory devices based on
resistive switching (Lin et al., 2014). Further, active control
of conductive filament formation and dissolution in solid
electrolytes may provide the foundation for a new class of
metamaterials with reconfigurable optical properties, especially
when combined with arrays of metal nanoparticles embedded
in the dielectric host. Previously, we demonstrated actively
reconfigurable constructs based on solid-polymer electrolyte-
based nanoelectrochemical systems for the formation and
dissolution of metal conductive filaments in polyethylene oxide
(PEO)-based (Wu et al., 2011; Crouch et al., 2017) and
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)-based (Chao et al.,
2018) electrolytes. In addition, polymer electrolytes formed
by photopolymerization of polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based
electrolyte have been utilized for various biomaterials and
biomedical applications (Mellott et al., 2001; Burdick and Anseth,
2002; Aimetti et al., 2009; Huebsch et al., 2014; DeForest
and Tirrell, 2015). Several methods have been introduced to
fabricate miniaturized polymer electrolyte features, including
molding (Terray et al., 2002; Fairbanks et al., 2009), printing
(DeForest and Anseth, 2012), and lithography (Jang et al., 2007).
Combined with patterning of polymer electrolyte composites,
in situ polymer electrolyte photolithography can be used to
determine the spatial composition pattern, e.g., molecular weight,
degree of cross-linking, in a polymer electrolyte, in addition
to physical shape (Bong et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2015). All
of these techniques provide degrees of micro- and nanoscale
control over polymer electrolyte’s physical/chemical properties,
and geometric resolution of micro- and nanostructures on
multiple length scales.
Photopolymerization is an attractive technique as it provides
unparalleled spatial and temporal control over polymer
electrolyte spatial composition patterns and fabrication
characteristics. Diacrylate-based polymers are particularly
appealing in this context, since they exhibit exceptional
transparency, color variation, robust mechanical properties, and
elasticity (Mark, 2013). Acrylates can be chemically cross-linked
to form polymer electrolytes for a variety of applications and
are widely used in industrial chemical processes as adhesives,
sealant composites, and protective coatings (Mark, 2013).
In contrast to other monomers, acrylates are attractive due
to their biocompatibility, semi-permeability, and chemical
versatility, allowing modification with a range of mono- or
multifunctional moieties (Burkoth and Anseth, 2000; Metters
et al., 2000). Of specific importance to the current studies,
acrylate-based polymers can controllably produce cross-
linked networks via photopolymerization (Yu et al., 2001).
To exploit these useful characteristics, polyethylene glycol
(PEG)-based photo-crosslinkable polymers, based upon acrylate
polymerization chemistries, have been developed (Sawhney et al.,
1993; Nguyen and West, 2002).
Photoinitiated polymerization of acrylates is typically
performed in the presence of a photo-initiator (PI)
which generates free radicals upon exposure to UV light.
Photopolymerizable acrylates are typified by poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA), an ion-conducting polymer (Yang
et al., 2006) frequently used in biological applications (Shu et al.,
2004). It provides design flexibility, because the material can start
at low-viscosity and be converted to a high-viscosity solid simply
by exposing it to light. In the current work, this property could
support the precise positioning of metal nanoparticles, by first
placing them in a liquid-like environment, after which the metal
nanoparticles are locked into place by simple UV exposure.
Placement of well-defined metallic nanostructures within a
dielectric material allows the optical properties of the composite
material to be tailored, potentially achieving responses not
possible in a single-component material (Oldenburg et al.,
1998; Prasad, 2004; Rill et al., 2008; Shukla et al., 2010a,b).
This capability is most notably exploited in the rapidly
advancing field of metamaterials—composite materials that
exhibit unusual optical and electromagnetic properties such
as a negative refractive index (Smith et al., 2004; Kuwata-
Gonokami et al., 2005; Furlani and Baev, 2009b). The
unique properties of metamaterials arise from the engineered
electromagnetic/optical response of subwavelength structures,
for example well-defined nanoporous metallic arrays, rather
than the intrinsic properties of the constituent materials. These
metamaterials hold promise for various applications such as
far-field subwavelength imaging, nanoscale optical trapping,
ultracompact waveguides, and optical power limiting (Baev
et al., 2007; Furlani and Baev, 2009a). Most experimentally-
realized metamaterials have been fabricated by “top-down”
lithography techniques, usually either e-beam lithography (EBL)
or focused-ion-beam lithography (FIBL) (Kuwata-Gonokami
et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008; Rill et al., 2008; Henzie et al.,
2009). Although powerful, these serial, direct-write approaches
are not amenable to large-area patterning. Another approach
to metamaterials involves laser direct-writing in a polymeric
structure followed by metal deposition onto the fabricated
surface (Shukla et al., 2010b). Although this method is promising,
full metal coverage is challenging. Thus, new fabricationmethods
are needed.
Here we present a new approach for the fabrication of
PEGDA-based solid-polymer electrolyte nanopillars constructed
from silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) templated within recessed
Ag ring electrode arrays. Importantly, the Ag ring electrodes
are bifunctional, serving as the optical cladding layer in zero-
mode waveguides (ZMWs) during fabrication while retaining
the capability to serve as working electrodes for electrochemical
tuning of the array in future applications. As ZMWs, the
metal layers control the spatial distribution of optical radiation
used in photopolymerization and, consequently, the distribution
of cross-linked PEGDA photopolymer. This approach can
significantly simplify the fabrication of PEGDA solid-polymer
electrolyte arrays and provide a viable route to the fabrication
of three-dimensional metamaterials by photopolymerization.
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Metamaterials can be realized by embedding AgNPs in a well-
defined dielectric-embedded nanopore array, where the optical
properties can be tuned by adjusting the number of AgNPs,
the inter-pore spacing, or both. Here, we explore the controlled
fabrication of ZMW nanopore-templated photopolymerization
of AgNP-containing PEGDA polymeric structures. This study
indicates that: (1) metal ZMW arrays may be used to template
the nanopillars for the polymerization process; (2) the ZMW can
be tuned to control the spatial distribution of the confined optical
field and, thus, of the photopolymerization process; and (3) these
properties can be realized in the presence of nanopore-embedded
AgNPs and Ag+ ions in the electrolyte.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
Anhydrous acetonitrile (ACN), silver nitrate (AgNO3), sulfuric
acid (95%), hydrogen peroxide (30%), fluorescein 5(6)-
isothiocyanate (FITC), and 2-hydroxy-4
′
-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-
2-methylpropiophenone photoinitiator (PI) were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs, 50 nm size,
5 kDa PEG capped) were purchased from nanoComposix.
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) with number average
molecular weightMN = 700 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Cleanroom-cleaned glass coverslips (Glass D, 75 x 25 mm,
1.0mm thick) were obtained from Schott Nexterion. All reagents
were used as received.
Fabrication of ZMW Arrays
The nanopore arrays were fabricated via a combination
of standard photolithography, layer-by-layer deposition, and
focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The primary processing steps
are shown in Figure 1A. Glass slides were cleaned in piranha
solution (3:1 sulfuric acid (95%):hydrogen peroxide (30%)—
Caution—Strong oxidizer, use with extreme care), rinsed with
deionized (DI) water, and dried at 120◦C. A 5 nm thick Au layer
was deposited by electron-beam evaporation (UNIVEX 450B,
Oerlikon) after deposition of a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer. Then, a
20 nm Ag film was e-beam evaporated onto the same glass slide,
after which a 150 nm thick SiNx layer was deposited by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD 790, Plasma-
Therm). Finally, an additional 50 nm thick Cr layer was deposited
on the substrate. A dual-source FIB instrument (Helios Nanolab
600, FEI Corp.) was used for milling and characterization.
Nanopore arrays were patterned in a 20 × 20µm square array
with a lattice spacing of 500 nm, shown in Figures 1B,C. FIB
milling was performed at 30 kV acceleration, 0.28 nA ion
aperture, and 0.1ms dwell time to produce the recessed dual-
ring electrode (RDRE) array. These FIB-milled pores exhibit
a conical frustum shape with typical top diameter, dtop∼140–
160 nm, and bottom diameter, dbottom∼60–80 nm. Although
milled under nominally identical conditions, small sample-to-
sample variations in pore geometry were observed.
Photopolymerization of PEGDA Solution
In an argon-filled glovebox with oxygen and water
concentrations controlled to <0.1 ppm, 10 and 20mM solutions
of AgNO3 in anhydrous ACN were prepared. Similarly, PEGDA
was dissolved in ACN to make 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 wt% PEGDA
solutions, each adjusted to 1mM of PI. To purify the AgNPs,
1,000 µL of 50 nm AgNPs was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for
30min (microcentrifuge RS-200, REVSCI); then the solvent was
decanted, and the AgNPs were resuspended in 100 µL ACN.
The AgNPs and AgNO3 solution were added to the PEGDA
+ PI solutions in a 1:1:8 volume ratio, yielding final solutions
of AgNO3 in ACN with concentrations of 1 and 2mM for
PEGDA concentrations of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 wt%, respectively. Fifty
microliter of each solution was then dropcast onto the nanopore
array inside the glovebox. The PEGDA-coated nanopore
array was exposed to UV light (405 nm) with an intensity of
14 mW cm−2 for 30min in the cleanroom. Next, the nanopore
array was washed with ACN and dried in filtered air.
Fluorescence Measurements
Fluorescence measurements were performed on an Olympus
IX71 wide-field epi-illumination microscope. Radiation from a
488 nm laser was passed through an excitation filter (Chroma
Z488/10X), and defocused to illuminate an area ca. 100× 100µm
on the Cr side of the sample to directly excite fluorescence of
FITCmolecules in the nanopores. The fluorescence was collected
by a 100× NA 1.4 oil-immersion objective, and projected onto
a 512 × 512 pixel CCD camera (Andor Technology Ltd).
A dichroic mirror (Chroma Z488RDC) and emission filter
(Chroma HQ525/50m) were used to separate excitation from
emission radiation.
Modeling and Calculations
Finite element simulations were performed using COMSOL
Multiphysics version 5.3. The simulations were performed
over a two-dimensional domain representing the geometry and
dimensions of the zero-mode waveguides employed in our
experiments (Han et al., 2017). We used the “Electromagnetic
Waves” physics of COMSOL in a frequency domain mode to
obtain the excitation field inside a ZMW. A free triangular mesh
was used with “Extremely fine” resolution and refinement applied
to the ZMW layer. The ZMW was represented by a single pore,
consisting of an adhesion layer (Ti, h= 5 nm), a second adhesion
layer (Au, h = 5 nm), an optical cladding layer (Ag, h = 20, 50,
and 100 nm), a dielectric layer (SiNx, h= 150 nm), and a top layer
(Cr, h = 50 nm). A perfectly matched layer was incorporated in
the glass substrate component to cancel any reflection artifacts
from the simulation boundaries. The complex refractive indices
of Ti (Werner et al., 2009), Au (Olmon et al., 2012), Ag (Werner
et al., 2009), and Cr (Johnson and Christy, 1974) were taken as
n = −5.74 + i4.4, −1.14 + i6.1, −4.70 + i2.5, and −4.13 +
i11.8, respectively. The refractive indices of water, glass, and SiNx
were taken to be 1.33, 1.45, and 2.016, respectively. Excitation
radiation at 405 nm wavelength, consistent with the UV aligner,
was simulated to irradiate the bottom of the glass module,
arriving perpendicular to the plane of the structure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of ZMW Devices
ZMW arrays with 500 nm inter-pore spacing were fabricated to
form square arrays consisting of annular apertures of sacrificial
Frontiers in Chemistry | www.frontiersin.org 3 April 2019 | Volume 7 | Article 216
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematics of the fabrication process for the photopolymerized ZMW array. (B–D) Scanning electron micrographs of a nanopore array at different
magnifications and perspectives. (B) Top-down view of the entire 20 × 20µm nanopore array. (C) Top-down view of a 5 × 5 subset of the same array. (D) Cross
sectional SEM image of the nanopores taken at 52◦ tilt.
FIGURE 2 | Cross-sectional heat maps of evanescent field amplitudes in conical nanopores obtained by finite element simulations for Ag layer thicknesses of (A)
20 nm, (B) 50 nm, and (C) 100 nm, respectively. For all cases, bottom aperture of the nanopore structure had a diameter of dbottom = 70 nm and the top aperture was
determined by the ratio dtop/dbottom = 2. (D) Simulated attenuation of energy density along the central axis of the ZMW for different thicknesses of Ag as indicated in
the legend. Area shading corresponds to the material surrounding the opening: gray (Ag), blue (SiNx), orange (Cr).
layer(Cr)-insulator(SiNx)-metal layer(Ag). In these recessed Ag
ring electrode nanopore stacks, the Ag layer can be electrically
connected and used as an electrode for electrochemical
experiments. Figure 1A illustrates the fabrication process using
standard photolithography, layer-by-layer deposition, and FIB
milling to produce nanopore recessed Ag ring electrode arrays.
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This simple direct-write approach enables direct fabrication
of precise nanopore structures exhibiting conical frustum
shapes in contrast to the cylindrical nanopores obtained using
electron beam (Dawson et al., 2012; Kleijn et al., 2012) or
nanosphere lithography (Fu et al., 2018). Cylindrical pore shapes
would likely result in minor alterations to the concentration
parameters required for optimal pore filling due to changing
in polymer wetting behavior, and the extent to which the
photocrosslinking radiation can penetrate the pore. Figures 1B,C
show SEM images of the entire array with an interpore
distance 500 nm, and Figure 1D shows a corresponding cross-
section SEM image of typical pores produced by FIB milling.
The overetched region below the Ag/glass interface typically
decreases with pore diameter, and well-controlled milling
processes yield pores overetched by ≤50 nm. From bottom
to top, the cross-section image in Figure 1D shows the
bottom Ag layer (bright), silicon nitride (black), and the
sacrificial Cr layer (bright). The nanopore ZMWs exhibit a
conical shape with a larger aperture at the top than at the
bottom electrode. The typical diameter of the top of the pore
(dtop) is ∼140–160 nm, while the bottom diameter (dbottom)
is∼60–80 nm.
Effect of the Thickness of Ag Layer on
UV Irradiation
The spatial distribution of the optical field, both within
and external to the ZMWs, is important in determining
the extent of photopolymerization that will occur within the
nanopores. For wavelengths above the cutoff wavelength of
the nanoaperture, λc, where λc ∼ 1.7 d and d is the pore
diameter, the evanescent field decays exponentially with distance
at a rate that depends on the radius and diameter (Crouch
et al., 2018). In addition, the light-blocking efficiency of the
Ag optical cladding layer also depends on the thickness of
Ag. Experimentally, photopolymerization of PEGDA within
nanopores was accomplished with collimated UV radiation from
a UV aligner irradiating the bottom (Ag ring) surface of the
ZMW array, as shown schematically in Figure 1A. To assess
the effectiveness of this strategy in the ZMW nanopores studied
here, finite element simulations were performed for various
Ag thicknesses.
Figures 2A–C show the electric field amplitudes in a
series of conical frustum pores each having different Ag
layer thicknesses (20, 50, and 100 nm, respectively), but
with constant ratio dtop/dbottom = 2. As Figures 2A–C
illustrate, the field decays exponentially within the
nanopore, and the nanostructures provide attenuation
primarily determined by the thickness of the Ag optical
cladding layer, with thinner Ag thicknesses leading to
less attenuation. Figure 2D shows the attenuation of
electromagnetic energy density inside apertures with different
Ag layer thicknesses, where for the 20 nm Ag thickness
(black line), the smallest energy attenuation is predicted,
confirming the thickness-dependent attenuation. These
results indicate that thinner Ag thicknesses provide less
optical field confinement and, thus, should lead to more
FIGURE 3 | (A) Cross-sectional SEM image of photopolymerized PEGDA-FITC in nanopores. Positions and identities of functional layers are indicated on the left,
while positions of e-beam and ion-beam deposited Pt structural layers, used to obtain cross-sectional images, are indicated on the right. (B) Schematic diagram of
the fluorescence epi-illumination geometry. In this geometry the ZMW region is distal from the illumination plane. (C) Cross-sectional heat map of optical field
amplitude in a conical nanopore obtained from a finite element simulation. (D) Fluorescence micrograph of a nanopore array containing photopolymerized
FITC-PEGDA in the nanopores. (E) Fluorescence intensity profiles obtained along the dotted lines shown in (D) with (red) and without (black) FITC.
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spatially-extended PEGDA photopolymerization within the
ZMW nanopores.
Characterization of Photopolymerized
PEGDA in ZMW Devices
To further characterize the photopolymerization of PEGDA
in ZMW nanopores, a fluorescent probe was added to
the PEGDA monomer, and fluorescence was measured after
photopolymerization. A 2.0 wt% solution of PEGDA monomer
in ACN was prepared with 1mM PI and 10µM fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC). The average number of fluorescent
molecules occupying a single nanopore is given by 〈n〉pore =
CVNA, where C is the FITC concentration, NA is Avogadro’s
number, and V is the volume of the conical frustum of
a single nanopore. For the 2.2 aL volume of the conical
frustum nanopores used in these experiments, single molecule
occupancy, 〈n〉pore = 1 is expected at 0.75µM, meaning that
under the conditions of this experiment, 〈n〉pore ∼ 13. Before
photopolymerization, the ZMW nanopores were filled with the
PEDGA solution and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature
for 10min, after which the PEGDA-filled nanopore array was
exposed to UV radiation from the aligner for 30min. Figure 3A
shows a cross-section SEM image of adjacent nanopores
containing FITC.
Importantly, in this experiment the array was irradiated
from the large diameter side of the conical nanopores, in the
fluorescence epi-illumination geometry illustrated in Figure 3B.
To confirm that the FITC can be effectively excited once inside
the nanopore, finite element simulations were conducted for
this inverted configuration. Figure 3C shows a cross-sectional
heat map of energy intensity obtained from a simulation
of a single conical nanopore, confirming its ZMW behavior.
Importantly, there is little attenuation of energy intensity
inside the nanopore and nearly the entire volume of the
nanopore can be excited. The simulation provided confidence
that fluorescent radiation can be collected from the upper
(Cr) surface of the ZMW array in order to characterize the
fluorescence response of the FITC within the photopolymerized
PEGDA-filled nanopores.
Figure 3D shows a low magnification, wide-area fluorescence
micrograph of the ZMW array. Although there is some
variation in intensity among the individual nanopores, the
overall image indicates significant incorporation of FITC-
impregnated photopolymerized PEGDA in the individual
nanopores. Figure 3E shows a fluorescence intensity line profile
obtained along the dotted line in Figure 3D, both with
and without FITC. This result clearly shows isolation and
photoactivation of the polyelectrolyte with fluorescent probes in
each pore.
Formation and Optimization of AgNPs
Embedded in Polyelectrolyte
Nanopore Array
Encouraged by the subwavelength control of the radial and
axial field distributions provided by the ZMWs, we extended
the fabrication of recessed Ag ring electrode array to include
AgNPs and Ag+ embedded in the photopolymerized PEGDA.
In principle, AgNPs arrayed in the dielectric PEGDA could
form the basis of a metamaterial, and the presence of Ag+
would enable the electrochemical formation of nanofilaments
connecting the AgNPs (Crouch et al., 2017; Chao et al.,
2018). To understand the fabrication of nanopore-templated
AgNPs embedded in PEGDA nanopillars, photopolymerization
experiments were undertaken to investigate the influence of
PEDGA concentration, Ag+ concentration, and the presence or
absence of AgNPs on the formation of solid-polymer electrolytes
within the nanopore templates.
First, we tested the effect of PEGDA concentration in
the presence of 1mM AgNO3 but without AgNPs under
optimized conditions. Figures 4A,B show cross-sectional SEM
images of a recessed Ag ring electrode array obtained after
photoirradiation of 1.0 wt% and 3.0 wt% PEGDA with 1mM
AgNO3, respectively. These concentrations were chosen to
bracket the optimal conditions for PEGDA filling determined
in initial tests, in which concentrations over 2.0 wt% PEGDA
with 1mM Ag+ were found to yield the best filling behavior
in the absence of AgNPs. Photopolymerized PEGDA was
observed to fill the nanopore only to the Ag ring for the
FIGURE 4 | Cross-sectional SEM images of (A) 1.0 wt% and (B) 3.0 wt% photopolymerized PEGDA with 1mM AgNO3 in a recessed Ag ring electrode array without
AgNPs. The extent of the PEGDA photopolymer, after photopolymerization, is shown by the yellow dashed lines.
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FIGURE 5 | Cross-section SEM images of 1.0 wt% photopolymerized PEGDA in a recessed Ag ring electrode array with embedded AgNPs containing (A) 2mM and
(B) 1mM AgNO3 salt.
FIGURE 6 | Cross-sectional SEM images of photopolymerized polyelectrolyte in a recessed Ag ring electrode array with embedded AgNPs for different PEGDA
concentrations: (A) 0.5 wt%, (B) 1.0 wt%, and (C) 2.0 wt%.
1.0 wt% monomer solution, but 3.0% PEGDA filled the
nanopore up through the middle of the SiNx layer, as shown
in Figure 4B.
Silver ions in the PEGDA are required for subsequent direct-
write nanofilament formation and dissolution between AgNPs
(Crouch et al., 2017; Chao et al., 2018), so we also investigated
how Ag+ concentration affects the photopolymerization of
PEGDA in the presence of AgNPs. Figures 5A,B show cross-
sections of photopolymerized 1.0 wt% PEGDA with 2mM
AgNO3 and 1mM AgNO3, respectively. Here, we included
AgNPs in the PEGDA solution as opposed to the results
in Figure 4 with no AgNPs. At 2.0mM, Figure 5A, some
AgNPs can be observed in the nanopore, but there is little
to no polymerized PEGDA. However, at 1mM Ag+ shown in
Figure 5B, not only are individual stacked AgNPs observed,
but they are in polymerized PEGDA. Surprisingly, comparison
of Figures 5A,B shows that increasing the concentration of
AgNO3 inhibits polymer filling of the nanopores. Given the
nanoscale dimensions of the pores, an electrostatic screening
effect is plausible, however understanding the mechanism
giving rise to this effect will require further detailed studies
in which polymer electrolyte characteristics and nanopore
surface charge are carefully controlled. Nevertheless, this serves
as experimental verification that in the presence of AgNPs,
Ag-containing PEGDA monomer can be UV cross-linked to
form AgNPs nanopillars embedded in the polyelectrolyte inside
the nanopores.
Given the above result, in which lower Ag+ concentrations
yield better fabrication of polymerized nanopillars, the
photopolymerization behavior of PEGDA with AgNPs in a
ZMW was also tested as a function of PEGDA concentration
in the absence of Ag+ (i.e., no AgNO3). Figure 6 shows
cross-section SEM images of PEGDA photopolymerized
from solutions with various concentrations of monomer
in the presence of AgNPs, but without Ag+. At the lowest
concentration, 0.5 wt% PEGDA, Figure 6A, AgNPs fill the
nanopore to the middle of the SiNx insulator layer. Further
increasing PEGDA concentration suppresses the number
of AgNPs captured in the nanopore, cf. Figures 6B,C. One
possible explanation is less physical crosslinking, which
will decrease the likelihood of AgNP retention in the pore,
although further experiments are needed to fully explore
this interpretation. Interestingly, the PEGDA concentration
dependence on pore filling is switched in the absence/presence
of AgNPs. Higher PEGDA concentrations promote more
extensive polymerization and therefore more pore filling in the
absence of AgNPs, while lower PEGDA concentrations are more
effective at pore filling when AgNPs are present. We tentatively
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FIGURE 7 | Cross-section SEM image of 2.0 wt% photopolymerized PEGDA
and 1mM Ag+ in a recessed Ag ring electrode array (A) without and (B) with
embedded AgNPs.
assign this behavior to a volume-filling effect in the presence
of AgNPs.
Based on the above parametric experiments, we asked
whether it might be possible to determine a single set of
conditions that would yield satisfactory PEGDA polymerization
behavior both in the absence and presence of AgNPs. Thus,
we experimentally tested a preparation of 2.0 wt% PEGDA
monomer with 1mM AgNO3 salt in the presence and absence
of AgNPs. The results shown in Figure 7 illustrate that this
formulation yields photopolymerized polyelectrolyte nanopillars
inside ZMW nanopores either without, Figure 7A, or with,
Figure 7B, AgNPs. The resulting structures were effectively
cross-linked by UV light, thus immobilizing the polyelectrolyte
in the ZMW arrays. In the presence of AgNPs, this procedure
clearly yields a nanopore-templated array of AgNP-containing
solid-polymer electrolyte structures that could form the basis of
a reconfigurable metamaterial.
CONCLUSION
Templated pillars of AgNPs with nanometer-scale
registration precision are of interest in nanophotonic and
nanomanufacturing applications. Here, we describe a new
fabrication strategy for producing ordered subwavelength
arrays of AgNP nanopillars in PEGDA/Ag+ polyelectrolyte,
using a ZMW to control and shape the spatial distribution of
the confined electromagnetic field and, therefore, the volume
occupied by photopolymerized PEGDA. Both chemical
and ZMW geometric effects on the fabrication process
were characterized. The influence of the optical cladding
layer thickness on the ZMW-directed photopolymerization
predicted through finite-element simulations was found
to agree with experiment. We determined that careful
control of the structure was necessary and sufficient to
achieve well-controlled PEGDA photopolymer volumes.
In addition, we characterized the solution conditions
needed to produce well-templated PEGDA either with
or without AgNPs and therefore identified optimal
conditions for the preparation of nanopore-templated AgNP
nanopillar assemblies in PEGDA/Ag+ polyelectrolyte. We
believe that this approach employing in situ nanopore-
templated fabrication of plasmonic and conductive
nanostructures constitutes an exciting new platform
for sequential formation/dissolution of nanofilaments
through polyelectrolyte-confined nanopillar arrays of
nanoparticles, thereby opening possible applications in actively
reconfigurable metamaterials.
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ABSTRACT: Electric double-layer (EDL) gating using a custom-synthesized polyester single-ion conductor (PE400-Li) is
demonstrated on two-dimensional (2D) crystals for the first time. The electronic properties of graphene and MoTe2 field-effect
transistors (FETs) gated with the single-ion conductor are directly compared to a poly(ethylene oxide) dual-ion conductor
(PEO:CsClO4). The anions in the single-ion conductor are covalently bound to the backbone of the polymer, leaving only the
cations free to form an EDL at the negative electrode and a corresponding cationic depletion layer at the positive electrode.
Because the cations are mobile in both the single- and dual-ion conductors, a similar enhancement of the n-branch is observed
in both graphene and MoTe2. Specifically, the single-ion conductor decreases the subthreshold swing in the n-branch of the bare
MoTe2 FET from 5000 to 250 mV/dec and increases the current density and on/off ratio by two orders of magnitude.
However, the single-ion conductor suppressed the p-branch in both the graphene and the MoTe2 FETs, and finite element
modeling of ion transport shows that this result is unique to single-ion conductor gating in combination with an asymmetric
gate/channel geometry. Both the experiments and modeling suggest that single-ion conductor-gated FETs can achieve sheet
densities up to 1014 cm−2, which corresponds to a charge density that would theoretically be sufficient to induce several percent
strain in monolayer 2D crystals and potentially induce a semiconductor-to-metal phase transition in MoTe2.
KEYWORDS: electric double layer, ion gating, two-dimensional, single-ion conductor, field-effect transistor, EDLT, iontronics
■ INTRODUCTION
Similar to conventional semiconductor materials such as
silicon,1,2 the electrical and optical properties of two-dimen-
sional (2D) crystals can be strongly influenced by strain. For
example, strain can transform 2D semiconductors from
indirect to direct band gap materials with enhanced radiative
efficiencies3 or tune the emission wavelength of the 2D
crystals.4,5 In addition, monolayer 2D transition-metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) such as Mo- and W-dichalcogenide
van der Waals crystals are predicted to undergo a complete
phase change from the semiconducting 2H phase to the
metallic 1T′ under strain.6,7 Experimentally, phase transitions
in MoTe2 have been demonstrated by inducing local strain
using an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip8 and more
recently, by inducing global strain via an electric field applied
to a ferroelectric substrate in contact with MoTe2.
9
Dynamically tuning the band gap in 2D crystals is not only
fundamentally interesting but could be useful for applications
such as low-voltage transistors10−12 and flexible elec-
tronics.13,14 For these applications, it would be desirable to
create a gate dielectric that can be deposited at low
temperatures, achieve large gate capacitance (e.g., 1−4 μF/
cm2),15,16 and induce strain locally via field effect.
To address this need, we propose a new concept: a single-
ion conductor electric double-layer transistor (EDLT) based
on 2D crystals. Our approach is unique compared with EDL
gating with dual-ion conductors (i.e., those with mobile cations
and anions), which are commonly used for electronic and
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optoelectronic device studies.17−21 Moreover, a wide variety of
EDLTs have been demonstrated on 2D crystals.15,16,22−25
Dual-ion conductors can induce charge densities on the order
of ∼1014 cm−2 for electrons and holes.26,27 This corresponds to
a capacitance density up to 10 μF/cm2 and a large electric field
strength of ∼V/nm at the interface, allowing access to regimes
of transport in semiconductors that cannot be achieved with
conventional gate dielectrics.25,28,29 In contrast to a dual-ion
conductor, the anions of a single-ion conductor, or ionomer,
are covalently bound to the backbone of the polymer, leaving
only the cations free to move in response to an applied field.
When polarized, an EDL consisting of densely packed cations
is created at the negative electrode, but there is no
corresponding anionic EDL at the positive electrode. In
response to this imbalance, one side of the single-ion
conductor (near the negative electrode) undergoes longitudi-
nal expansion. The mechanism to induce strain using single-
ion conductors has been well investigated for ionic polymer
metal composites (IPMCs), which are useful for biomimetic
actuators and artificial muscles.30 In electronics, single-ion
conductors have been used previously to gate organic
transistors31−33 where the motivation for immobilizing one
ion over the other was to avoid electrochemical reactions
within the organic channel. To our knowledge, there has been
no report directly comparing single- and dual-ion conductors
with similar chemistries in the same 2D crystal FETs or
distinguishing the electrostatic gating effects between cationic
EDLs and cationic depletion layers on 2D crystals.
We present the first demonstration of a single-ion conductor
multilayer 2D crystal EDLT and lay the groundwork for
demonstrating flexible 2D FETs with new functionalities
induced by an EDL via strain. Experimentally, we used an
ionically functionalized polyester (created via the condensation
of poly(ethylene glycol) oligomers with dimethyl 5-sulfoisoph-
thalate salt34) to electrostatically gate both graphene and
MoTe2 FETs. Compared with back gating through SiO2,
transfer characteristics using a side gate to control the location
of the ions within both the single- and dual-ion conductors
reveal a comparable enhancement of the n-branch current
(e.g., 20-fold improvement of subthreshold swing and two
orders of magnitude increase in on/off for MoTe2 FETs). The
dual-ion conductor gating results agree well with previous
reports.16,25,26,35 However, unlike the dual-ion conductor, the
single-ion conductor quenches the p-branch in graphene and
MoTe2 FETs, which has not been reported before. Finite
element modeling of ion transport in response to an applied
field shows that the p-branch quenching is unique to single-ion
conductor gating via the formation of a cationic depletion
region (as opposed to an anionic EDL) in combination with an
asymmetric gate/channel geometry. Both the experiments and
modeling suggest that single-ion conductor-gated FETs can
achieve sheet densities up to 1014 cm−2, which could possibly
induce sufficient strain to access the strain-induced electronic
and optoelectronic properties described above.36,37
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EDL-gated multilayer 2D crystal FETs use a side-gate
geometry, as shown in Figure 1a. Graphene and MoTe2 were
mechanically exfoliated onto a p-doped Si substrate with 90
nm SiO2 (used as a back gate). The source/drain and gate
contacts (Ti/Au) were patterned by electron beam lithography
(EBL) with the side gate located 10 μm away from the
channel. The solid-state single-ion conductor is poly(ethylene
glycol benzene-1,3-dicarboxylate-5-sulfoisophthalate lithium),
abbreviated as PE400-Li, and the solid-state dual-ion
conductor is poly(ethylene oxide), abbreviated as (PEO):C-
sClO4. The chemical structures of the dual- and single-ion
conductors are similar and shown in Figure 1b. The PE400-Li
is a polyester with each repeat unit consisting of the ionic
group, namely, dicarboxylic 5-sulfoisophthalate, and a spacer of
poly(ethylene glycol) 400, which provides the same repeat unit
as PEO.34 Unlike PEO:CsClO4 where the anion, ClO4
−, is free
to respond to the applied field, the negatively charged
functional group (SO3
−) in PE400-Li is covalently bound to
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a 2D crystal FET (either graphene or MoTe2) that can be operated by using a back gate or a single/dual-ion conductor
using a metal side gate. (b) Chemical structures of the dual- and single-ion conductors: PEO:CsClO4 (top row) and the ionically functionalized
polyester (PE400-Li) (bottom row), respectively. Anions are shaded in red and cations are shaded in blue. Schematics of the (c) dual-ion
conducting and (d) single-ion conducting FETs under two polarities. In the single-ion case, only cations are mobile while the anions are bound to
the polymer backbone and therefore fixed. This immobility leads to cationic depletion regions (shaded in pink) at either the gate/single-ion
conductor (VG > 0) or single-ion conductor/semiconductor interface (VG < 0), depending on the polarity of the applied field.
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the polymer backbone, while the cation Li+ is free to move
under an applied field. The ether oxygen to cation molar ratios
are 76:1 for the dual-ion conductors and 9:1 for the single-ion
conductors. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) shows
that the single-ion conductor has a markedly higher glass
transition temperature (Tg = 14.5 °C) than the PEO:CsClO4
electrolyte (Tg = −31.5 °C) (Figure S1, Supporting
Information), which is consistent with the single-ion conductor
having a larger salt concentration.38 This difference in Tg
suggests that the single-ion conductor will have lower ionic
conductivity than the dual-ion conductor.
When no voltage is applied, cations and anions are
homogeneously distributed throughout the electrolyte for
both the single- or dual-ion conductors. The steady-state
locations of cations and anions under VG > 0 and VG < 0 are
illustrated in Figure 1c,d for the dual-ion conductor and single-
ion conductor, respectively. When a positive gate bias is
applied to a dual-ion conductor (Figure 1c, left), cations (Cs+)
are driven to the channel where they induce image charges (in
this case, image charges are electrons) forming a cationic EDL
at the channel/electrolyte interface. An analogous anionic EDL
will form as anions (ClO4
−) accumulating at the electrolyte/
gate interface. When the polarity of the applied bias is reversed,
an anionic EDL forms at the channel and a cationic EDL forms
at the gate (Figure 1c, right).
For a single-ion conductor, shown in Figure 1d, a positive
gate bias does not result in an anionic EDL at the gate/
electrolyte interface; instead, there exists a cationic depletion
layer (Figure 1d, left). When the polarity is reversed, the cation
depletion layer forms at the channel/electrolyte interface
(Figure 1d, right). Crucially, the negative charge stored by
anions in the cationic depletion layer equals the positive charge
in the cationic EDL, while the volumetric charge density of
anions in the depletion layer is fixed and smaller than the
volumetric charge density of the closely packed cations in the
EDL. Thus, the depletion layer requires larger thickness (or
volume when considered in 3D) than the EDL to store the
same amount of charge. The presence of such a thick depletion
layer also suggests that the device geometry will affect the
interface capacitance of devices gated by the single-ion
conductor because the depletion layer thicknesses will depend
on the areas of both channel and gate. In contrast, the EDL
thickness is always the distance between the ion and channel
surface (i.e., <1 nm) and is independent of the channel size.
Nonetheless, a depletion layer, albeit significantly thicker than
the EDL, will still serve as a capacitor just with a smaller
capacitance density than the EDL.31
To understand how the ion and voltage distributions differ
under an applied voltage in a single-ion conductor compared
to a dual-ion conductor and how their distributions will change
with respect to the device geometry, we modeled ion transport
using finite element analysis via COMSOL Multiphysics. A
modified Nernst−Planck−Poisson system of equations39,40
was solved for both single-ion and dual-ion conductors in two
parallel plate capacitor geometries: one with electrodes of
equivalent sized and another where one electrode is 10 times
larger than the other (i.e., modeling the FET scenario where
the channel is smaller than the gate). Figure 2 shows the
resulting steady-state voltage distributions for applied voltages
of equal and opposite polarities; the voltage is applied to the
right electrode with the left electrode grounded. We first
consider the scenarios where the electrodes have equivalent
size (Figure 2a,b). In the case of a dual-ion conductor, anions
and cations accumulate adjacent to their respective electrodes,
producing EDLs of equal charge and thickness. The result is a
symmetric voltage profile across the thickness of the capacitor
where half of the applied voltage drops on each EDL regardless
of the voltage polarity (Figure 2a), and the voltage drop
through the bulk of the electrolyte is nearly zero.
In the case of the single-ion conductor, the majority of the
voltage always drops across the depletion layer, regardless of
polarity. The voltage drop is approximately 3 times larger
across the depletion layer than the EDL, and the depletion
layer is also approximately 3 times thicker than the EDL
(Figure 2b). This result is sensible when considering
conservation of charge across the parallel plate capacitor.
Charge (Q) is expressed as ε ε= =Q V C V A
dint int int 0 r
, where Vint
is the voltage across the interface, Cint is the interface
capacitance, A is the area of channel, and d is the thickness
of the interface capacitive layer (i.e., thickness of EDL or the
depletion layers). Thus, the thicker depletion layer has lower
interface capacitance and therefore requires a larger voltage
drop to balance the charge.
For the scenario of equal sized electrodes discussed above,
the voltage distribution across the single-ion conductor differs
from the dual-ion conductor because the depletion region in a
single-ion conductor requires the majority of the voltage drop.
However, when the electrodes are unequal in length, similar to
what would exist between the channel and the gate in a side-
gated EDLT geometry, the voltage profiles between the single-
and dual-ion conductors are remarkably similar because the
geometry induces the majority of the voltage drop. Specifically,
the length of the left (grounded) electrode decreased to one-
tenth of the right electrode, and for the dual-ion conductor,
90% of the voltage drop across the EDL occurs adjacent to the
shorter electrode, regardless of the voltage polarity (Figure 2c).
The asymmetric voltage drop again results from charge
conservation: the shorter electrode requires a larger voltage
drop to compensate for its smaller capacitance.
In the case of the single-ion conductor (Figure 2d), the
majority of voltage drop is also adjacent to the shorter
electrode for the reason mentioned above, but the details of
the ion and voltage distributions are more complicated. For V
> 0 applied to the longer electrode, ∼85% of the voltage drop
is distributed across the ∼0.5 nm-thick cationic EDL at the
shorter electrode. When the polarity is reversed to V < 0,
almost all of the applied voltage (97%) falls within the ∼1.5
nm-thick depletion layer near the shorter electrode (Figure
2d). This result is significantly different from Figure 2b where
the electrode sizes are equal. To understand this difference, we
focus on the voltage distributions near the grounded electrode
only because the shorter grounded electrode is similar to the
channel in the transfer measurements where VS = 0 V and VDS
≪ VGS (see parts 2 and 6 in the Supporting Information).
Focusing on the inset of Figure 2d, the depletion layer is ∼3
times thicker than the EDL even though the voltage drop is
only 14% larger. This occurs because the grounded electrode is
10 times smaller and requires the majority of the potential
drop regardless of the polarity of V. Even though the depletion
layer thickness is 3 times larger, it is not possible for this layer
to have 3 times larger potential drop than the EDL at the same
electrode, and therefore, the charge at the grounded electrode
will be lower for V < 0 compared to V > 0. This result suggests
that the single-ion conductor in a side-gated EDLT geometry
will exhibit weaker p-type doping compared to n-type doping.
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To test these predictions experimentally, we chose graphene
as the first 2D material for two reasons. First, because it is a
semi-metal, graphene is highly conductive and ambipolar with
an intrinsic charge neutrality point at zero gate voltage, making
it ideal for sensing both p- and n-type changes in conductivity.
Second, EDL gating of graphene FETs using a dual-ion
conductor has been widely demonstrated,26,35 making it
straightforward to benchmark against previously published
results.
Graphene FETs with side gate geometry were fabricated by
EBL as depicted above in Figure 1a. After device fabrication
and before the single-ion conductor deposition, the channel
surface was cleaned using an AFM in contact mode to remove
e-beam resist residue.41 Preparing a residue-free surface is
essential to achieve the maximum gating effect because the
EDL forms within a few nanometers of the surface, similar to
the typical thickness of the EBL residue.41 Figure 3a shows the
AFM images of a graphene device after AFM cleaning. The
root mean square roughness (Rq) of the channel surface was
reduced from ∼1.30 nm before cleaning to ∼0.37 nm after
cleaning, which is close to the reported value for freshly
exfoliated graphene on SiO2 (∼0.32 nm).42 Note that all Rq are
reported for a 400 × 400 nm area. The line scan indicates a
flake thickness of 1.5 nm, corresponding to ∼5 layers of
graphene.
The transfer characteristics of the graphene FETs (without
electrolyte) were first measured with a back gate (Figure 3b,
blue line), and the devices show a Dirac point around VBG = 0
V, suggesting that there is negligible intrinsic doping in the
exfoliated flakes. Under VDS = 100 mV, the transfer curve
exhibits highly symmetric n- and p-branches with a current
maxima of ∼100 μA (25.4 μA/μm) at |VBG| = 30 V. The
output characteristics of the bare graphene FET (Figure 3c,
blue lines) also indicate that ID is a linear function of VDS,
suggesting good ohmic contact at the source/drain terminals.
These results on the bare graphene FETs are in good
agreement with prior reports.35,43,44
After deposition of the single-ion conductor, the transfer and
output measurements were repeated with EDL gating using the
side gate 10 μm away from the channel. A sweep rate of 2.5
mV/s was used, which is 2000 times slower than that of the
bare FET to allow sufficient time for the ions to respond to the
field. This relatively slow sweep rate is consistent with the high
Tg of the single-ion conductor that reflects slow ion mobility.
Compared to the bare FET, the maximum ID increased in the
n-branch (VSG > 0 V) by 50% to ∼152 μA at VSG = 3 V. The
increased current is expected for the EDL gating because of the
large interfacial capacitance (1−4 μF/cm2) induced by
EDLs.15,16 However, unlike conventional EDL gating with
dual-ion conductors where the current is enhanced in both the
Figure 2. Steady-state voltage distributions from COMSOL Multiphysics and the corresponding device schematics showing ion positions for both
(a, c) dual-ion and (b, d) single-ion conductors in two parallel plate capacitor geometries: electrodes of equal size (upper row) and electrodes of
unequal size where the right electrode is 10 times larger than left (bottom row). Note that the schematics are not drawn to scale. Either ±1 V is
applied on the right-side electrode. Cation and anion layers are highlighted in blue and red, respectively. The anion EDL (dual-ion) or cationic
depletion layer (single-ion) thickness differences are illustrated qualitatively. Specifically, for the dual-ion conductor, the anionic EDL layer
thickness is similar to the cationic EDL layer thickness; while for the single-ion conductor, the cationic depletion layer thickness is larger and
influenced by the electrode size. The steady-state potential distributions under positive and negative voltages are highlighted in the red solid and
dashed blue lines, respectively.
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n- and p-branches of an ambipolar FET, the single-ion
conductor-gated FET shows a suppressed p-branch (VSG < 0
V). The maximum ID for the p-branch decreased by 65% to
∼35 μA at VSG = −3 V. This observation agrees well with the
predictions from Figure 2d. The channel current, ID =
με ε −V V V( )r Ad WL0 int T DS, where Vint is the interface voltage, d
is the interface capacitive layer thickness, and A/W/L is the
area/width/length of the channel. When VG is negative
(corresponding to the p-branch), the depletion layer thickness
next to the channel is expected to be much larger than the EDL
thickness next to the channel when VG is positive
(corresponding to the n-branch). However, we learned from
Figure 2d that the voltage drop across the depletion layer at
the short electrode (i.e., channel) is only slightly larger than
that across the EDL; thus, the channel current should be lower
in the p-branch than in the n-branch.
Output characteristics as a function of side gate voltages are
shown in Figure 3c (red lines). Compared with the back-gated
data, the maximum ID under positive (negative) side gate
voltages are higher (lower), which is congruent with the
transfer characteristics. Note that the results shown in Figure
3c are double sweeps, including the single-ion conductor-gated
results, and the overlap of the forward and reverse sweeps
indicates that the single-ion conductor gating is stable at each
measured gate voltage, as long as adequate time is provided for
the ions to respond to the field.
Thus far, the electrical characteristics of the single-ion
conductor-gated FETs qualitatively agree with our predictions;
however, it is essential to benchmark the single-ion conductor
gating performance against a commonly used dual-ion
conductor. To do this, we removed the single-ion conductor
by solvent washing (dimethylformamide, DMF) and AFM
cleaning. After the two-step cleaning process, the root mean
square roughness (Rq) of the graphene channel is close to the
value of freshly exfoliated flakes (Supporting Information,
Figure S8).42 Then, we redeposited a dual-ion polymer
electrolyte, PEO:CsClO4, on the same device and repeated
the transfer measurements. Figure 4 shows the transfer curves
for two such FETs (device 1 and 2) with (1) Si/SiO2 back gate
(no electrolyte), (2) EDL side gate using the single-ion
conductor, and (3) EDL side gate using the dual-ion polymer
electrolyte, PEO:CsClO4. The solid lines correspond to the
forward sweeps, and the dashed lines correspond to the reverse
sweeps. For the transfer curves obtained using PEO:CsClO4
(green), both the n- and p-branches are clearly observable and
show increased current compared to the bare, back-gated
devices. Overall, for the n-branch, EDL gating with either dual-
or single-ion conductor shows enhanced on current (∼80 and
60% for dual- and single-ion conductors, respectively) over
back gating through SiO2. This improvement is attributed to
Figure 3. (a) AFM topography scan of a bare graphene FET channel (before electrolyte deposition). The location of the line scan is indicated by
the white dashed line. (b) Transfer characteristics of the graphene FET: the blue data corresponds to the back-gated measurement of a bare FET
while the red corresponds to a side-gated measurement on the same FET with the single-ion conductor. (c) Output characteristics of the back-
gated (blue) and side-grated (red) graphene FETs.
Figure 4. (a, b) Transfer characteristics of two graphene FETs. Back-
gated bare devices (blue), side-gated with single-ion conductor (red),
and side-gated with dual-ion conductor (green). Solid and dotted
lines indicate scans from negative to positive gate voltages and from
positive to negative gate voltages, respectively. Note that the gate
voltages were normalized with respected to VDirac to facilitate
comparison between n- and p-branches currents using different
gating methods. The original data are provided in Supporting
Information, Part 3.
Figure 5. (a) COMSOL simulations of corresponding charge carrier
densities within the grounded electrode in a parallel-plate capacitor
geometry with the single-ion conductor (red) and the dual-ion
conductor (green). (b) Transfer characteristics of both ion
conductors on one graphene FET (device 3): the single-ion
conductor is red and the dual-ion conductor (PEO:CsClO4) is
green. In both (a) and (b), the voltage is swept from negative to
positive (solid lines) and then reversed (dotted lines).
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the larger EDL capacitance and agrees with previous
reports.15,16 For the p-branch, the enhancement of on current
is again observed for the dual-ion conductor but is suppressed
for the single-ion conductor. Note also that the Dirac point
location in the transfer measurements shifts to negative VSG
after the deposition of the single-ion conductor and does not
return to zero after removing the electrolyte with solvent and
AFM cleaning (Supporting Information, Figure S5). However,
this shift is commonly observed in EDL gating of graphene
FETs using dual-ion conductors23,35 and reflects that the
electrolyte induces doping of the graphene channel even in the
absence of a gate voltage. The original data and discussion of
the differences between devices are provided in Supporting
Information, Part 3.
The successful ambipolar modulation of the channel current
using a dual-ion conductor indicates that the single-ion
conductor did not change the graphene channel in a way
that would prevent hole conduction. This further supports the
understanding that suppressed p-branch current in the single-
ion conductor is caused by the cation depletion layer having
weaker gate modulation compared to the EDL. This effect can
be captured by modeling the dynamic response of single- and
dual-ion conductors in response to a voltage sweep. A time-
dependent Nernst−Plank−Poisson equation was used with a
geometry identical to Figure 2c,d. The voltage is applied to the
right electrode, and the ion distribution near the left
(grounded) electrode is monitored. The ion mobility of the
single-ion conductor is lower than that of the dual-ion
conductor (as mentioned above and in Figure S1), and we
therefore set the diffusion coefficient of the dual-ion conductor
to be 1.5 times larger than that of the single-ion conductor.
Figure 5a shows the predicted carrier density in response to
a voltage sweep in the range of ±1 V. For the dual-ion
conductor, anions and cations accumulate at the electrodes
identically, resulting in a symmetric carrier density with respect
to the applied voltage polarity. In contrast, for the single-ion
conductor, the carrier density at the grounded electrode is
lower under a negative voltage corresponding to the cation
depletion region, compared to positive voltage corresponding
to a cationic EDL. These results agree with the smaller
capacitance at the depletion layer, as discussed above regarding
Figure 2.
If we consider only EDL gating of the single- and dual-ion
conductors (i.e., VG > 0), the maximum predicted carrier
densities are similar (15 × 1013 cm−2 and 17 × 1013 cm−2 for
single and dual-ion conductors, respectively). The similarity is
also reflected in the steady-state modeling results in Figure 2c,d
where the voltage dropped across the grounded electrode is
similar for single-ion (0.85 V) and dual-ion conductors (0.89
V). The EDL thicknesses are also similar (∼0.5 nm), and
therefore, the charge densities are expected to be similar.
To compare directly between modeling and experiments,
Figure 5b shows the transfer curves measured experimentally
on a third device (device 3) using both single- and dual-ion
conductors (see also Figure S5, Supporting Information). The
experimental results of all three devices shown in Figures 4 and
5 exhibit similar trend and match closely with simulations.
The similar n-type doping performance between the single-
and dual-ion conductors is encouraging because it suggests the
possibility of using the single-ion conductor to induce high
charge density similar to dual-ion conductors, which is up to
1014 cm−2 as measured experimentally25,26 and also predicted
in simulations in Figure 5a. Note that a higher applied voltage
is required experimentally to achieve the same carrier density
as the simulation because of the geometry differences and
imperfect ion packing. In addition, we measured the EDL
capacitance induced by the single-ion conductor by a series of
VSG transfer measurements under various VBG (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). The EDL capacitance of the single-
ion conductor (1.66 μF/cm2) is very similar with the reported
value of dual-ion conductors (1−4 μF/cm2),15,26,45 which also
implies the possibility of achieving similar n-type gating. The
ability to pack ion densely is critical for creating electrostatic
imbalance in the single-ion conductor, which can lead to
mechanical bending of the electrolyte if it is placed on a
semirigid support (i.e., a suspended 2D flake).
Lastly, to make sure that the gating performance of the
single-ion conductor is not unique to graphene and can also be
observed in 2D crystals, MoTe2 FETs were fabricated with the
same device geometry as the graphene FETs. We choose
MoTe2 because one potential use for single-ion conductor
gating is to explore the strain-induced semiconductor-to-metal
transition for which MoTe2 is predicted to have one of the
smallest strain requirements (i.e., <3%).6 Moreover, the
transition has been experimentally demonstrated in
MoTe2.
8,9 The AFM scans of one MoTe2 FET are shown in
Figure 6a, and the line scan shows the channel thickness to be
4 nm (∼6 MoTe2 layers). The majority of the flake is in
uniform thickness, and therefore, we expect minimal impact
from thickness variations on the electrical properties.46 Back-
Figure 6. (a) AFM topography scan of a bare MoTe2 FET channel (before electrolyte deposition). The location of the line scan is indicated by the
white dash line. (b) Transfer characteristics of the MoTe2 FET in log scale with back-gated transfer measurements from VBG = −30 to 30 V on the
bare FET in blue and side-gated transfer of the same FET from VSG = −3 to 3 V with single-ion conductor in red. (c) Zoomed transfer curves on a
linear y axis over a negative range of VBG to highlight the suppressed p-branch when using the single-ion conductor.
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gated transfer characteristics were measured on bare devices, as
indicated by the blue transfer curve in Figure 6b. The bare
MoTe2 FET is ambipolar with a minimum current of ∼10−5
μA at VBG of ∼−15 V. The on/off ratio of the n-branch from
−5 < VBG < 30 V is <104, and the p-branch from −30 < VBG <
−17 V is <100.
Using the single-ion conductor, the maximum current
through MoTe2 at VSG = 3 V is ∼32 times larger compared
to the maximum current of the bare FET at VBG = 30 V
(Figure 6b). Output characteristics also show effective gate
control of the channel current using the single-ion conductor
(Figure S9). The on/off ratio of the n-branch increases from
104 for the bare FET to ∼106 with the single-ion conductor.
Also, the subthreshold swing (SS) of the n-branch decreases
with the single-ion conductor (from 5000 mV/dec by back-
gating the bare device to 247 mV/dec). The strong current
modulation and the enhanced on/off ratio further confirm the
strong EDL modulation by the single-ion conductor. Similar to
the graphene FETs, the ID of the p-branch remains suppressed,
in this case, at the off level of 10−5 μA. The suppressed p-
branch is highlighted in a linear plot in Figure 6c.
■ CONCLUSIONS
EDL gating using a custom-synthesized single-ion conductor is
demonstrated for the first time on both graphene and MoTe2
FETs. Transfer characteristics for all the FETs show an
enhanced n-branch using the single-ion conductor and a
suppressed p-branch compared with back-gated measurements
of bare FETs. Finite element modeling of ion transport in
response to an applied field shown that the p-branch
suppression results from the combination of using a single-
ion conductor and an asymmetric gate/channel geometry. In
addition, the two ion conductors compared on the same FETs
both show similar performance in the n-branch (i.e., on/off
ratio and maximum ion current), suggesting that the single-ion
conductor can achieve cationic ion densities similar to the well-
studied dual-ion conductor (i.e., up to 1014 cm−2). This
achievable carrier density is also predicted by modeling and
would be theoretically sufficient to induce several percent
strain in a 2D crystal. This is the first demonstration of a
single-ion conductor-gated multilayer 2D crystal FET, and the
results lay the groundwork for inducing strain in 2D materials
locally via field effect and for demonstrating the 2H to 1T′
phase transition. These features are potentially useful for
creating an electronic switch with a low turn-on voltage and
steep subthreshold swing and for 2D flexible electronics with
functionality controlled by strain.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Device Fabrication and Electrical Characterization. Freshly
cleaved few-layer graphene and MoTe2 flakes (1.5 nm−5 nm-thick)
were mechanically exfoliated from their bulk sources (2D semi-
conductors) to p-doped silicon substrate with 90 nm SiO2 (Graphene
Supermarket, resistivity of 0.001−0.005 ohm·cm). The flake top-
ography and thickness were measured by AFM (Bruker Dimension
Icon, ScanAsyst mode). Source/drain electrodes and side gates were
patterned by EBL (Raith e-LINE). Also, Ti (3 nm)/Au (120 nm)
metals were deposited by e-beam evaporation (Plassys MEB550S
electron beam evaporator) at a base pressure of <10−6 Torr. After
liftoff, FETs were transferred to a cryogenic vacuum probe station
(Lakeshore, CRX-VF) for vacuum annealing (400 K, 4 h at a pressure
of 2 × 10−6 Torr) and initial electrical measurements. After annealing,
FETs were transferred from the probe station to an Ar-filled glovebox
using an Ar-filled load lock without exposure to ambient air for
electrolyte deposition, before transferring back to the probe station for
electrical measurements. The electrical measurements were conducted
using a Keysight B1500A semiconductor parameter analyzer at a
constant temperature of 300 K.
Single-Ion Conductor Synthesis. The polyester single-ion
conductor was synthesized by a two-step melt condensation between
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 400 (Mw = 400 g mol
−1) and dimethyl
5-sulfoisophthalate sodium salt.34 The resulting polyester Na was then
sealed in semipermeable dialysis membranes and exposed to an excess
of LiCl (0.5 M) in deionized water to exchange Na+ for Li+.34 The
final product, polyester Li (PE400-Li), was dissolved in dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF) inside an Ar-filled glovebox to obtain a 3 wt %
solution. The solution was drop-cast on graphene and MoTe2 FETs
(8 μL on the 1 cm2 chip), and the DMF was removed by evaporating
naturally in the glovebox overnight. The FETs coated with the single-
ion conductor were transferred back to the probe station using the
load lock for subsequent measurements.
Dual-Ion Conductor. The dual-ion conducting polymer electro-
lyte (PEO:CsClO4) was prepared similarly to previously published
work.15 PEO (Polymer Standards Service, Mw = 94600 g mol
−1) and
CsClO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) were dissolved in anhydrous
acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich) to make a 1 wt % solution with an
ether oxygen to Cs molar ratio of 76:1. Twenty-five microliters of the
solution was drop-cast onto the 1 cm2 sample of graphene FETs in the
glovebox, dried at room temperature until the majority of the solvent
evaporated, and then annealed at 80 °C for 3 min.
Modeling. The time-dependent, modified Nernst−Planck−
Poisson relationship was used in COMSOL Multiphysics to predict
ion accumulation in response to voltage. Ion migration was modeled
using a modified version of the Nernst−Plank equation:





, where c is the ion concentration,
D is the ion diffusion coefficient, F is faraday’s constant, RT is the
thermal energy, γ is the steric repulsion term, and V is the electrolyte
potential. The potential is coupled to Poisson’s equation ∇2( − εV) =
F∑i = 12 (zici), where ε is the permittivity of the electrolyte (∼10 ε0)36
and z is the ion charge number (+1 for cations, −1 for anions). A
stern layer, defined by ∇2( − εV) = 0, was used directly adjacent to
the electrode and SiO2 boundaries and set to equal 2 Å. The bulk
concentration of ions corresponds to an ether oxygen to lithium ratio
of 20:1, and the density of the polymer is assumed to be 1 g/cm3.
For all four geometries, a 50 μm-long by 5 μm-thick electrolyte was
used; electrodes were modeled as boundary conditions with the
appropriate potentials. In the models involving geometries of equal-
sized electrodes, the electrode surfaces constituted the entire 50 μm
boundary. A zero charge boundary condition (defined as n · D = 0,
where n is the surface normal vector and D = − ε ∇ V was used for
the nonelectrode boundaries). The mesh size near the electrode
interfaces was decreased until the EDL concentrations remained
within 1% of its previous value.
In the models involving unequal electrodes, boundary conditions
for nonelectrode boundaries were defined to mimic SiO2 by using a
modification of the previous boundary condition: · = − ε ϕn D
t
SiO2 ,
where εSiO2 is the permittivity of SiO2, ϕ is the local electrolyte
potential at the interface, and t is the oxide thickness (90 nm). This
modification allowed for a nonzero electric flux through the
nonelectrode boundaries (i.e., 90 nm oxide) and therefore allowed
ions to accumulate near the oxide surface. To determine the carrier
density in ions/cm2 through the electrolyte, the volumetric charge
density was integrated using trapezoid approximation along a cutline
taken across the electrolyte perpendicular to the center of the
grounded electrode beginning at the electrode surface and terminating
at the center of the electrolyte.
DSC Measurements. The DSC samples were prepared inside the
Ar-filled glovebox. PE400-Li (8.7 mg) and PEO:CsClO4 (7.1 mg)
were hermetically sealed in aluminum DSC pans. Measurements were
made on TA 250 calibrated with an indium standard. To measure Tg
(glass transition temperature) and Tm (melting temperature), samples
were heated to 100 °C to erase the thermal history, cooled to −70 °C
at 3 °C min−1, and heated to 100 °C at 5 °C min−1.
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Part 1. DSC of single-ion conductor
DSC samples were prepared inside the Ar-filled glovebox. 8.7 mg of single-ion 
conductor (PE400-Li) and 7.1 mg PEO:CsClO4 were hermetically sealed in an aluminum 
DSC pan. Measurements were made on a TA 250 calibrated with an indium standard. To 
measure the glass transition temperature (Tg) and the melting temperature (Tm), samples 
were heated to 100 °C to erase thermal history, cooled to -70 °C at 3 °C min-1 and heated 
to 100 °C at 5 °C min-1. As shown in Figure S1 (a), the glass transition temperature of 
single-ion conductor is identified at 14.5 °C, while only a very subtle melting feature is 
found at around 75 °C (see the inset in (a)). In contrast, the dual-ion conductor, 
PEO:CsClO4 (ether oxygen to Cs molar ratio = 76:1), has a Tg of -31.5 °C with a distinct 
melting peak (Tm) at 63.6 °C shown in (b). Although the single-ion conductor is almost 
completely amorphous, the higher Tg indicates slower segmental polymer mobility and 
therefore lower ion mobility. This result is consistent with the larger hysteresis in the 
transfer measurements observed for the single-ion conductor compared to the dual 
(Figures 4 and 5(a)).
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Figure S1. Heat flow versus temperature for (a) single-ion conductor and (b) dual-ion 
conductor (PEO:CsClO4, ether oxygen to Cs equals 76:1) showing glass transition (Tg) 
and melting (Tm) temperatures (inset plots) during the second heating. 
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Part 2. Two-Dimensional Potential Profiles
One-dimensional, steady-state, voltage profiles are shown in the manuscript (Figure 2) 
for both the dual- and single-ion conductors at a voltage of ±1 V. Ion drift was modeled 
using a modified Nernst-Planck-Poisson relationship including a Stern layer set to a 
thickness equivalent to one ionic radius (2 Å), where the charge density, through which 
Poisson’s equation couples ion concentration and potential, equals zero (i.e., ∇ ∙
).1,2 The diffusion coefficients of the cations and anions in the dual ion ( ― 𝜀𝑟𝜀0∇𝑉) = 0
conductor and the cation in the single-ion conductor were set to  ~10-12 cm2/s. The anions 
were held stationary by decreasing the diffusion coefficient to ~10-30 cm2/s; this value was 
sufficiently low that the location of the anions remained constant on the time scale of study 
(1 - 103 s). 
Figures S2 – S4 show potential profiles at time = 0 and at steady-state, and include the 
corresponding two-dimensional potential profile plots for all geometries considered in 
Figure 2 of the manuscript. These plots assume that for each geometry the electrodes 
and electrolytes are uniform in the out-of-plane direction. Note that the electrolyte in 
Figures S2 – S4 has been rotated horizontally from Figure 2 such that the grounded 
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electrode is now located at the bottom. At steady state, the two-dimensional surfaces 
were plotted on a log scale to emphasize the potential adjacent to grounded electrodes 
where the EDL or depletion layers exist. 
2.1 Equal sized Electrode Geometry
Panels on the left column of Figure S2 ((a), (c) and (e)) consider the case of a dual-ion 
conductor with electrodes of equal area. For clarity, only a two-dimensional cross-section 
of a three-dimensional electrode/electrolyte system with uniform out of plane depth is 
shown. For simplicity, cations and anions were modeled with the same effective radius, 
and diffusion coefficient.  Voltages were applied to the top boundary and the bottom 
boundary was grounded. Figure S2 (c) shows the potential profile before ions respond to 
the electric field (i.e., t = 0). Before ions can move, the potential decays linearly across 
the electrolyte (Figure S2 (a), blue dash) producing parallel vertical field lines (Figure S2 
(c)). This result is expected for a parallel plate capacitor with an insulating dielectric. At 
time > 0, the ions migrate in response to the field and accumulate adjacent to electrodes 
to form two electric double layers (EDLs) at the two electrode surfaces. This results in 
half of the potential dropped at each electrode producing an axis of symmetry parallel to 
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both electrodes as shown in Figure S2 (a) (red line). The potential drop through the bulk 
of the electrolyte is nearly zero because the ions in the EDLs screen the field.
The right panels of Figure S2 (b), (d) and (f) consider the single-ion conductor. Like the 
dual-ion conductor, a linear potential profile is observed immediately after the electric field is 
applied (Figure S2 (b), blue dash, and (d)). However, as steady state is achieved, cations 
accumulate and form an EDL adjacent to the lower potential electrode (bottom electrode), while 
depleting near the opposite electrode (top electrode). The difference in the thickness of 
accumulation and depletion regions eliminates the axis of symmetry seen in the dual ion conductor 




Figure S2. COMSOL modeling of a parallel-plate capacitor with electrodes of equal area. 
Left column is the dual-ion conductor while the right is the single-ion conductor. Top row:  
1D potential profiles of (a) dual-ion and (b) single-ion conductor at time = 0 (blue dash) 
when the voltage is applied and at steady state (red line). The potential profiles are 
obtained at the vertical cutline in the middle (x coordinate = 25 µm) in potential surface 
maps. Middle row: potential surface maps at time = 0 for the (c) dual-ion and (d) single-
ion conductors with electric field lines included. Bottom row: potential surface maps at 
steady state for the (e) dual-ion and (f) single-ion conductors plotted in log scale to 
emphasize the potential drop adjacent to the grounded electrode due to the EDL. 
2.2 Unequal Sized Electrode Geometry
Figures S3 and S4 show the two-dimensional profile plots resulting from capacitors 
where the grounded electrode is one tenth the area of its non-grounded counterpart under 
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positive and negative bias, respectively. This geometry was used to more closely model 
the geometry of our devices where the channel size is smaller than gate size (see 
additional discussion in Part 6 below). Like the previous geometry, with equal sized 
electrodes, only a two-dimensional cross section of a 3D electrode/electrolyte system with 
constant out of plane depth is considered. Voltages were again applied to the top 
boundary while the bottom boundary was grounded. The remaining non-electrode 
boundaries were defined to mimic a dielectric (e.g., SiO2). Additional discussions are in 
the experimental details in the manuscript. The same magnitude of bias (±1 V) was used 
as the previous geometry containing equally sized electrodes. 
For dual-ion conductor, at time = 0, the potential surface above the grounded electrode 
(analogous to a channel) is similar to that of the previous geometry (equal sized 
electrodes), where field lines are vertical and parallel (Figure S3 (c)). At time > 0 ions start 
to move and accumulate near their respective electrodes. Once they reach steady state, 
a potential distribution shown in Figure S3 (e) is produced. The steady state surface 
shows that the electrode area dictates the EDL area, even with the SiO2 boundary. While 
the potential is uniform across the bulk, this geometry results in a greater potential drop 
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near the smaller electrode. This is the result of the grounded electrode having a smaller 
length (and, by extension, area), and a lower total capacitance, than its non-grounded 
counterpart, as discussed in the manuscript. The surface map also suggests that ions 
accumulate uniformly at each point along the length of the grounded electrode (i.e., ion 
distribution is identical at the center or edge of the grounded electrode). 
Figure S3. COMSOL modeling of a parallel-plate capacitor with electrodes of unequal 
areas: the bottom electrode (grounded, 2.5 µm) is one tenth the size of the top electrode 
(25 µm) where the positive voltage (+1 V) is applied. Left column is the dual-ion conductor 
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while the right is the single-ion conductor. Top row: 1D potential profiles of (a) dual-ion 
and (b) single-ion conductor at time = 0 (blue dash) when the voltage is applied and at 
steady state (red line). The vertical cutline to obtain the profile is in the middle (x 
coordinate = 25 µm) in potential surface maps. Middle row: potential surface maps at time 
= 0 for the (c) dual-ion and (d) single-ion conductors with electric field lines included. 
Bottom row: potential surface maps at steady state for the (e) dual-ion and (f) single-ion 
conductors plotted in log scale to emphasize the potential drop adjacent to the grounded 
electrode due to the EDL. 
The second column of Figure S3 shows how the single-ion conductor response in the 
unequal sized electrodes geometry under same positive bias. The positive bias causes 
cations to accumulate near the small grounded electrode and deplete near the large 
ungrounded electrode. The length of the EDL or depletion region always equals to the 
length of the electrode. Unlike in the previous geometry with equal sized electrodes where 
the depletion length is always the same as the EDL length, now the depletion length is 10 
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times the EDL length, reflecting the 10 times difference in electrode length. Since the 
depletion length is now much larger than that of the EDL, it no longer needs to be 
significantly thicker than the EDL to conserve charge; instead it will have a thickness 
comparable to that of the EDL. This results in a surface similar to the dual-ion conductor.
Figure S4 shows the two electrolytes in the same geometry as Figure S3, but the 
polarity is reversed (a bias of -1 V is applied). Figures S4 (a) (red line) and (c) shows that, 
for the dual-ion conductor, the unequal electrode length again produce unequal potential 
drops adjacent to each electrode; however, the fraction of potential to drop near the 
grounded electrode does not depend on the polarity. This is because the ions modeled in 
the dual-ion conductor have opposite charge but have identical effective radius and 
diffusion coefficient; this allows anions and cations to produce equal magnitude EDL. 
However, the potential distribution for the single-ion conductor does depend on polarity. 
At time > 0, the depletion region is now adjacent to the small electrode. Its thickness is 
comparable to its counterpart in the previous geometry (equal sized electrodes), but since 
it is near a small electrode, the required potential drop is much larger (Figure S4 (a) and 
(b), red line) and therefore constitutes essentially all of the applied potential. 
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Figure S4. COMSOL modeling of a parallel-plate capacitor with electrodes of unequal 
areas: the bottom electrode (grounded, 2.5 µm) is one tenth the size of the top electrode 
(25 µm) where the positive voltage (+1 V) is applied. Left column is the dual-ion conductor 
while the right is the single-ion conductor. Top row: 1D potential profiles of (a) dual-ion 
and (b) single-ion conductor at time = 0 (blue dash) when the voltage is applied and at 
steady state (red line). The vertical cutline to obtain the profile is in the middle (x 
coordinate = 25 µm) in potential surface maps. Middle row: potential surface maps at time 
= 0 for the (c) dual-ion and (d) single-ion conductors with electric field lines included. 
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Bottom row: potential surface maps at steady state for the (e) dual-ion and (f) single-ion 
conductors plotted in log scale to emphasize the potential drop adjacent to the grounded 
electrode due to the EDL.
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Part 3. Transfer measurements
3 different graphene FETs were fabricated and measured. The results of Devices 1 and 
2 are shown in Figure 4 of the manuscript, and the ionic gating results of Device 3 is 
shown in Figure 5. As mentioned in the manuscript, the Dirac point location in transfer 
measurements shifts to negative VSG after the deposition of the single-ion conductor, and 
does not return to zero after removing the electrolyte with solvent and AFM cleaning. This 
shift is not observable in Figure 4 because the transfer curves are plotted with respect to 
VG-VDirac to better compare the n- and p-branch current using different gating methods. In 
Figure S5 below the complete measurement results of all 3 device are summarized and 
the shift is clearly observable. However, this shift is commonly observed in EDL gating of 
graphene FETs using dual-ion conductors,3,4 and reflects that the electrolyte induces 
doping of the graphene channel even in the absence of a gate voltage. 
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Figure S5. Transfer characteristics of all three graphene FETs (Device 1/2/3 corresponds 
to Figure S5a/b/c) with the comparison between back gating on the bare FET (no ion 
conductors, blue curves), EDL gating using the single-ion (red curves) and dual-ion 
conductors (green curves). The solid lines indicate that the transfer scans are from 
negative to positive gate voltages, while the dotted line are from the reverse scanning 
direction. 
The differences in p-branch current and hysteresis between the three devices are likely 
due to the difference in intrinsic doping level of the flake, which can be understood by 
considering the transfer characteristics of bare FET without electrolyte. As shown in 
Figure S5, the as-fabricated Devices 1 and 3 have Dirac points located close to zero 
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(VDirac = -0.5 V and -2.75 V), while Device 2 is more n-type doped (VDirac = -7.5 V). 
Additionally, for both Devices 1 and 3, their n- and p-branch currents are similar as-
fabricated, while Device 2 has a p-branch current about 60% of the n-branch current 
(compared after subtracting the minimal conducting current at Dirac point). These intrinsic 
difference could possibly explain the differences in the transfer characteristics when the 
single-ion conductor gating is used. For example, for Devices 1 and 3, the p-branches 
are both about 12% of the n-branch; while in Device 2, there is no observable p-branch 
within the measurement window, presumably because it is more strongly n-doped. In 
addition, from the modeling results in Figure 5(a) we know for single-ion conductor gating, 
the hysteresis is larger in the n-branch than the p-branch. In Device 2, more of the n-




Part 4. Estimation of EDL capacitance in the single-ion conductor device
The EDL capacitance induced by the single-ion conductor is estimated by a DC 
measurement. A series of VSG transfer measurements under various VBG are plotted in 
Figure S6 (a). VBG was held at one value while sweeping VSG with VDS fixed at 0.05 V. 
The location of the Dirac point in the side gate transfer scans is a function of VBG. 
Specifically, the Dirac point shifts towards positive VSG values as the VBG becomes more 
negative. The extent of the shift along the VSG axis is almost linearly proportional to the 
applied VBG, as shown in Figure S6 (b). The blue squares are experimental data and the 
solid lines represent a linear fit. The slope of the solid line (i.e., ΔVBG/ΔVSG) is 43.33. For 
the double-gated device with a thin channel and thick back gate oxide, this ratio can be 
used to calculate the capacitance of the electric double layer (CEDL) as CEDL/COX = -ΔVBG/ 
ΔVSG.5,6 Using εOX = 3.9 and tOX = 90 nm, COX is 0.0383 μF/cm2, and the calculated CEDL 
is ∼1.66 μF/cm2, which is similar as the CEDL measured on dual-ion conductors.7 Nearly 
equivalent capacitances between the single- and dual-ion conductors implies the 
possibility of achieving similar gating capability and carrier densities, which is in 
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agreement with the experimental findings and simulation results presented in the 
manuscript. 
Figure S6. (a) Transfer characteristics of a graphene FET gated by the single-ion 
conductor (through a side gate, VSG) while under a series of constant back gate voltages 
(VBG = 0, -5, -7.5, -10 V). (b) Dirac point (blue dot) in the side gate transfer curves (VSG) 
as a function of VBG. 
Part 5. Impact of device geometry on charge density
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Figure 4 in the manuscript presented how the single ion conductor produces different 
magnitudes of carrier density under positive and negative voltage. This unequal charge 
density is directly related to device geometry. To elaborate on this, the transient carrier 
densities for both conductors are shown in Figure S7 to highlight the dependence of 
carrier densities on geometry. We modeled 3 geometries including: (a) the grounded 
electrode (2.5 µm) is 10 times smaller than ungrounded electrode (25 µm); (b) both 
electrodes are long (50 µm in length); and (c) both electrodes are equally small (2.5 µm).
The modeling shows that a dual-ion conductor will always produce EDLs with equal carrier 
density under both positive and negative applied voltage, regardless of whether electrode sizes is 
equal. Meanwhile, a single-ion conductor will only produce symmetric carrier densities (either 
constituting an EDL or depletion region) if the electrodes are equally sized. 
In addition, the magnitude of charge density depends on the ratio between the area of the 
two electrodes. Using the unequally sized electrodes (Figure S7 (a)) resulted in a greater carrier 
density per area adjacent to the grounded electrode than using equally sized electrodes (Figures 
S7 (b) and (c)). This is because the large electrode will have a higher capacitance requiring less 
voltage drop to sustain the same charge. Since the depletion region near the larger electrode 
requires less voltage drop, EDLs near the smaller (grounded) electrode can produce larger voltage 
drops resulting in greater carrier density. The voltage sweeps shown in Figure S7 (a) show such 
an increase in carrier density (compared with S7 (b) or (c)). The only exception is when a depletion 
region forms near the grounded electrode. When the two electrodes have equal area, the depletion 
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region already requires a large voltage drop (0.75 out of 1 V). When the depletion region is 
adjacent to a small grounded electrode, it requires an even larger voltage drop constituting nearly 
the entirety of the applied voltage (0.95 out of 1 V). Because of the large voltage drop required to 
create a depletion region near a small electrode, the single-ion conductor does not produce a 
significantly higher carrier density under negative bias after implementing the new geometry. 
To ensure the increase in sheet density was the result of unequal electrode length and not 
simply changing the area of the electrode of interest, both electrodes were decreased to the smaller 
size (2.5 µm), and results are shown in Figure S7 (c). Zero charge boundary conditions were once 
again employed to maximize similarity between this geometry and the original equally sized 
electrode geometry. This geometry resulted in carrier densities (Figure S7 (c)) of similar 
magnitude to the geometry in Figure S7 (b) where the two electrodes are both 50 µm long. 
Interestingly, we also noticed that reducing the ungrounded electrode (right side) size also 
reduced the achievable carrier density for both the single- and dual-ion conductors. This could 
suggest that – as a general rule – it is desirable to design the gate electrode larger than channel size 
for EDL gating to achieve a higher carrier density in the channel. 
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Figure S7. (Left column) Schematics of a single-ion conductor with charge accumulations 
under the applied voltages, and (right column) the corresponding accumulated charge 
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carrier densities for the single-ion (red) and dual-ion conductors (blue) during sweeping 
the applied voltages. The dependence of charge density on the ratio of electrode size is 
illustrated in 3 geometries during 1D modeling: (a) electrode size (right, 25 µm in length) 
= 10x electrode (left, grounded, 2.5 µm); (b) equally sized electrodes (50 µm in length); 
and (c) equally sized small electrodes (2.5 µm in length).
Part 6. Effective gate size during EDL-gated transfer measurements
Experimentally, the graphene and MoTe2 FETs are fabricated based on exfoliated 
flakes. The length and the width of the channels vary slightly from device to device 
depending on the size of the flakes. For each device, the side gate is 10 µm away from 
the channel, and the length of the side gate (i.e., the length of the edge that is closest to 
the channel) is the same as the channel length. However, during EDL-gated transfer 
measurements (using either single or dual-ion conductor) the effective gate size is larger 
than channel size. This is because under a gate voltage, the EDL forms across not only 
the edge of side gate that is closest to the channel, but also the entire gate metal area 
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that is in contact with electrolyte. For example, under a positive gate voltage (VGS > 0 V), 
anions migrate towards the gate metal.  Under steady state condition, if we consider the 
entire geometry as a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) capacitor, the total gate metal surface 
area is essentially one side of a large capacitor plate. Similarly, a cationic EDL forms 
across, and induces electrons in, all of the channel, the source metal, and the drain metal 
area. However, because a small but non-zero VDS is applied (i.e., VGS >> VDS > 0 V), 
electrons flow from source through channel to drain. The transport of electrons between 
source and drain is limited by the transport through the channel, making the channel area 
the effective area of the other side of the capacitor plate. The same conclusion that the 
effective gate size is larger than channel size can also be identified by comparing the 
experimental results with modeling. As shown in Figure S7 (b) and (c), modeling suggests 
that if the effective gate and channel area are the same, then 1) the transfer measurement 
should be symmetric for both the single- and dual-ion conductors, and 2) the gating 
capability (e.g., maximum achievable charge density) of single-ion conductor is 50% of 
the dual-ion conductor. However, experimentally we observe a suppressed p-branch for 
all the measured devices on both graphene and MoTe2, and we see a similar gating 
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capability between single-ion conductor and dual-ion conductor for the n-branch. This 
result closely matches the modeling results in Figure S7 (a), where the electrode on which 
the voltage is being applied (i.e. the gate) is 10 times larger than the other electrode that 
is grounded (i.e. the channel).  
Part 7. AFM topology scan after single-ion conductor removal
Figure S8. AFM topology scan of one graphene FET channel (a) after washing the single-
ion conductor with Dimethylformamide (DMF) but before AFM cleaning, and (b) after AFM 
cleaning. The averaged roughness (Rq) values are reported where the error represents 
one standard deviation from the mean. Rq was calculated based on 6 different locations, 
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with one of the locations indicated by the 400 × 400 nm white box. (c) Line scans of flake 
height before (black) and after AFM cleaning (red line). The positions of line scans are 
indicated by white lines on AFM images.
Part 8. Output characteristics of single-ion conductor gated MoTe2 FET
The output characteristics of a single-ion conductor gated MoTe2 FET under four 
different gate voltages is shown in Figure S9 (a) and zoomed-in for the small current 
region in (b). ID increases as the gate voltage increases from 0 to 3 V, indicating the 
effective gate control of channel current using the single-ion conductor. No saturation is 
observed up to VD = 1 V. 
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Figure S9. (a) Output characteristics of a single-ion conductor gated MoTe2 FET under 
four different gate voltages (0 – 3 V). (b) The zoomed-in plot at small ID region on the 
same output characteristics.
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